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Preface 

The text which follows is based mostly on lectures at Princeton 

University in 1957. The senior author wishes to apologize for the delay 

in publication. 

The theory of characteristic classes began in the year 1935 with almost 

simultaneous work by HASSLER WHITNEY in the United States and 

EDUARD STIEFEL in Switzerland. Stiefe1's thesis, written under the 

direction of Heinz Hopf, introduced and studied certain "characteristic" 

homology classes determined by the tangent bundle of a smooth manifold. 

Whitney, then at Harvard University, treated the case of an arbitrary sphere 

bundle. Somewhat later he invented the language of cohomo10gy theory, 

hence the concept of a characteristic cohomology class, and proved the 

basic product theorem. 

In 1942 LEV PONTRJAGIN of Moscow University began to study the 

homology of Grassmann manifolds, using a cell subdivision due to Charles 

Ehresmann. This enabled him to construct important new characteristic 

classes. (Pontrjagin's many contributions to mathematics are the more 

remarkable in that he is totally blind, having lost his eyesight in an acci

dent at the age of fourteen.) 

In 1946 SHING-SHEN CHERN, recently arrived at the Institute for 

Advanced Study from Kunming in southwestern China, defined characteri:s

tic classes for complex vector bundles. In fact he showed that the com

plex Grassmann manifolds have a cohomology structure which is much 

easier to understand than that of the real Grassmann manifolds. This has 

led to a great clarification of the theory of real characteristic classes, 

v 



vi PREFACE 

We are happy to report that the four original creators of characteristic 

class theory all remain mathematically active: Whitney at the Institute 

for Advanced Study in Princeton, Stiefel as director of the Institute for 

Applied Mathematics of the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, 

Pontrjagin as director of the Steklov Institute in Moscow, and Chern at 

the University of California in Berkeley. This book is dedicated to them. 

JOHN MILNOR 

JAMES STASHEFF 
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Characteristic Classes 



§1. Smooth Manifolds 

This section contains a brief introduction to the theory of smooth mani

folds and their tangent spaces. 

Let Rn denote the coordinate space consisting of all n-tuples x = 

(xl' ... , xn) of real numbers. For the special case n = 0 it is to be under

stood that RO consists of a single point. The real number themselves 

will be denoted by R. 

The word "smooth" will be used as a synonym for "differentiable of 

class Coo." Thus a function defined on an open set U C Rn with values 

in Rk is smooth if its partial derivatives of all orders exist and are con

tinuous. 

For some purposes it is convenient to use a coordinate space RA 

which may be infinite dimensional. Let A be any index set and let RA 

denote the vector space consisting of all functions* x from A to R. 

The value of a vector x f RA on a f A will be denoted by xa and 

called the a-th coordinate of x. Similarly, for any function f: Y .... RA, 

the a-th coordinate of fey) will be denoted by fa(y). 

We topologize this space RA as a cartesian product of copies of R. 

For any subset M C RA, we give M the relative topology. Thus a func

tion f: Y .... M C RA is continuous if and only if each of the associated 

functions fa: Y .... R is continuous. Here Y can be an arbitrary topologi

cal space. 

* Of course our previous coordinate space Rn can be obtained as a special 
case of this more general concept, simply by taking A to be the set of integers 
between 1 aud n. 

3 



DEFINITION. For U C Rn, a function f: U -> M C RA is said to be 

smooth if each of the associated functions fa: U -> R is smooth. If f is 

smooth, then the partial derivative af/aui can be defined as the smooth 

function U -> RA whose a-th coordinate is afa/aui for i = 1, "', n. 

The most classical and familiar examples of smooth manifolds are 

curves and surfaces in the coordinate space R3. Generalizing the classi

cal description of curves and surfaces, we will consider n-dimensional 

objects in a coordinate space RA. 

DEFINITION. A subset M C RA is a smooth manifold of dimension 

n> 0 if, for each x (M there exists a smooth function 

defined on an open set U C Rn such that 

1) h maps U homeomorphically onto an open neighborhood V of x 

in M, and 

2) for each u (U the matrix [aha(u)/aUj] has rank n. (In other 

words the n vectors ah/au 1 , ... , ah/aun, evaluated at u, must be 

linearly independent.) 

The image h(U) = V of such a mapping will be called a coordinate 

neighborhood in M, and the triple (U, V, h) will be called a local para

metrization* of M. 

LEMMA 1.1. Let (U, V, h) and (U', V', h') be two local para

metrizations of M such that V n V' is non-vacuous. Then 

the correspondence 

defines a smooth mapping from the open set (h,)-I(V n V') C Rn 

to the open set h- 1(V n V') eRn. 

* The inverse h -1: V -> U C Rn is often called a "local coordinate--system" 
or "chart" for M. 
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Proof. Let x = h(~) = h'(i:i"') be an arbitrary point of V n V'. Choose 

indices a l , ... ,an (A so that the n x n matrix [aha/auj], evaluated at 

u, is non-singular. Then it follows from the inverse function theorem that 

one can solve for u l "'" un as smooth functions 

for u in some neighborhood of U. (See for example [Whitney, 1957, p. 69].) 

Writing these equations in vector notation as u = f(ha1 (u), ... , han (u)), and 

setting h(u) = h'(u'), it follows that the function 

U'I-> h-1h'(u')=f(h'a (u'), ... ,h'a (u')) 
1 n 

is smooth throughout some neighborhood of u'. This completes the proof. III 

The concept of tangent vector can be defined as follows. Let x be 

a fixed point of M, and let (- E, E) denote the set of real numbers t 

with - E < t < E. A smooth path through x in M will mean a smooth 

function 

p: (- E, c) .... M eRA, 

defined on some interval (- E, E) of real numbers, with p(O) = x. The 

velocity vector of such a path is defined to be the vector 

(dp/dt) \ t=o ( RA 

whose a-th component is dPa(O)/dt. (Compare Figure 1.) 

DEFINITION. A vector v (RA is tangent to M at x if v can be 

expressed as the velocity vector of some smooth path through x in M. 

The set of all such tangent vectors will be called the tangent space of 

M at x, and will be denoted by DMx' (In some presentations, the vector 

v is identified with the collection of paths p with common velocity vec

tor v. This allows an intrinsic definition of tangent v~ctor independent 

of the embedding in RA.) 
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Figure 1. 

In terms of a local parametrization CU, V, h) with hCii) = X, the tan

gent space can be described as follows. 

LEMMA 1.2. A vector v f RA is tangent to M at x if and only 

if v can be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors 

Jh- Jh-
a- (u), ""a-(u) . 

u1 un 



SI. SMUOTH MANIFOLDS 

Thus DMX IS an n-dimensional vector space over the real num

bers. 

The proof is straightforward. 

The tangent manifold of M is defined to be the subspace 

DM C M x RA 

I 

consisting of all pairs (x, v) with x c M and v c DMx' It follows easily 

from Lemma 1.2 that DM, considered as a subset of RA x RA, is a 

smooth manifold of dimension 2n. 

Now consider two smooth manifolds M C RA and Ne RB , and a 

function f: M --> N. Let x be a point of M and (U, V, h) a local para

metrization of M with x = he;). 

DEFINITION. The function f is said to be smooth at x if the com-

position* 

is smooth throughout some neighborhood of U. 

It follows from 1.1 that this definition does not depend on the choice 

of local parametrization. 

DEFINITION. The function f: M --> N is smooth if it is smooth at x 

for every x f M. A function f: M ... N is called a diffeomorphism if f .is 

one-to-one onto, and if both f and the inverse function f-l: N --> M are 

smooth. 

* 

LEMMA 1.3. The identity map of M is always smooth. Further

more the composition of two smooth maps M -&.... M' -L M" is 

smooth. 

The notation fog will be used for the composition of two functions 

x-Ly-i..Z. 



The proof is similar to that of 1.1. Details will be omitted. 

Any map f: M -> N which is smooth at x determines a linear map Dfx 

from the tangent space DMx to DNf(x) as follows. Given v (DMx ex

press v as the velocity vector 

v = (dp/dt) I t=o 

of some smooth path through x in M, and define DfxCv) to be the 

velocity vector 

(d(f 0 p)/ dt) ! t=o 

of the image path fop: (- s, s) -> N. It is easily seen that this definition 

does not depend on the choice of p, and that Dfx is a linear mapping. 

In fact, in terms of a local parametrization (U, V, h), one has the explicit 

formula 

for any real numbers cl"'" cn ' 

DEFINITION. The linear transformation Dfx is called the derivative, 

or the Jacobian of f at x. 

Now suppose that f: M -> N is smooth everywhere. Combining all of 

the J acobians Dfx one obtains a function 

Df: DM -> DN 

where Df(x, v) = (f(x), Dfx(v». 

LEMMA 1.4. D is a functor* from the category of smooth mani

folds and smooth maps into itself. 

* For the concepts of category and functor, see for example [Eilenberg and 
Steenrod, Chapter IV]. 
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In other words: (1) If M is a smooth manifold, then DM is a smooth 

manifold. (2) If f is a smooth map from M to N then Df is a smooth 

map from DM to DN. (3) If I is the identity map of M then DI is 

the identity map of DM; and (4) if the composition fog of two smooth 

maps is defined, then D(f 0 g) = (Df) 0 (Dg). The proofs are straightforward. 

One immediate consequence is the following: If f is a diffeomorphism 

from M to N then Df is a diffeomorphism from DM to DN. 

REMARKS. According to our definitions, the tangent space DR~ of 

the coordinate space Rn at x is equal to the vector space Rn itself. 

In particular, for any real number u the tangent space DRu is equal to 

R. Thus if f: M --> R is a smooth real valued function, then the derivative 

Dfx: DMx --> DRf(x) = R can be thought of as an element of the dual vector 

space 

This element Dfx of the dual space, sometimes called the "total differ-~ 

ential" of f at x, is more commonly denoted by df(x). Note that Leib

niz's rule is satisfied: 

D(fg)x = f(x)Dgx + g(x)Dfx ' 

where fg stands for the product function x f-> f(x) g(x). 

For any tangent vector v (DMx the real number Dfiv) is called 

the directional derivative of the real valued function f at x in the di

rection v. If we keep (x, v) fixed but let f vary over the vector space 

COO(M, R) consisting of all smooth real valued functions on M, then a 

linear differential operator 

X: COO(M, R) --> R 

can be defined by the formula XCO = Dfiv). Leibniz's rule now takes 

the form 

X(fg) f(x) X(g) + X(f) g(x) . 
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In many expositions of the subject, the tangent vector (x, V) is identified 

with this linear operator X. 

One defect of the above presentation is that the "smoothness" of a 

manifold M is made to depend on some particular embedding of M in a 

coordinate space. It is possible however to canonically embed any smooth 

manifold M in one preferred coordinate space. 

Given a smooth manifold M C RA let F = COO(M, R) denote the set of 

all smooth functions from M to the real numbers R. Define the embedding 

by if(x) = f(x). Let Ml denote the image i(M) C RF. 

LEMMA 1.5. This image Ml is a smooth manifold in RF , and 

the canonical map i: M ~ Ml is a diffeomorphism. 

The proof is straightforward. 

Thus any smooth manifold has a canonical embedding in an associated 

coordinate space. This suggests the following definition. 

Let M be a set and let F be a collection of real valued functions 

on M which separates points. (That is, given x f- y in M there exists 

f t F with f(x) f- f(y).) Then M can be identified with its image under 

the canonical imbedding i: M ~ RF. 

DEFINITION. The collection F is a smoothness structure on M if 

the subset i(M) C RF is a smooth manifold, and if F is precisely the 

set of all smooth real valued functions on this smooth manifold. * 

Note: This definition of "smoothness" is similar to that given by 

[Nomizu]. In the classical point of view the "smoothness structure" of 

a manifold is prescribed by the collection ofIocal parametrizations. (See 

* If only the first condition is satisfied, then F might be called a "basis" 
for a smoothness structure on M. 
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for example [Steenrod, 1951, p. 21].) In still another point of view, one 

uses collections of smooth functions on open subsets. (Compare [de Rham].) 

All o·f these definitions are equivalent. 

In conclusion here are three problems for the reader. The first two of 

these will play an important role in later sections. 

Problem I-A. Let M1 C RA and M2 C RB be smooth manifolds. Show 

that M1 x M2 C RA x RB is a smooth manifold, and that the tangent mani

fold D(M1 x M2) is canonically diffeomorphic to the product DM1 x DM2· 

Note that a function x f-> (f1 (x), f2 (x» from M to M1 x M2 is smooth if 

and only if both f1 : M -> M1 and £2: M -> M2 are smooth. 

Problem I-B. Let pn denote the set of all lines through the origin 

in the coordinate space Rn+1. Define a function 

by q(x) = Rx = line through x. Let F denote the set of all functions 

f: pn -> R such that f 0 q is smooth. 

a) Show that F is a smoothness structure on pn. The resulting 

smooth manifold is called the real projective space of dimension n. 

b) Show that the functions fij(Rx) = xix/~x~ define a diffeomorphism 

between pn and the submanifold of R(n+1)2 consisting of all symmetric 

(n+l) x (n+l) matrices A of trace 1 satisfying AA = A. 

c) Show that pn is compact, and that a subset V C pn is open if 

and only if q-1(V) is open. 

Problem I-C. For any smooth manifold M show that the collection 

F = C""(M, R) of smooth real valued functions on M can be made into a 

ring, and that every point x f M determines a ring homomorphism F -> R 

and hence a maximal ideal in F. If M is compact, show that every maxi

mal ideal in F arises in this way from a point of M. More generally, if 

there is a countable basis for the topology of M, show that every ring 



homomorphism F --> R is obtained in this way. (Make use of an element 

f? 0 in F such that each r 1[O, cl is compact.) Thus the smooth 

manifold M is completely determined by the ring F. For x (M, show 

that any R-linear mapping X: F --> R satisfying X(fg) = XC£) gCx)+ fCx) X(g) 

is given by XC£) = DfxCv) for Some uniquely determined vector v ( DMx' 



§2. Vector Bundles 

Let B denote a fixed topological space, which will be called the 

base space. 

DEFINITION. A real vector bundle ~ over B consists of the follow-

ing: 

1) a topological space E = E(~) called the total space, 

2) a (continuous) map TT: E .... B called the projection map, and 

3) for each b (B the structure of a vector space * over the real num

bers in the set TT-l(b). 

These must satisfy the following restriction: 

Condition of local triviality. For each point b of B there should 

exist a neighborhood U C B, an integer n:::: 0, and a homeomorphism 

so that, for each b ( U, the correspondence x .... h(b, x) defines an iso

morphism between the vector space Rn and the vector space TT-l(b). 

Such a pair (U, h) will be called a local coordinate system for ~ 

about b. If it is possible to choose U equal to the entire base space, 

then ~ will be called a trivial bundle. 

The vector space TT-l(b) is called the fib er over b. It may be de

noted by Fb or Fb(~). Note that Fb is never vacuous, although it may 

consist of a single point. The dimension n of F b is allowed to be a 

* To be more precise this vector space structure could be specified by giving 
the subset of R x R x Ex E x E consisting of all 5-tuples (tl,t2,el,e2,e3) with 

TT(e!) = TT(e 2 ) = TT(e3 ) and e3 = tl e l + t2e 2 . 

13 
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(locally constant) function of b; but in most cases of interest this func

tion is constant. One then speaks of an n-plane bundle, or briefly an Rn_ 

bundle. 

The concept of a smooth vector bundle can be defined similarly. One 

requires that Band E be smooth manifolds, that TT be a smooth map, 

and that, for each b t B there exist a local coordinate system (U, h) 

with btU such that h is a diffeomorphism. 

REMARK. An Rn-bundle is a very special example of a fiber bundle. 

(See [Steenrod, 1951, p. 9].) In Steenrod's terminology an Rn-bundle is a 

fiber bundle with fib er Rn and with the full linear group GLn(R) in n 

variables as structural group. 

Now consider two vector bundles t and 71 over the same base space 

B. 

DEFINITION. t is isomorphic to 71, written t ~ 71, if there exists 

a homeomorphism 

between the total spaces which maps each vector space F b(~) isomor

phically onto the corresponding vector space F b(TJ). 

Example 1. The trivial bundle with total space B x Rn, with projec

tion map TT(b, x) = b, and with the vector space structures in the fibers 

defined by 

will be denoted by E:~. Note that a second Rn-bundle over B is trivial 

if and only if it is isomorphic to ei. 
Example 2. The tangent bundle TM of a smooth manifold M. The 

total space of TM is the manifold DM consisting of all pairs (x, v) with 

x E M and v tangent to M at x. The projection map 
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7T: DM -> M 

is defined by 7T(X, v) = x; and the vector space structure in 7T- 1(X) is 

defined by 

The local triviality condition is not difficult to verify. Note that TNI is 

an example of a smooth vector bundle. 

If TM is a trivial bundle, then the manifold M is called parallelizable. 

For example suppose that M is an open subset of Rn. Then DM is 

equal to M x Rn, and M is clearly parallelizable. 

The unit 2-sphere S2 C R3 provides an example of a manifold ~hich 
is not parallelizable. (Compare Problem 2-B.) In fact we will see in §9 

that a parallelizable manifold must have Euler characteristic zero, whereas 

the 2-sphere has Euler characteristic +2. (See Corollary 9.3 and Theorem 

11.6. ) 

Example 3. The normal bundle v of a smooth manifold M C Rn is 

obtained as follows. The total space 

is the set of all pairs (x, v) such that v is orthogonal to the tangent 

space DMx. The projection map 7T: E -> M and the vector space struc

ture in 7T- 1 (x) are defined, as in Examples 1, 2, by the formulas 7T(X, v)= 

x, and t1 (x, VI) + t2 (x, v 2) = (x, t1 VI + t2 v 2). The proof that v satisfies 

the local triviality condition will be deferred until §3.4. 

Example 4. The real projective space pn can be defined* as the 

set of all unordered pairs lx, -xl where x ranges over the unit sphere 

Sn C Rn+1; and is topologized as a quotient space of Sn. 

* Alternatively pn can be defined as the set of lines through the origin in 
Rn+l. (Compare Problem I-B.) This amounts to the same thin,g since every 

such line cuts Sn in two antipodal points. 
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Let E(y~) be the subset of pn x Rn+1 consisting of all pairs 

(!±xl,v) such that the vector v is a multiple of x. Define 17: E(y~)->pn 

by 17el± xl, v) = !± xl. Thus each fiber 17- 1 O± xl) can be identified with 

the line through x and -x in Rn+l. Each such line is to be given its 

usual vector space structure. The resulting vector bundle y~ will be 

called the canonical line bundle over pn. 

Proof that y~ is locally trivial. Let U C Sn be any open set which 

is small enough so as to contain no pair of antipodal points, and let U 1 

denote the image of U in pn. Then a homeomorphism 

is defined by the requirement that 

h(!± xl, t) = CI± xl, tx) 

for each (x, t) f U x R. Evidently (U l' h) is a local coordinate system; 

hence y~ is locally trivial. 

THEOREM 2.1. The bundle y~ over pn is not trivial, for 

n> 1. 

This will be proved by studying cross-sections of y~. 

DEFINITION. A cross-section of a vector bundle g with base space 

B is a continuous function 

s: B -> ECO 

which takes each b f B into the corresponding fiber F bCO. Such a 

cross-section is nowhere zero if sCb) is a non-zero vector of F bCg) for 

each b. 

CA cross-section of the tangent bundle of a smooth manifold M is 

usually called a vector field ~ M.) 

Evidently a trivial Ri-bundle possesses a cross-section which is no

where zero. We will see that the bundle y~ has no such cross-section. 
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Let 

be any cross-section, and consider the composition 

which carries each x (Sn to some pair 

CI± xl, t(x) x) ( E(y~) . 

Evidently t(x) is a continuous real valued function of x, and 

t( -x) = - t(x) . 

Since Sn is connected it follows from the intermediate value theorem 

that t(xo) = 0 for some xO. Hence s(!± xo!) = CI± xo!' 0). This completes 

the proof. l1li 

It is interesting to take a closer look at the space E(y~) for the spe

cial case n = 1. In this case each point e = O± xl, v) of E(y~) can be 

written as 

e = (!±(cos e, sin e)l, t(cos e, sin e» 

with 0:s e :S TT, t (R. This representation is unique except that the point 

Cl± (cos 0, sin O)!, t(cos 0, sin 0» is equal to el± (cos TT, sin TT)!, 

- t(cos TT, sin TT» for each t. In other words E(yi) can be obtained from 

the strip [0, TT] x R in the (e, t)-plane by identifying the left hand bound

ary (0] x R with the right hand boundary (TT] x R under the correspon

dence (0, t) I-> (TT, -t). Thus E(y~) is an open Moebius band. (Compare 

Figure 2.) 

This description gives an alternative proof that yi is non-trivial. 

For the Moebius band is certainly not homeomorphic to the cylinder 

pI x R. 
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C ____ ~-pj 
Figure 2. 

Now consider a collection I Sl' ... , sn! of cross-sections of a vector 

bundle t 

DEFINITION. The cross-sections s1"'" sn are nowhere dependent 

if, for each b t B, the vectors s1 (b), ... , sn(b) are linearly independent. 

THEOREM 2.2. An Rn-bundle ~ is trivial if and only if ~ ad

mits n cross-sections s1"'" sn which are nowhere dependent. 

The proof will depend on the following basic result. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let ~ and TJ be vector bundles over B and let 

f: E(~) --> E(TJ) be a continuous function which maps each vec

tor space F b(~) isomorphically onto the corresponding vector 

space Fb(TJ). Then f is necessarily a homeomorphism. Hence 

~ is isomorphic to TJ. 
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Proof. Given any point ba (B, choose local coordinate systems 

(U, g) for ~ and (V, h) for T/, with ba ( U n V. Then we must show 

that the composition 

h-1 of o g 
(U n V) x Rn ----=->, (U n V) x Rn 

is a homeomorphism. Setting 

h- 1(f(g(b, x») ~ (b, y) 

it is evident that y = (y l' ... , y n) can be expressed in the form 

y. = ~ f .. (b) x· 
1 £.J 1J J 

j 

19 

where [fi/b)] denotes a non-singular matrix of real numbers. Further

more the entries fij(b) depend continuously on b. Let [Fj/b)] denote 

the inverse matrix. Evidently 

where 

g-l 0 f- 1 0 h(b, y) = (b, x) 

Xj = l Fji(b)Yi . 
i 

Since the numbers F j/b) depend continuously on the matrix [fij(b)], 

they depend continuously on b. Thus g-1 0 £-1 0 h is continuous, which 

completes the proof of 2.3. III 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let s1"'" sn be cross-sections of ~ which 

are nowhere linearly dependent. Define 

f: B x Rn --> E 

by 
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Evidently f is continuous and maps each fiber of the trivial bundle €~ 

isomorphically onto the corresponding fiber of f. Hence f is a bundle 

isomorphism, and f is trivial. 

Conversely suppose that f is trivial, with coordinate system (B, h). 

Defining 

s/b) = h(b,(O, ... ,O,1,O, ... ,O» f Fb(O 

(with the 1 in the i-th place), it is evident that s1"'" sn are nowhere 

dependent cross-sections. This completes the proof. !Ill 

As an illustration, the tangent bundle of the circle SI C R2 admits 

one nowhere zero cross-section, as illustrated in Figure 3. (The indicated 

arrows lead from x f SI to x + v, where sex) = (x, v) = ((Xl ,x2), (-x2,x1».) 

Hence S1 is parallelizable. Similarly the 3-sphere S3 C R4 admits 

three nowhere dependent vector fields s/x) = (x,5i(x» where 

51 (x) = (-x2, Xl' -x4, x3) 

52 (x) (-x3, x4 ' Xl' -x2) 

. 53 (x) (-x4, -x3, x2' Xl) . 

Hence S3 is parallelizable. (These formulas come from the quaternion 

multiplication in R4. Compare [Steenrod, 1951, §8.5].) 

Figure 3. 
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Euclidean Vector Bundles 

For many purposes it is important to study vector bundles in which 

each fiber has the structure of a Euclidean vector space. 

Recall that a real valued function /1 on a finite dimensional vector 

space V is quadratic if /1 can be expressed in the form 

21 

where each Ci and each C'i is linear. Each quadratic function determines 

a symmetric and bilinear pairing v, w !-> V . w from V x V to R, where 

Note that V· v = /1(v). The quadratic function !l is called positive 

definite if /1(v) > 0 for v ~ O. 

DEFINITION. A Euclidean vector space is a real vector space V 

together with a positive definite quadratic function 

The real number V· w will be called the inner product of the vectors v 

and w. The number V· v = !l(v) may also be denoted by I v1 2• 

DEFINITION. A Euclidean vector bundle is a real vector bundle f 
together with a continuous function 

such that the restriction of !l to each fiber of f is positive definite and 

quadratic. The function !l itself will be called a Euclidean metric on 

the vector bundle f-
In the case of the tangent bundle TM of a smooth manifold, a Eucli

dean metric 

!l: DM --> R 
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is called a Riemannian metric, and M together with p. is called a Rie

mannian manifold. (In practice one usually requires that p. be a smooth 

function. The notation 11. = ds2 is often used for a Riemannian metric.) 

Note. In Steenrod's terminology a Euclidean metric on ~ gives...rise 

to a reduction of the structural group of ~ from the full linear group to 

the orthogonal group. Compare [Steenrod, 1951, § 12. 9]. 

Examples. The trivial bundle E ~ can be given the Euclidean metric 

) 2 2 p.(b, x = xl + ... + xn . 

Since the tangent bundle of Rn is trivial it follows that the smooth mani

fold Rn possesses a standard Riemannian metric. For any smooth mani

fold M C Rn the composition 

DM C DRn L R 

now makes M into a Riemannian manifold. 

A priori there appear to be two different concepts of triviality for 

Euclidean vector bundles; however the next lemma shows that these coin

cide. 

LEMMA 2.4. Let ~ be a trivial vector bundle of dimension n 

over B, and let p. be any Euc1idean metric on ~. Then there 

exist n cross-sections sI' ... ' sn of ~ which are normal and 

orthogonal in the sense that 

s·(b) . s.(b) 
1 J 

for each b ( B. 

8·· IJ (= Kronecker delta) 

Thus ~ is trivial also as a Euclidean vector bundle. (Compare 

Problem 2-E below.) 
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Proof. Let S'1'"'' s'n be any n cross-sections which are nowhere 

linearly dependent. Applying the Gram-Schmidt* process to s'1 (b), ... , s'n(b) 

we obtain a normal orthogonal basis s1 (b), ... , sn(b) for Fb(O. Since 

the resulting functions s1'"'' sn are clearly continuous, this completes 

the proof. l1li 

Here are six problems for the reader. 

Problem 2-A. Show that the unit sphere Sn admits a vector field 

which is nowhere zero, providing that n is odd. Show that the normal 

bundle of Sn c Rn+1 is trivial for all n. 

Problem 2-B. If Sn admits a vector field which is nowhere zero, 

show that the identity map of Sn is homotopic to the antipodal map. For 

n even show that the antipodal map of Sn is homotopic to the reflection 

and therefore has degree -1. (Compare (Eilenberg and Steenrod, p. 304].) 

Combining these facts, show that Sn is not parallelizable for n even, 

n> 2. 

Problem 2-C. Existence theorem for Euclidean metrics. Using a par

tition of unity, show that any vector bundle over a paracompact base 

space can be given a Euclidean metric. (See §5.8; or see (Kelley, pp. 156 

and 171].) 

Problem 2-D. The Alexandroff line L (sometimes called the "long 

line") is smooth, connected, I-dimensional manifold which is not para

compact. (Reference: (Kneser].) Show that L cannot be given a Rie-

mannian metric. 

* See any text book on linear algebra. 



Problem 2-E. Isometry theorem. Let f1. and f1.' be two different 

Euclidean metrics on the same vector bundle t. Prove that there exists 

a homeomorphism f: E(t) -> E(O which carries each fiber isomorphically 

onto itself, so that the composition f1. 0 f: E(O -> R is equal to f1.'. [Hint: 

Use the fact that every positive definite matrix A can be expressed 

uniquely as the square of a positive definite matrix lA. The power 

series expansion 

v(tI + X) 0(1 + -21 X - -LX2 + - ... ), 
t 8t2 

is valid providing that the characteristic roots of tI + X = A lie between 

o and 2t. This shows that the function A I-> fA is smooth.] 

Problem 2-F. As in Problem l-C, let F denote the algebra of smooth 

real valued functions on M. For each x f M let I~+l be the ideal con

sisting of all functions in F whose derivatives of order ~ r vanish at x. 

An element of the quotient algebra F /I~+l is called an r-jet of a real 

valued function at x. (Compare [Ehresmann, 1952].) Construct a locally 

trivial "bundle of algebras" Ci'~) over M with typical fiber F /I~+l. 



§3. Constructing New Vector Bundles Out of Old 

This section will describe a number of basic constructions involving 

vector bundles. 

Ca) Restricting a bundle to a subset of the base space. Let t be a 

vector bundle with projection TT: E -> B and let B be a subset of B. 

Setting E = TT- l CB), and letting 

rr:E -> B 

be the restriction of TT to E, one obtains a new vector bundle which 

will be denoted by t I B, and call the restriction of t to B. Each 

fiber F bCt I B) is equal to the corresponding fiber F bCt), and is to be 

given the same vector space structure. 

As an example if M is a smooth manifold and U is an open subset 

of M, then the tangent bundle TU is equal to TMIU. 

More generally one has the following construction. 

Cb) Induced bundles. Let t be as above and let B1 be an arbitrary 

topological space. Given any map f: B1 -> B one can construct the in

duced bundle f*t over B l . The total space El of f*t is the subset 

El C Bl x E consisting of all pairs Cb, e) with 

fCb) = TTCe) . 

The projection map TT 1 : El -> Bl is defined by TT1 Cb, e) = b. Thus one 

has a commutative diagram 
f 

E 1 ------' E 

TT 1 I 
f 

B 1 ------- B 

25 
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where {Cb, e) = e. The vector space structure in "i1 (b) is defined by 

Thus f carries each vector space F b(f*O isomorphically onto the vec

tor space F f(bi~)' 

If (U, h) is a local coordinate system for ~, set U 1 = £-1 (U) and 

define 

by h1(b,x) = (b,h(f(b),x». Then (U 1,h1) is clearly a local coordinate 

system for f*e. This proves that f*~ is locally trivial. (If ~ happens 

to be trivial, it follows that f*~ is trivial.) 

REMARK. If ~ is a smooth vector bundle and f a smooth map, then 

it can be shown that El is a smooth submanifold of Bl x E, and hence 

that £*~ is also a smooth vector bundle. 

The above commutative diagram suggests the following concept which 

a priori, is more general. Let ~ and TJ be vector bundles. 

DEFINITION. A bundle map from TJ to ~ is a continuous function 

which carries each vector space F b (TJ) isomorphically onto one of the 

vector spaces F b'(O. 

Setting g(b) = b', it is clear that the resulting function 

is continuous. 

LEMMA 3.1. If g: E(TJ) .... E(~) is a bundle map, and if 

g: B(TJ) .... B(O is the corresponding map of base spaces, then 

TJ is isomorphic to the induced bundle g*(, 



Proof. Define h: E(7I) .... ECg'l'O by 

h(e) = (17 (e), gee»~ 

where 17 denotes the projection map of 71. Since h is continuous and 

maps each fiber F b(7I) isomorphically onto the corresponding fiber 

Fb(g*O, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that h is an isomorphism. III 

(c) Cartesian products. Given two vector bundles t1, t2 with pro

jection maps 1Ti: Ei .... Bi , i = 1, 2, the Cartesian product tl x t2 is de

fined to be the bundle with projection map 

where each fiber 

is given the obvious vector space structure. Clearly t 1 x e 2 is locally 

trivial. 

As an example, if M = Ml x M2 is a product of smooth manifolds, 

then the tangent bundle rM is isomorphic to TM x TM . (Compare 
1 2 

Problem I-A.) 

(d) Whitney sums. Next consider two bundles t l , t2 over the same 

base space B. Let 

d:B .... BxB 

denote the diagonal em bedding. The bundle d *(t 1 x e 2) over B is 

called the Whitney sum of eland t 2; and will be denoted by t 1 EB t 2· 

Note that each fiber F bcel EB t 2) is canonically isomorphic to the direct 

sum Fb(t1) EB Fb(tl ). 

DEFINITION. Consider two vector bundles t and 71 over the same 

base space B with ECO c EC7I); then t is a sub-bundle of 71 (written 

~ C 71) if each fiber Fb(~) is a sub-vector-space of the corresponding 

fiber F. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let e 1 and e2 be sub-bundles of TT such that 

each vector space F b(TT) is equal to the direct sum of the sub

spaces Fb(~l) and Fb(~2)' Then TT is isomorphic to the 

Whitney sum ~ 1 EB ~ 2' 

Proof. Define f:E(~lEB~2)~E(TT) by f(b,e1,e2)=e1 +e2 . Itfol

lows from Lemma 2.3 that f is an isomorphism. III 

(e) Orthogonal complements. This suggests the following question. 

Given a sub-bundle ~ C TT does there exist a complementary sub-bundle 

so that 71 splits as a Whitney sum? If 71 is provided with a Euclidean 

metric then such a complementary summand can be constructed as follows. * 
Let F b(~l) denote the subspace of F b(TJ) consisting of all vectors 

v such that v' w = 0 for all w f F b(~)' Let E(~l) C E(TJ) denote the 

union of the F b(~l). 

THEOREM 3.3. E(~l) is the total space ola sub-bundle 

~1 C 71. Furthermore 71 is isomorphic to the Whitney sum 

~ EB ~1. 

DEFINITION. ~1 will be called the orthogonal complement of ~ 
in 71. 

Proof. Clearly each vector space F b(TJ) is the direct sum of the sub

spaces F b(O and F b(~l). Thus the only problem is to prove that ~1 
satisfies the local triviality condition. 

Given any point bo f B, let U be a neighborhood of bo which is 

sufficiently small that both ~I U and 71 I U are trivial. Let s1' ... , srn 

be normal orthogonal cross-sections of ~I U and let s'1' "', s'n be 

normal orthogonal cross-sections of 71 I U; where m and n are the re

spective fiber dimensions. (Compare 2.4.) Thus the m x n matrix 

* If the base space B is paracompact then TT can always be given a Euclidean 
metric (Problem 2-C); hence a sub-bundle ~ C 71 is always a Whitney summand. If 
B is not required to be paracompact, then counterexamples can be given. 
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has rank m. Renumbering the S'j if necessary, we may assume that the 

first m columns are linearly independent. 

Let V CUbe the open set consisting of all points b for which the 

first m columns of the matrix [Si Cb) . s'jCb)] are linearly independent. 

Then the n cross-sections 

of TJ I U are not linearly dependent at any point of V. CFor a linear rela

tion would imply that some non-zero linear combination of sl Cb), ... , smCb) 

was also a linear combination of s'm+l Cb), ... , s'nCb), hence orthogonal to 

s'l Cb), ... , s'mCb).) Applying the Gram-Schmidt process to this sequence of 

cross-sections, we obtain normal orthogonal cross-sections sl"'" srn' 

sm+1,· .. ,sn of TJIV. 

Now a local coordinate system 

for e 1 is given by the formula 

The identity 

shows that h is a homeomorphism, and completes the proof of Theorem 

3.3. III 

As an example, suppose that MeN C RA are smooth manifolds, and 

suppose that N is provided with a Riemannian metric. Then the tangent 

bundle TM is a sub-bundle of the restriction TNI M. In this case the 

orthogonal complement TMl C TNIM is called the normal bundle v of M 

in N. Thus we have: 
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COROLLARY 3.4. For any smooth submanifold M of a smooth 

Riemannian manifold N the normal bundle v is defined, and 

More generally a smooth map f: M -> N between smooth manifolds is 

called an immersion if the J acobian 

maps the tangent space DMx injectively (i.e., with kernel zero) for each 

x (M. [It follows from the implicit function theorem that an immersion is 

locally an embedding of M in N, but in the large there may be self

intersections. A typical immersion of the circle in the plane is illustrated 

in Figure 4.] 

Suppose that N is a Riemannian manifold. Then for each x (M, the 

tangent space DNf(x) splits as the direct sum of the image Dfx(DMx) 

and its orthogonal complement. Correspondingly the induced bundle f*TN 

over M splits as the Whitney sum of a sub-bundle isomorphic to TM and 

a complementary sub-bundle vf' Thus: 

Figure 4. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. For any immersion f: M --> N, with N 

Riemmannian, there is a Whitney sum decomposition 

J.l. 

This bundle vf will be called the normal bundle of the immersion f. 

Cf) Continuous functors of vector spaces and vector bundles. The 

direct sum operation is perhaps the most important method for building 

new vector spaces out of old, but many other such constructions play an 

important role in differential geometry. For example, to any pair V, W of 

real vector spaces one can assign: 

1) the vector space Horn (V, W) of linear transformations from V to 

W· , 

2) the tensor product* V ® W; 

3) the vector space of all symmetric bilinear transformations from 

V x V to W; and so on. 

To a single vector space V one can assign: 

4) the dual vector space Horn CV, R); 

5) the k-th exterior power* AkV; 

6) the vector space of all 4-linear transformations K: V x V x V x V --> R 

satisfying the symmetry relations: 

and 

(This last example would be rather far-fetched, were it not important in 

the theory of Riemannian curvature.) 

These examples suggest that we consider a general functor of several 

vector space variables. 

* See for example [Lang, pp. 408, 424]. 



Let Cl denote the category consisting of all finite dimensional real 

vector spaces and all isomorphisms between such vector spaces. By a 

(covariant)* functor T: Cl x Cl -> Cl is meant an operation which assigns 

1) to each pair V, W (Cl of vector spaces a vector space T(V, W) (Cl ; 
and 

2) to each pair f: V .... V', g: W .... W' of isomorphisms an isomorphism 

T(f, g) : T(V, W) .... T(V', W') ; 

so that 

3) T(identityv, identityW) = identitYT(V,W) and 

4) T(f1 o f2' glo g2) = T(f1 , gl) 0 T(f2, g2)' 

Such a functor will be called continuous if T(f, g) depends continuously 

on f and g. This makes sense, since the set of all isomorphisms from 

one finite dimensional vector space to another has a natural topology. 

The concept of a continuous functor T: Cl X ••• x Cl .... Cl in k variables 

is defined similarly. Note that examples 1, 2, 3 above are continuous 

functors of two variables, and that examples 4, 5, 6 are continuous func

tors of one variable. 

Let T: Cl X .•• x Cl .... Cl be such a continuous functor of k variables, 

and let t l' "";:k be vector bundles over a common base space B. Then 

a new vector bundle over B is constructed as follows. For each b ( B 

let 

Let E denote the disjoint union of the vector spaces Fb and define 

TT: E .... B by TT(Fb) = b. 

* 

THEOREM 3.6. There exists a canonical topology for E so 

that E is the total space of a vector bundle with projection TT 

and with fibers F b . 

The distinction between covariant and contra variant functors is not important 
here, since we are working only with isomorphisms. 
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DEFINITION. This bundle will be denoted by T(t1 , ... ,tk). 

For example starting with the tensor product functor, this construction 

defines the tensor product t ® TJ of two vector bundles. Starting with the 

direct sum functor one obtains the Whitney sum t Efl TJ of two bundles. 

Starting with the duality functor 

V I-> Horn (V, R) 

one obtains the functor 

which assigns to each vector bundle its dual vector bundle. 

The proof of 3.6 will be indicated only briefly. Let (U ,hI)' ... , (U ,hk) 

be loci'll coordinate systems for t l' ... , tk respectively, all using the 

same open set U. For each b f U define 

by hib(x) = h/b, x). Then the isomorphism 

is defined. The correspondence 

defines a one-to-one function 

n1 nk -1 
h : U x T(R , ... , R ) --> TT (U). 

ASSERTION. There is a unique topology on E so that each such h 

is a homeomorphism, and so that each TT-I (U) is an open subset of E. 

Proof. The uniqueness is clear. To prove existence, it is only neces

sary to observe that if two such "coordinate systems" (U, h) and 

(U', h') overlap, then the transformation 



nl nk h-lo h' nl nk 
(U nu') x T(R , ... , R ) ) (U nu') x T(R , ... , R ) 

is continuous. This follows from the continuity of T. 

It is now clear that TT: E .... B is continuous, and that the resulting 

vector bundle T(~ l' ... , ~k) satisfies the local triviality condition. III 

REMARK 1. This construction can be translated into Steenrod's 

terminology as follows. Let GLn = GLn(R) denote the group of automor

phisms of the vector space Rn. Then T determines a continuous homo

morphism from the product group GLn x ... x GLnk to the group GL' of 
1 n n 

automorphisms of the vector space T(R l, ... , R k). Hence given bundles 

~ l' ... , ~ k over B with structural groups GLnl , .. ·, GLnk respectively, 

there corresponds a bundle T(~ l' ... , ~k) with structural group GL' and 

with fiber T(Rnl , ... , Rnk). For further discussion, see [Hirzebruch, 1966, 

§3.6]. 

REMARK 2. Given bundles ~l"'" ~k over distinct base spaces, a 

similar construction gives rise to a vector bundle T(~ l' ... , ~k) over 

B(~l) x ... x B(~k)' with typical fiber T(Fbl (~J)' ... , Fbk(~k»' This 

yields a functor T from the category of vector bundles and bundle maps 

into itself. As an example, starting from the direct sum functor Ell on the 

category Cl one obtains the Cartesian product functor 

for vector bundles. 

REMARK 3. If ~l'''''~k are smooth vectorbundles,then T(~l""'~k) 

can also be given the structure of a smooth vector bundle. The proof is 

similar to that of 3.6. It is necessary to make use of the fact that the iso

morphism T(fl , ... , fk) is a smooth function of the isomorphisms fl' ... , fk' 

This follows from [Chevalley, p. 128]. 

As an illustration, let f: M .... N be a smooth map. Then Hom (TM,f*TN) 

is a smooth vector bundle over M. Note that Df gives rise to a smooth 

,.,ross-section of this vector bundle. 
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As a second illustration, if MeN with normal bundle v, where N 

is a smooth Riemannian manifold, then the "second fundamental form" can 

be defined as a smooth symmetric cross-section of the bundle Hom (TM® TM,V). 

(Compare [Bishop and Crittendenl, as well as Problem 5-B.) 

Here are six problems for the reader. 

Problem 3-A. A smooth map f: M --> N between smooth manifolds is 

called a submersion if each Jacobian 

is surjective (i.e., is onto). Construct a vector bundle Kf built up out of 

the kernels of the Dfx ' If M is Riemannian, show that 

Problem 3-B. Given vector bundles g C TJ define the quotient bundle 

TJ/ g and prove that it is locally trivial. If TJ has a Euclidean metric, 

show that 

Problem 3-C. More generally let g, TJ be arbitrary vector bundles over 

B and let f be a cross-section of the bundle Hom (g, TJ). If the rank of 

the linear function 

is locally constant as a function of b, define the kernel Kf C g and the 

cokernel vf' and prove that they are locally trivial. 

Problem 3-D. If a vector bundle g possesses a Euclidean metric, 

show that g is isomorphic to its dual bundle Horn (g, El). 

Problem 3-E. Show that the set of isomorphism classes of 1-

dimensional vector bundles over B forms an abelian group with respect 
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to the tensor product operation. Show that a given R l-bundle t possesses 

a Euclidean metric if and only if t represents an element of order ::::: 2 

in this group. 

Problem 3-F. eCompare [Swan].) Let B be a Tychonoff space * and 

let R(B) denote the ring of continuous real valued functions on B. For 

any vector bundle t over B let set) denote the R(B)-module consist

ing of all cross-sections of t. 
a) Show that S(t Ell 7]) 2;! set) Ell S(7]). Show that t is trivial if and 

only if S(O is free. 

b) If t Efl 7] is trivial, show that S(O is a finitely generated projec

tive module. ** Conversely if Q is a finitely generated projective module 

over R(B), show that Q 2;! S(O for some r 
c) Show that t 2;! 7] if and only if S(O 2;! S(7]). 

* A topological space is Tychonoff if it is Hausdorff, and if for every point x 
and disjoint closed subset A there exists a continuous real valued function 
separa ting x from A. Compare [Kelley]. 

** A module is projective if it is a direct summand of a free module. See for 
example [Mac Lane and Birkhoff, p. 368]. 



§4. Stiefel-Whitney Classes 

This section will begin the study of characteristic classes by intro

ducing four axioms which characterize the Stiefel-Whitney cohomology 

classes of a vector bundle. The existence and uniqueness of cohomology 

classes satisfying these axioms will only be established in later sections. 

The expression Hi(B; G) denotes the i-th singular cohomology group 

of B with coefficients in G. For an outline of basic definitions and 

theorems concerning singular cohomology theory, the reader is referred to 

Appendix A. In this section the coefficient group will always be Z/2, 

the group of integers modulo 2. 

AXIOM 1. To each vector bundle f there corresponds a sequence of 

cohomology classes 

called the Stiefel-Whitney classes of f. The class wo(O is equal to 

the unit element 

and wi(f) equals zero for i greater than n if f is an n-plane bundle. 

AXIOM 2. NATURA LITY. If f: B(O --> B(71) is covered by a bundle 

map from f to 71, then 

w·(O = f*w.(n) . 1 1 ./ 

AXIOM 3. THE WHITNEY PRODUCT THEOREM. If f and 71 are 

vector bundles over the same base space, then 
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k 
Wk(~al1]) = I Wi(~) UWk_i(1])· 

i=O 
For example w1 (~al1]) = w 1 (0 + w1 (1]) , 

w2(~ffi1]) = w2(0 + w1 (OW1(1]) + W2(1]), etc. 

(We will omit the symbol U for cup product whenever it seems convenient.) 

AXIOM 4. For the line bundle yi over the circle pl, the Stiefel

Whitney class w1 (yi) is non-zero. 

REMARKS. Characteristic homology classes for the tangent bundle of 

a smooth manifold were defined by [Stiefell in 1935. In the same year 

[Whitney] defined the classes wi for any sphere bundle over a simplicial 

complex. (A "sphere bundle" is the object obtained from a Euclidean 

vector bundle by considering only vectors of unit length in the total space.) 

The Whitney product theorem is due to [Whitney, 1940,19411 and [Wu, 

1948]. This axiomatic definition of Stiefel-Whitney classes was suggested 

by [Hirzebruch, 1966, p. 581, where an analogous definition of Chern 

classes is given. 

It is not at all obvious that classes wiC;) satisfying the four axioms 

can be defined. Nevertheless this will be assumed for the rest of §4. A 

number of applications of this assumption will be given. 

Consequences of the Four Axioms 

As immediate consequences of Axiom 2 one has the following. 

PROPOSITION 1. If ~ is isomorphic to 1] then wi(O = w/1]). 

PROPOSITION 2. If r:: is a trivial vector bundle then wi(r::) = 0 

for i> O. 

For if -r:: is trivial then there exists a bundle map from r:: to a vector 

bundle over a point. 

Combining this information with the Whitney product theorem, one ob-

tains: 
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PROPOSITION 3. It s is trivial, then wi(SEIlTJ) = w/TJ)' 

PROPOSITION 4. If t is an Rn-bundle with a Euclidean metric 

which possesses a nowhere zero cross-section, then wn(t) = O. 

If t possesses k cross-sections which are nowhere linearly 

dependent, then 

For it follows from Theorem 3.3 that t splits as a Whitney sum 

sEIls l where s is trivial and sl has dimension n-k. 

39 

A particularly interesting case of the Whitney product theorem occurs 

when the Whitney sum t EIlTJ is trivial. Then the relations 

wI (0 + w I (TJ) = 0 

wiO + wI (Owl (TJ) + w2(TJ) = 0 

wiO + w2(Ow I (TJ) + wI (t)w2(TJ) + WiTJ) = 0, etc., 

can be solved inductively, so that wi(TJ) is expressed as a polynomial 

in the Stiefel-Whitney classes of f It is convenient to introduce the fol

lowing formalism. 

DEFINITION. HU(B; Z/2) will denote the ring consisting of all for

mal infinite series 

with a i ( Hi(B; Z/2). The product operation in this ring is to be given 

by the formula (ao + a 1 + a2 + ... ) (bo + b l + b2 + ... ) = (ao bo) + 

(a! bo + ao bl ) + (a 2 bo + a l b l + ao b2) + .... This product is commuta

tive (since we are working modulo 2) and associative. Additively, 

HU(B; Z/2) is to be simply the Cartesian product of the groups Hi(B; Z/2). 

The total Stiefel-Whitney class of an n-plane bundle t over B is 

defined to be the element 



of this ring. Note that the Whitney product theorem can now be expressed 

by the simple formula 

LEMMA 4.1. The collection of all infinite series 

w = 1 + w1 + w2 + ... 

with leading term 1 forms a commutative group under multiplica

tion. 

(This is precisely the group of units of the ring HII(B; Z/2).) 

Proof. The inverse 

of a given element w can be constructed inductively by the algorithm 

Thus one obtains: 

W 1 w1 

W2 
2 w1 + w2 

w3 
3 

W 1 + w3 

W4 
4 2 w1 + w1 w2 

2 + w2 + w4 ' 

and so on. This completes the proof. l1li 

Alternatively w can be computed by the power series expansion: 

w = (1 + (w1+w2+w3+ .. ·)]-1 

1 - (w 1+w2+w3+ ... ) + (w 1+w2+ ... )2 - (w1+w2+ .. ·)3 + - ... 

=l-w. +(w. 2 -w_)+(-w. 3+2w.w_-w_)+ ... 
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(where the signs are of course irrelevant). This leads to the precise ex-
i i i k 

pression (i 1+ ... +ik)!/i1 ! ... ik ! for the coefficient of w1 lw2 2 ... wk in w. 

Now consider two vector bundles !; and TJ over the same base space. 

It follows from 4.1 that the equation 

can be uniquely solved as 

In particular, if !; EB TJ is trivial, then 

One important special case is the following. 

LEMMA 4.2 Whitney duality theorem. If rM is the tangent 

bundle of a manifold in Euclidean space and v is the normal 

bundle then 

Now let us compute the Stiefel-Whitney classes in some special cases. 

It will frequently be convenient to use the abbreviation w(M) for the total 

Stiefel-Whitney class of a tangent bundle rM' 

Example 1. For the tangent bundle r of the unit sphere Sn, the class 

w(r) = w(Sn) is equal to 1. In other words, r cannot be distinguished 

from the trivial bundle over Sn by means of Stiefel-Whitney classes. 

Proof. For the standard imbedding Sn C Rn+1, the normal bundle v 

is trivial. Since w(r)w(v) = 1 and w(v) = 1 it follows that wCr) = 1. 

Alternative proof (without using the Whitney product theorem). The 

canonical map 
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to projective space is locally a diffeomorphism. Hence the induced map 

of tangent bundles is a bundle map. Applying Axiom 2, one obtains the 

identity 

where the homomorphism 

is well known to be zero. (Compare the remark below.) Therefore 

wnCSn) = 0, which completes the alternative proof. III 

The rest of §4 will be concerned with bundles over the projective 

space pn. It is first necessary to describe the mod 2 cohomology of pn. 

LEMMA 4.3. The group Hi(pn; Z/2) is cyclic of order 2 for 

o 'S i S n and is zero for higher values of i. Furthermore, if 

a denotes the non-zero element of Hl(pn; Z/2) then each 

Hi(pn; Z/2) is generated by the i-fold cup product a i . 

Thus H*(pn; Z/2) can be described as the algebra with unit over 

Z/2 having one generator a and one relation an+ 1 = o. 
For a proof the reader may refer to [Hilton and Wylie, §4.3.31 or 

[Spanier, p. 264]. See Problems ll-A and 12-C. (Compare 14.4.) 

REMARK. This lemma can be used to compute the homomorphism 

providing that n > 1. In fact 

is zero since f*a E Hl(Sn; Z/2) = O. 
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Example 2. The total Stiefel-Whitney class of the canonical line bun

dle y~ over pn is given by 

w(y~) = 1 + a . 

Proof. The standard inclusion j: pI --> pn is clearly covered by a 

bundle map from yi to y~. Therefore 

This shows that w1 (y~) cannot be zero, hence must be equal to a. Since 

the remaining Stiefel-Whitney classes of y~ are determined by Axiom 1, 

this completes the proof. l1li 

Example 3. By its definition, the line bundle y~ over pn is con

tained as a sub-bundle in the trivial bundle sn+I. Let yl denote the 

orthogonal complement of y~ in sn+l. (Thus the total space E(yl) 

consists of all pairs 

with v perpendicular to x.) Then 

P f S· 1 1. t' . 1 h roo. !nce y n Ell y 1S nV1a we ave 

This example shows that all of the n Stiefel-Whitney classes of an 

Rn-bundle may be non-zero. 

Example 4. Let T be the tangent bundle of the projective space pn. 

LEMMA 4.4. The tangent bundle T of pn is isomorphic to 

Hom(y~,yl). 
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Proof. Let L be a line through the origin in Rn+1 , intersecting Sn 

in the pOints ± x, and let L 1 C Rn+l be the complementary n-plane. Let 

f: Sn ~ pn denote the canonical map, f(x) = I ± x!. Note that the two tan

gent vectors (x, v) and (-x, -v) in DSn both have the same image 

under the map 

which is induced by f. (Compare Figure 5.) Thus the tangent manifold 

Dpn can be identified with the set of all pairs lex, v), (-x, -v)l satisfy

ing 

x . x 1, X· v = 0 . 

-v 

Figure 5. 
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But each such pair determines, and is determined by, a linear mapping 

where 

e(x) = v . 

Thus the tangent space of pn at I± xl is canonically isomorphic to the 
I vector space Horn (L, L ). It follows that the tangent vector bundle T 

is canonically isomorphic to the bundle Horn (y~, yl). This completes 

the proof of 4.4. III 

We cannot compute w(pn) directly from this lemma since we do not 

yet have any procedure for relating the Stiefel-Whitney classes of 

Horn (y~, yl) to those of y~ and yl. However the computation can be 

carried through as follows. Let El be a trivial line bundle over pn. 

THEOREM 4.5. The Whitney sum T Efl El is isomorphic to the 

) 1 1 1 H (n+l -fold Whitney sum Yn Efl Yn Efl ... Efl Yn . ence the total 

Stiefel-Whitney class of pn is given by 

Proof. The bundle Horn (Y ~'Y~) is trivial since it is a line bundle 

with a canonical nowhere zero cross-section. Therefore 

This is clearly isomorphic to 

and therefore is isomorphic to the (n+l)-fold sum 

( 1 1 1) _ (1 1) 1 1 Homyn,E Efl ... EflE =Homyn,E Efl ... EflHom(yn,E). 
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But the bundle Horn Cy~, El) is isomorphic to y~, since Y~ has a 

Euclidean metric. (Compare Problem 3-D.) This proves that 

Now the Whitney product theorem implies that WCT) = WCT EB El) is equal to 

Expanding by the binomial theorem, this completes the proof of 4.5. III 

Here is a table of the binomial coefficients (n:-l) modulo 2, for 
1 

n < 14. 

p1: 

p2: 

p3: 

p4: 

pS: 

p6: 

p7: 

pS: 

p9: 

plO: 

pIl: 

pl2: 

p13: 

pl4: 1 

1 

1 1 

101 

111 1 

1 000 1 

1 100 1 1 

1 010 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

1 100 0 000 1 1 

1 010 

1 1 110 

1 0 001 

1 1 001 1 

1 0 1 0 1 0 

1 1 111 1 

o 000 

000 1 

000 1 

001 1 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 1 

1 0 

1 1 

o 0 

o 0 

1 0 

1 1 

1 

1 

o 1 

1 1 

1 0 

1 1 

The right hand edge of this triangle can be ignored for our purposes 

since Hn+l Cpn; ZI2) = O. As examples one has: 

1 

1 



and 
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1 + a + a 2 

1 

COROLLARY 4.6 (Stiefel). The class w(pn) is equal to 1 if 

and only if n + 1 is a power of 2. Thus the only projective 

spaces which can be parallelizable are pi, p3, p7 ,piS, .... 

47 

(We will see in a moment that pl, p3, and p7 actually are parallel

izable. On the other hand it is known that the higher projective sp-aces 

plS, p3i, ... are not parallelizable. See [Bott-Milnorl, [Kervaire, 1958], 

[Adams, 1960].) 

Proof. The identity (a+ b)2 '" a2 + b2 modulo 2 implies that 

Therefore if n + 1 = 2r then 

1 + an+ i = 1 . 

Conversely if n + 1 = 2rm with m odd, m > 1, then 

1 2r m(m-1) 2· 2r / 1 
+ma + 2 a +· .. F, 

since 2r < n + 1. This completes the proof. l1li 

Division algebras 

Closely related is the question of the existence of real division alge

bras. 



THEOREM 4.7 (Stiefel). Suppose that there exists a bilinear 

product operation* 

without zero divisors. Then the projective space pn-I IS 

parallelizable, hence n must be a power of 2. 

In fact such division algebras are known to exist for n = 1,2,4,8: 

namely the real numbers, the complex numbers, the quaternions, and the 

Cay1ey numbers. It follows that the projective spaces pI, p3 and p7 

are paralle1izab1e. That no such division algebra exists for n > 8 fol

lows from the references cited above on paralle1izability. 

Proof of 4.7. Let b i , ... , bn be the standard basis for the vector 

space Rn. Note that the correspondence 

defines an isomorphism of Rn onto itself. Hence the formula 

defines a linear transformation 

Note that v 1 (x), ... , vn(x) are linearly independent for x cl- 0, and that 

v I (x) = x. 

The functions v2 '"'' vn give rise to n - 1 linearly independent 

cross-sections of the vector bundle 

In fact for each line L through the origin, a linear transformation 

* This product operation is not required to be associative, or to have an 
identity element. 
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is defined as follows. For x (L, let vi(x) denote the image of vi(x) 

under the orthogonal projection 

Clearly v 1 = 0, but \12' ... , \In are everywhere linearly independent. Thus 

the tangent bundle T pn-l is a trivial bundle. This completes the proof 

of 4.7. l1li 

Immersions 

As a final application of 4.5, let us ask which projective spaces can 

be immersed in the Euc1idean space of a given dimension. 

If a manifold M of dimension n can be immersed in the Euc1idean 

space Rn+k then the Whitney duality theorem 

implies that the dual Stiefel-Whitney classes wi(M) are zero for i > k. 

As a typical example, consider the real projective space p9. Since 

we have 

Thus if p9 can be immersed in R9+k, then k must be at least 6. 

The most striking results for pn are obtained when n is a power of 

2. If n = 2r then 

1 + a + an , 

hence 

1 + a + a 2 + ... + a n- 1 . 

Thus: 



JV 

THEOREM 4.8. If p2r can be immersed in R2r+k, then k 

must be at least 2r - 1. 

On the other hand Whitney has proved that every smooth compact 

manifold of dimension n> 1 can actually be immersed in R2n-l. 

(Reference: [Whitney, 1944].) Thus Theorem 4.8 provides a best possible 

estimate. 

Note that estimates for other projective spaces follow from 4.8. For 

example since pS cannot be immersed in R14 , it follows a fortiori that 

pg cannot be immersed in R14. This duplicates the earlier estimate 

concerning pg. See [lames]. 

An extensive and beautiful theory concerning immersions of manifolds 

has been developed by S. Smale and M. Hirsch. For further information 

the reader should consult [Hirsch, 1959] and [Smale, 1959]. 

Stiefel-Whitney Numbers 

We will now describe a tool which allows us to compare certain Stiefel

Whitney classes of two different manifolds. 

Let M be a closed, possibly disconnected, smooth n-dimensional 

manifold. Using mod 2 coefficients, there is a unique fundamental 

homology class 

(See Appendix A.) Hence for any cohomology class v f Hn(M; Z/2), the 

Kronecker index 

is defined. We will sometimes use the abbreviated notation v[M] for 

this Kronecker index. 

Let f 1 , ... , fn be non-negative integers with r1 + 2r2 + ... + nrn = n. 

Then corresponding to any vector bundle f we can form the monomial 
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in Hn(B(';); Z/2). In particular we can carry out this construction if .; 

is the tangent bundle of the manifold M. 

DEFINITION. The corresponding integer mod 2 

or briefly 

is called the Stiefel-Whitney number of M associated with the monomial 

r1 rn 
w1 ... wn . 

In studying these numbers, we will be interested in the collection of 

all possible Stiefel-Whitney numbers for a given manifold. Thus two dif

ferent manifolds M and M' have the same Stiefel-Whitney numbers if 

r 1 rnl ] r 1 rn ,] . r 1 rn 
w1 ... wn M = w1 '" wn [M for every monomlal w1 wn 

of total dimension n. (Compare §6.6 and Problem 6-D.) 

As an example, let us try to compute the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of 

the projective space pn (which is about the only manifold we are able 

to handle at this point). Let T denote the tangent bundle of pn. If n 

is even, then the cohomology class WnCT) = (n+ 1) an is non-zero, and it 

follows that the Stiefel-Whitney number wn[pn] is non-zero. Similarly, 

since w1(T)=Cn+1)a~O, it follows that wln[pn]~O. If n isactu

ally a power of 2, then WCT) = 1 + a + an, and it follows that all other 

Stiefel-Whitney numbers of pn are zero. In any case, even if n is not 

a power of 2, the remaining Stiefel-Whitney numbers can certainly be 

computed effectively as products of binomial coefficients. 

On the other hand if n is odd, say n = 2k - 1, then WCT) = (1 + a)2k 

= (1+a2)k, so it follows that WjCT) = 0 whenever j is odd. Since 

every monomial of total dimension 2k - 1 must contain a factor Wj of 

odd dimension, it follows that all of the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of 

p2k-l are zero. This gives some indication of how much detail and 

structure this invariant overlooks. 

The importance of Stiefel-Whitney numbers is indicated by the follow

ing theorem and its converse. 



THEOREM 4.9 [Pontrjagin]. If B is a smooth compact (n+1)

dimensional manifold with boundary equal to M (compare §17), 

then the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M are all zero. 

Proof. Let us denote the fundamental homology class of the pair by 

/LB ( Hn+l (B, M) , 

the coefficient group Z/2 being understood. Then the natural homomor

phism 

maps /LB to /LM' (Compare Appendix A.) For any class v ( Hn(M), 

note the identity 

where 8 denotes the natural homomorphism from Hn(M) to Hn+l(B, M). 

(There is no sign since we are working mod 2.) Consider the tangent 

bundle TB restricted to M, as well as the sub-bundle TM' Choosing a 

Euclidean metric on TB' there is a unique outward normal vector field 

along M, spanning a trivial line bundle sl, and it follows that 

Hence the Stiefel-Whitney classes of TB' restricted to M, are precisely 

equal to the Stiefel-Whitney classes Wj of TM' Using the exact sequence 

where i * is the restriction homomorphism, it follows that 

and therefore 

Thus all Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M are zero. III 



The converse theorem, due to Thorn, is much harder to prove. 

THEOREM 4.10 [Thorn]. If all of the Stiefel-Whitney numbers 

of M are zero, then M can be realized as the boundary of some 

smooth compact manifold. 

For proof, the reader is referred to [Stong]. 

For example the union of two disjoint copies of M, which certainly 

has all Stiefel-Whitney numbers zero, is equal to the boundary of the 

cylinder M x [0,1]. Similarly, the odd dimensional projective space 

p2k-l has all Stiefel-Whitney numbers zero. The reader may enjoy trying 

to prove directly that p2 k-l is a boundary. 

Now let us introduce the concept of "cobordism class." 

DEFINITION. Two smooth closed n-manifolds Ml and M2 belong 

to the same unoriented cobordism class iff their disjoint union Ml U M2 

is the boundary of a smooth compact (n+l)-dimensional manifold. 

, 
\ 
\ 
I , 
I 
I 

Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 have the following important consequence. 

COROLLARY 4.11. Two smooth closed n-manifolds belong to 

the same cobordism class if and only if all of their corresponding 

Stiefel-Whitney numbers are equal. 

The proof is immediate. III 
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Here are five problems for the reader. 

Problem 4-A. Show that the Stiefel-Whitney classes of a Cartesian 

product are given by 

k 
wkCf x Tf) = ~ wi(O x wk_i(Tf) . 

i=o 

Problem 4-B. Prove the following theorem of Stiefel. If n + 1 = 2rm 

with m odd, then there do not exist 2r vector fields on the projective 

space pn which are everywhere linearly independent. * 

Problem 4-C. A manifold M is said to admit a field of tangent k

planes if its tangent bundle admits a sub-bundle of dimension k. Show 

that pn admits a field of tangent I-planes if and only if n is odd. Show 

that p4 and p6 do not admit fields of tangent 2-planes. 

Problem 4-D. If the n-dimensional manifold M can be immersed in 

Rn+l show that each wi(M) is equal to the i-fold cup product w1 cMi. 

If pn can be immersed in Rn+1 show that n must be of the form 

2r _ 1 or 2r - 2. 

Problem 4-E. Show that the set nn consisting of all unoriented 

cobordism classes of smooth closed n-manifolds can be made into an 

additive group. This cobordism group nn is finite by 4.11, and is 

clearly a module over Z/2. Using the manifolds p2 x p2 and p4, 

show that n 4 contains at least four distinct elements. 

* Compare [Stiefel, 1936], [Steenrod and Whitehead1, [Adams, 1962]. 
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In classical differential geometry one encounters the "spherical image" 

of a curve Ml C Rhl. This is the image of Ml under the mapping 

which carries each point of Ml to its unit tangent vector. Similarly 

Gauss defined the spherical image of a hypersurface Mk C Rk+l as the 

image of Mk under the mapping 

which carries each point of M to its unit normal vector. (Compare Figures 

6, 7.) In order to specify the sign of the tangent or normal vector it is 

necessary to assume that Ml or Mk has a preferred orientation. (Compare 

§9.) However without this orientation one can still define a corresponding 

map from the manifold to the real projective space pk. 

Figure 6 

55 
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More generally let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n in the 

coordinate space Rn+k. Then to each point x of M one can assign the 

tangent space DMx C Rn+k. We will think of DMx as determining a point 

in a new topological space Gn(Rn+k). 

DEFINITION. The Grassmann manifold Gn(Rn+k) is the set of all 

n-dimensional planes through the origin of the coordinate space Rn+k. 

This is to be topologized as a quotient space, as follows. 

An n-frame in Rn+k is an n-tuple of linearly independent vectors of 

Rn+k. The collection of all n-frames in Rn+k forms an open subset of 

the n-fold Cartesian product Rn+k x ... x Rn+k, called the Stiefel mani

fold V n(Rn+k). (Compare [Steenrod, §7.7].) There is a canonical function 

which maps each n-frame to the n-plane which it spans. Now give 

Gn(Rn+k) the quotient topology: a subset U C Gn(Rn+k) is open if and 

only if its inverse image q-l(U) CV n(Rn+k) is open. 

Alternatively let V~(Rn+k) denote the subset of V n(Rn+k) consist

ing of all orthonormal n-frames. Then Gn(Rn+k) can also be considered 



as an identification space of V~CRn+k). One sees from the following 

commutative diagram that both constructions yield the same topology for 

Gn(Rn+k). 

Here qo denotes the restriction of q to V~CRn+k). 

LEMMA 5.1. The Grassmann manifold GnCRn+k) is a compact 

topological manifold* of dimension nk. The correspondence 

X ... Xl, which assigns to each n-plane its orthogonal k-plane, 

defines a homeomorphism between Gn(Rn+k) and Gk(Rn+k). 

REMARK. For the special case k = 1 note that G1 CRn+l) is equal 

to the real projective space pn. It follows that the manifold Gn(Rn+l ) 

of n-planes in Cn+l)-space is canonically homeomorphic to pn. 

Proof of 5.1. In order to show that GnCRn+k) is a Hausdorff space it 

is sufficient to show that any two points can be separated by a continuous 

real valued function. For fixed w (Rn+k, let pwCX) denote the square 

of the Euclidean distance from w to X. If xl' ... ' xn is an orthonormal 

basis for X, then the identity 

shows that the composition 

* A topological manifold of dimension d is a Hausdorff space, in which every 

point has a neighhorhood homeomorphic to Rd. 
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is continuous; hence that Pw is continuous. Now if X, Y are distinct 

n-planes, and w belongs to X but not Y, then pwCX) t- pwCY). This 

proves that GnCRn+k) is a Hausdorff space. 

The set V~CRn+k) of orthonormal n-frames is a closed, bounded sub

set of Rn+k x ... x Rn+k, and therefore is compact. It follows that 

is also compact. 

Proof that every point 

which is horneornorphic to 

the direct sum Xo El) Xo 1 

Xo of GnCRll+k) has a neighborhood U 

Rnk. It will be convenient to regard Rn+k as 

Let U be the open subset of GnCRn+k) con-

sisting of all n-planes Y such that the orthogonal projection 

p : Xo El) Xo 1 --> Xo 

maps Y onto Xo (i.e., all Y such that Y n X/ = 0). Then each 

Y E U can be considered as the graph of a linear transformation 

1 
TCY): Xo ... Xo 

This defines a one-to-one correspondence 

We will see that T is a homeomorphism. 

Let xl'· .. ' xn be a fixed orthonormal basis for XO. Note that each 

n-plane Y E U has a unique basis YI' ... ' Yn such that 

It is easily verified that the n-frame (y l' ... , Y n) depends continuously 

on Y. 

Now note the identity 
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Since Yi depends continuously on Y, it follows that the image 

TCY) xi t Xo I depends continuously on Y. Therefore the linear trans

formation TCY) depends continuously on Y. 

On the other hand this identity shows that the n-frame (Yl' ... , Yn) de

pends continuously on T(Y), and hence that Y depends continuously 

on T(Y). Thus the function T- l is also continuous. This completes 

the proof that Gn(Rn+k) is a manifold. 

Proof that yl depends continuously on Y. Let (xl"'" xk) be a 

fixed basis for Xo I Define a function 

as follows. For each (Yl' ""Yn) t q-l U, apply the Gram-Schmidt pro-

cess to the vectors (y l' ... , y n' Xl' ... , xk); thus obtaining an orthonormal 

(n+k)-frame (y'l'"'' y'n+k) with y'n+l'"'' y'n+k t yl. Setting f(Yl'"'' Yn) = 

(y'n+l' "', y'n+k)' it follows that the diagram 

q-l U f , vk:r) 
q I 

I 
U • Gk(Rn+k) 

is commutative. Now f is continuous, so q 0 f is continuous, therefore 

the correspondence Y f-> Y I must also be continuous. This completes 

the proof of 5.1. l1li 

A canonical vector bundle yn(Rn+k) over Gn(Rn+k) is constructed 

as follows. Let 



ou 

be the set of all pairs * 

(n-plane in Rn+k, vector in that n-plane) . 

This is to be topologized as a subset of Gn(Rn+k) x RMk. The projec

tion map Tr: E -> Gn(Rn+k) is defined by Tr(X, x) = X, and the vector 

space structure in the fiber over X is defined by tl (X, Xl) + t2 (X, x2 ) = 

(X, tl Xl + t2x2 ). (Note that yl (Rn+l) is the same as the line bundle 

y~ described in §2.) 

LEMMA 5.2. The vector bundle yn(Rn+k) constructed in this 

way satisfies the local triviality condition. 

Proof. Let U be the neighborhood of Xo constructed as in 5.1. De

fine the coordinate homeomorphism 

h : U x Xo -> Tr -1 U 

as follows. Let h(Y, x) = (Y, y) where y denotes the unique vector in 

Y which is carried into x by the orthogonal projection 

. Rn+k X p. -> o· 

The identities 

hey, x) = (Y, x + T(Y) x) 

and 

h -1 (Y , y) = (Y, py) 

show that hand h- l are continuous. This completes the proof of 5.2. IIiI 

Given a smooth n-manifold M C Rn+k the generalized Gauss map 

* Here, and elsewhere, the expression "n-plane" means linear subspace of 
dimension n. Thus we only consider n-planes through the origin. 



can be defined as the function which carries each x f M to its tangent 

space DMx f Gn(Rn+k). This is covered by a bundle map 

where g(x, v) = (DMx' v). We will use the abbreviated notation 

It is clear that both g and g are continuous. 

Not only tangent bundles, but most other Rn-bundles can be mapped 

into the bundle yn(Rn+k) providing that k is sufficiently large. For 

this reason yn(Rn+k) is called a "universal bundle." (Compare 5.6 and 

5.7, as well as (Steenrod, §19].) 

LEMMA 5.3. For any n-plane bundle g over a compact base 

space B there exists a bundle map g .... yn(Rn+k) provided 

that k is sufficiently large. 

In order to construct a bundle map f: g -> yn(Rm) it is sufficient to 

construct a map 

which is linear and injective (i.e., has kernel zero) on each fiber of r 
The required function f can then be defined by 

fee) = cf(fiber through e), fee») . 

The continuity of f is not difficult to verify, making use of the fact that 

{; is locally trivial. 

Proof of 5.3. Choose open sets Vl' ... , Vr covering B so that each 

{; I Viis trivial. Since B is normal, there exist open sets V l' ... , V r 

covering B with Vi C Vi' (Compare [Kelley, p. 171]. Here Vi denotes 

the closure of Vi') Similarly construct W1 , "', Wr with Wi C Vi' Let 



denote a continuous function which takes the value 1 on W i and the 

value 0 outside of Vi' 

Since I; I U i is trivial there exists a map 

h. : 17-1 U ..... Rn 
1 1 

which maps each fiber of I; I Ui linearly onto Rn. Define h'i: E(I;) .... Rn 

by 
for 17(e) I Vi 

for 17(e) f Ui . 

Evidently h'i is continuous, and is linear on each fiber. Now define 

by fee) = (h'l (e), h'2(e), ... , h'r(e)). Then f is also continuous and maps 

each fiber injectively. This completes the proof of 5.3. III 

Infinite Grassmann Manifolds 

A similar argument applies if the base space B is paracompact and 

finite dimensional. (Compare Problem 5-E.) However in order to take care 

of bundles over more exotic base spaces it is necessary to allow the di

mension of Rn+k to tend to infinity, thus yielding an infinite Grassmann 

"manifold" Gn(R OC
). 

Let Roc denote the vector space consisting of those infinite se-

quences 

of real numbers for which all but a finite number of the xi are zero. (Thus 

Roc is much smaller than the infinite coordinate spaces utilized in §1.) 

For fixed k, the subs pace consisting of all 

will be identified with the coordinate space Rk. Thus RI c R2 C R3 C ... 

with union Roc • 
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DEFINITION. The infinite Grassmann manifold 

is the set of all n-dimensional1inear sub-spaces of Roo , topologized as 

the direct limit* of the sequence 

In other words, a subset of Gn is open [or closed] if and only if its inter

section with GnCRn+k) is open [or closed] as a subset of GnCRn+k) for 

each k. This makes sense since GnCROO
) is equal to the union of the 

subsets Gn(Rn+k). 

As a special case, the infinite projective space poo = Gl (R OO ) is 

equal to the direct limit of the sequence pl C p2 C p3 C .... 

Similarly Roo itself can be topologized as the direct limit of the se

quence Rl C R2 C .... 

The Universal Bundle yn 

A canonical bundle yn over Gn is constructed, just as in the finite 

dimensional case, as follows. Let 

be the set of all pairs 

Cn-plane in Roo , vector in that n-plane) , 

topologized as a subset of the Cartesian product. Define Tr: E(yn) .... Gn 

by TreX, x) = X, and define the vector space structures in the fibers as 

before. 

* It is customary in algebraic topology to call this the "weak topology," a 
weak topology being one with many open sets. This usage is unfortunate since 
analysts use the term weak topology with precisely the opposite meaning. On 
the other hand the terms "fine topology" or "large topology" or "Whitehead 
topology" are certainly acceptable. 
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LEMMA 5.4. This vector bundle yn satisfies the local triviality 

condition. 

The proof will be essentially the same as that of 5.2. However the 

following technical lemma will be needed. (Compare [J. H. C. Whitehead, 

1961, §18.5].) 

LEMMA 5.5. Let Al C A2 C ... and Bl C B2 C ... be sequences 

of locally compact spaces with direct limits A and B respec

tively. Then the Cartesian product topology on A x B coincides 

with the direct limit topology which is associated with the se

quence Al x Bl C A2 x B2 C .... 

Proof. Let W be open in the direct limit topology, and let (a, b) be 

any point of W. Suppose that (a, b) f Ai x Bi . Choose a compact neigh

borhood Ki of a in Ai and a compact neighborhood Li of b in Bi 

so that Ki x Li C W. It is now possible (with some effort) to choose com

pact neighborhoods Ki+l of Ki in Ai+l and Li+l of Li in Bi+l so 

that Ki+l x Li+l C W. Continue by induction, constructing neighborhoods 

Ki C Ki+l C Ki+2 C ... with union U and Li C Li+l C ... with union V. 

Then U and V are open sets, and 

(a, b) f U X V C W . 

Thus W is open in the product topology, which completes the proof of 

5.5. l1li 

Proof of Lemma 5.4. Let Xo C Roo be a fixed n-plane, and let 

U C Gn be the set of all n-planes Y which project onto Xo under the 

orthogonal projection p: Roo --> Xo' This set U is open since, for each 

finite k, the intersection 

is known to be an open set. Defining 
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as in 5.2, it follows from 5.2 that h \ Uk x Xo is continuous for each k. 

Now Lemma 5.5 implies that h itself is continuous. 

As before, the identity h- 1(y,y) = (Y,py) implies that h- 1 is con

tinuous. Thus h is a homeomorphism. This completes the proof that 

yn is locally trivial. III 

The following two theorems assert that this bundle yn over Gn is a 

"universal" Rn-bundle. 

THEOREM 5.6. Any Rn-bundle ~ over a paracompact base 

space admits a bundle map ~ --> yn. 

Two bundle maps, f, g: ~ --> yn are called bundle-homotopic if there 

exists a one-parameter family of bundle maps 

with ha = f, hi = g, such that h is continuous as a function of both 

variables. In other words the associated function 

must be continuous. 

THEOREM 5.7. Any two bundle maps from an Rn-bundle to yn 

are bundle-homotopic. 

5.8. Paracompact Spaces 

Before beginning the proof of 5.6 and 5.7, let us review the definition 

and the basic theorems concerning paracompactness. For further informa

tion the reader is referred to [Kelley] or [Dugundj i]. 

DEFINITION. A topological space B is paracompact if B is a 

Hausdorff space and if, for every open covering I U a l of B, there exists 

an open covering Iv f31 which 



1) is a refinement of I U a I: that is each V (3 is contained in some 

Ua ' and 

2) is locally finite: that is each point of B has a neighborhood 

which intersects only finitely many of the V (3. 

Nearly all familiar topological spaces are paracompact. For example 

(see the above references): 

THEOREM OF A. H. Stone. Every metric space is paracompact. 

THEOREM OF Morita. If a regular topological space is the 

countable union of compact subsets, then it is paracompact. 

COROLLARY. The direct limit of a sequence Kl C K2 C K3 C ... 

of compact spaces is paracompact. In particular the infinite 

Grassmann space Gn is paracompact. 

For it follows from [Whitehead, 1961, §18.4] that such a direct limit 

is regular. (The reader should have no difficulty in supplying a proof.) 

THEOREM OF Dieudonne. Every paracompact space is normal. 

The proof of 5.6 will be based on the following. 

LEMMA 5.9. For any fiber bundle ~ over a paracompact space 

B, there exists a locally finite covering of B by countably 

many open sets Ul ' U2' U3' ... , so that ~ t Ui is trivial for 

each i. 

Proof. Choose a locally finite open covering Iv a I so that each 

~t Va is trivial; and choose an open covering IWal with Wa C Va for 

each a. (Compare [Kelley, p. 171].) Let Aa: B --> R be a continuous 

function which takes the value 1 on Wa and the value 0 outside of 

Va' For each non-vacuous finite subset S of the index set lal, let 

U(S) C B denote the set of all b f B for which 

Min Aa(b) > Max Aa(b) . 
a.S alS 
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Let Uk be the union of those sets U(S) for which S has precisely k 

elements. 

Clearly each Uk is an open set, and 

For, given b (B, if precisely k of the numbers Aa(b) are positive, then 

b (Uk' If a is any element of the set S, note that 

U(S) C Va . 

Since the covering \Val is locally finite, it follows that \Ukl is locally 

finite. Furthermore, since each f I Va is trivial, it follows that each

flUeS) is trivial. But the set Uk is equal to the disjoint union of its 

open subsets UeS). Therefore f I Uk is also trivial. III 

The bundle map f: f -> yn can now be constructed just as in the proof 

of 5.3. Details will be left to the reader. This proves 5.6. III 

Proof of Theorem 5.7. Any bundle map f: f -> yn determines a map 

whose restriction to each fiber of f is linear and injective. Conversely 

f determines f by the identity 

fee) = cf(fiber through e), fee)) . 

Let f, g: f -> yn be any two bundle maps. 

Case 1. Suppose that the vector fee) (Roo is never equal to a nega

tive multiple of gee) for e ~ 0, e (E(f). Then the formula 

defines a homotopy between f and g. To prove that h is continuous 

as a function of both variables, it is only necessary to prove that the vec

tor space operations in Roo (i.e., addition, and multiplication by scalars) 



are continuous. But this follows easily from Lemma 5.5. Evidently 

ht(e) ~ ° if e is a non-zero vector of E(g). Hence we can define 

h: E(O x [0, 1] .... E(17) by 

To prove that h is continuous, it is sufficient to prove that the corre

sponding function 

h: B(O x [0, 1] .... Gn 

on the base space is continuous. Let U be an open subset of B(g) with 

g I U trivial, and let sI' ... ' sn be nowhere dependent cross-sections of 

g I U. Then hi U x [0,1] can be considered as the composition of 

1) a continuous function b, t f-> (hts 1 (b), ... , htsn(b» from U x [0,1] 

to the" infinite Stiefel manifold" V n(R OO
) C Roo x ... x Roo , and 

2) the canonical projection q: V n(R OO
) .... Gn. 

Using 5.5 it is seen that q is continuous. Therefore h is continuous; 

hence the bundle-homotopy h between f and g is continuous. 

General Case. Let f, g: g .... yn be arbitrary bundle maps. A bundle 

map 

d . n n 
1· Y .... Y 

is induced by the linear transformation Roo .... Roo which carries the i-th 

basis vector of Roo to the (2i-1)-th. Similarly d2 : yn .... yn is induced 

by the linear transformation which carries the i-th basis vector to the 

2i-th. Now note that three bundle-homotopies 

are given by three applications of Case 1. Hence f - g. III 

Characteristic Classes of Real n-Plane Bundles 

Using 5.6 and 5.7, it is possible to give a precise definition of the 

concept of characteristic class. First observe the following. 
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COROLLARY 5.10. Any Rn-bundle g over a paracompact space 

B determines a unique homotopy class of maps 

t: n -Proof. Let fg: s .... Y be any bundle map, and let fg be the induced 

map of base spaces. III 

Now let A be a coefficient group or ring and let 

be any cohomology class. Then g and c together determine a cohomology 

class 

This class will be denoted briefly by c(O. 

DEFINITION. c(g) is called the characteristic cohomology class of 

g determined by c. 

Note that the correspondence g I-> ceg) is natural with respect to 

bundle maps. (Compare Axiom 2 in §4). Conversely, given any corre

spondence 

which is natural with respect to bundle maps, we have 

Thus the above construction is the most general one. Briefly speaking: 

The ring consisting of all characteristic cohomology classes for Rn_ 

bundles over paracompact base spaces with coefficient ring A is canoni

cally isomorphic to the cohomology ring H*(Gn ; A). 

These constructions emphasize the importance of computing the 

cohomology of the space Gn. The next two sections will give one proce

dure for computing this cohomology, at least modulo 2 .. 
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REMARK. Using the "covering homotopy theorem" Ccompare [Dold], 

[HusemollerJ), Corollary 5.10 can be sharpened as follows: Two Rn_ 

bundles ~ and TJ over the paracompact space B are isomorphic if and 

only if the mapping ~ of 5.10 is homotopic to ~. 

Here are five problems for the reader. 

Problem 5-A. Show that the Grassmann manifold G CRn+k) can be n 

made into a smooth manifold as follows: a function f: Gn(Rn+k) .... R be-

longs to the collection F of smooth real valued functions if and only if 

foq: V nCRn+k) .... R is smooth. 

Problem 5-B. Show that the tangent bundle of GnCRn+k) is isomor

phic to Horn CynCRn+k), yl); where yl denotes the orthogonal comple

ment of yn(Rn+k) in c: n+k. Now consider a smooth manifold MC Rn+k. 

If g: M .... Gn(Rn+k) denotes the generalized Gauss map, show that 

Dg: DM .... DGnCRMk) 

gives rise to a cross-section of the bundle 

CThis cross-section is called the "second fundamental form" of M.) 

Problem 5-C. Show that GnCRm) is diffeomorphic to the smooth mani

fold consisting of all m x m symmetric, idempotent matrices of trace n. 

Alternatively show that the map 

from V nCRm) to the exterior power An(Rm) gives rise to a smooth em

bedding of GnCRm) in the projective space G1 CAnCRm» ~ pCW)-l. CCom

pare van der Waerden, Einfiihrung in die algebraische Geometrie, Springer 

1939, §7.) 
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Problem 5-D. Show that Gn(Rn+k) has the following symmetry prop

erty. Given any two n-planes X, Y C Rn+k there exists an orthogonal 

automorphism of Rn+k which interchanges X and Y. [Whitehead, 1961] 

defines the angle a(X, Y) between n-planes as the maximum over all unit 

vectors x (X of the angle between x and Y. Show that a is a metric 

for the topological space Gn(Rn+k) and show that 

1 1 a(X, Y) = a(Y ,X ). 

Problem 5-E. Let ~ be an Rn-bundle over B. 

1) Show that there exists a vector bundle TJ over B with ~ El> TJ 

trivial if and only if there exists a bundle map 

for large k. 1£ such a map exists, ~ will be called a bundle of 

finite type. 

2) Now assume that B is normal. Show that ~ has finite type if 

and only if B is covered by finitely many open sets U1 , ... , Ur 

with ~ I U i trivial. 

3) If B is paracompact and has finite covering dimension, show 

(using the argument of 5.9) that every ~ over B has finite type .. 

4) Using Stiefel-Whitney classes, show that the vector bundle / 

over poo does not have finite type. 



§6. A Cell Structure for Grassmann Manifolds 

This section will describe a canonical cell subdivision, due to 

[Ehresmann], which makes the infinite Grassmann manifold Gn(ROO
) into 

a CW-complex. Each finite Grassmann manifold Gn(Rn+k) appears as a 

finite subcomplex. This cell structure has been used by [Pontrjagin] and 

by [Chern] as a basis for the theory of characteristic classes. The reader 

should consult these sources, as well as [Wu] for further information. For 

a thorough treatment of cell complexes in general, consult [Lundell and 

Weingram]. Grassmann manifolds appear there on p. 17. 

First recall some definitions. Let DP denote the unit disk in RP, 

consisting of all vectors v with Iv\:So 1. The interior of DP is defined 

to be the subset consisting of all v with \v\ < 1. For the special case 

p = 0, both DP and its interior consist of a single point. 

Any space homeomorphic to DP is called a closed p-cell; and any 

space homeomorphic to the interior of DP is called an open p-cell. For 

example RP is an open p-cell. 

6.1 DEFINITION [J. H. C. Whitehead, 1949]. A CW-complex consists 

of a Hausdorff space K, called the underlying space, together with a 

partition of K into a collection !eal of diSjoint subsets, such that four 

conditions are satisfied. 

1) Each ea is topologically an open cell of dimension n(a) ~ O. 

Furthermore for each cell ea there exists a continuous map 

f: Dn(a) .... K 

which carries the interior of the disk Dn(a) homeomorphically onto 

(This f is called a characteristic map for the cell e .) 
a 

73 
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2) Each point x which belongs to the closure ea' but not to ea it

self, must lie in a cell e(3 of lower dimension. 

If the complex is finite (Le., if there are only finitely many ea)' then 

these two conditions suffice. However in general two further conditions 

are needed. A subset of K is called a [finite] subcornplex if it is a 

closed set and is a union of [finitely many] ea's. 

3) Closure finiteness. Each point of K is contained in a finite sub

complex. 

4) Whitehead topology. K is topologized as the direct limit of its 

finite subcomplexes. I.e., a subset of K is closed if and only if its 

intersection with each finite subcomplex is closed. 

Note that the closure ea of a cell of K need not be a cell. For 

example the sphere Sn can be considered as a CW-complex with one 

O-cell and one n-cell. In this case the closure of the n-cell is equal to 

the entire sphere. 

A theorem of [Miyazaki] asserts that every CW-complex is paracom

pact. (Compare [Dugundji, p. 419].) 

The cell structure for the Grassmann manifold Gn(Rm) is obtained 

as follows. Recall that Rm contains subs paces 

where Rk consists of all vectors of the form v = (v1 ' ... , vk' 0, ... ,0). 

Any n-plane X C Rm gives rise to a sequence of integers 

Two consecutive integers in this sequence differ by at most 1. This 

fact is proved by inspecting the exact sequence 

o -> X n Rk- 1 -> X n Rk k-th coordinate, R . 

Thus the above sequence of integers contains precisely n "jumps." 



By a Schubert symbol a = (aI' ... , an) is meant a sequence of n in

tegers satisfying 

For each Schubert symbol a, let e(a) C Gn(Rm) denote the set of all 

n-planes X such that 

a· a·-l 
dim (X n R 1) = i, dim (X n RI) = i-I 

for i = 1, ... , n. Evidently each X f Gn(Rm) belongs to precisely one of 

the sets e(a). We will see presently that e(a) is an open cell * of dimen

sion d(a) = (aI-I) + (a2-2) + ... + (an-n). 

Let Hk C Rk denote the open half-space consisting of all x = 

(';1' ... '';k' 0, ... ,0) with ';k> O. Note that an n-plane X belongs to 

e(a) if and only if it possesses a basis Xl' ... ' xn so that 

For if X possesses such a basis, then the exact sequence above shows 

that 
a· a·-l 

dim (X n R 1) > dim (X n RI) 

for i = 1, ... , n, hence X t e(a). The converse is proved similarly. In 

terms of matrices, the n-plane X belongs to e(a) if and only if it can 

be described as the row space of an nx m matrix [xij] of the form 

* ... *10 ... 000 ... 000 ... 0 
* ... *** ... *10 ... 000 ... 0 

* ... *** ... *** ... *10 ... 0 

* The closure e(a) is called a Schubert variety. (Compare [Schubertl) In the 
notation of Chern and Wu, the cell e(a) is indexed not by the sequence a = 

(a1'···.an ) but rather by the modified sequence (a1-l,a2-2,\ .. ,an-n), which 

is more convenient to use for many purposes. 
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where the i-th row has ai-th entry positive (say equal to 1), and all sub

sequent entries zero. 

LEMMA 6.2. Each n-plane X f e(a) possesses a unique ortho-
. al an 

normal basis (xl' ... ' xn) whIch belongs to H x ... x H . 

Proof. The vector xl is required to lie in the I-dimensional vector 

space X n Ral , and to be a unit vector. This leaves only two possibili

ties for xl' and the condition that the al-th coordinate be positive speci

fies one of these two. Now x2 is required to be a unit vector in the 2-

dimensional space X n Ra2 , and to be orthogonal to xl. Again this 

leaves two possibilities, and the condition that the a2-th coordinate be 

positive specifies one of these two. Continuing by induction, it follows 

that x3 ' x4 ' ... , xn are also uniquely determined. 

o a1 an 
DEFINITION. Let e'(a) = V n(Rm) n (H x ... x H ) denote the set 

of all orthonormal n-frames (Xl' ... ' xn) such that each xi belongs to 
a· 

the open half-space H 1. Let e'(a) denote the set of orthonormal frames 
_a· 

(xl' ... , xn) such that each xi belongs to the closure H 1. 

LEMMA 6.3. The set e'(a) is topologically a closed cell of 

dimension d(a) = (a1-1) + (a2-2) + ... + (an-n), with interior 

e'(a). Furthermore q maps the interior e'(a) homeomorphi

cally onto e(a). 

Thus e(a) is actually an open cell of dimension d(a). Furthermore 

the map 

will serve as a characteristic map for this cell. 

The proof of 6.3 will be by induction on n. For n = 1 the set e'(a1 ) 

consists of all vectors 

(Xll,X12, ... ,Xla ,0, ... ,0) 
1 
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with L xL = 1, xla ~ O. Evidently e'(al ) is a closed hemisphere of 
1 a -1 

dimension a1 - 1, and therefore is homeomorphic to the disk D 1 

Given unit vectors u, v (Rm with u 1= -v, let T(u, v) denote the 

unique rotation of Rm which carries u to v, and leaves everything 

orthogonal to u and v fixed. Thus T(u, u) is the identity map and 

T(v, u) = T(u, v)-1. Alternatively T(u, v) can be defined by the formula 

T(u,v)x = x - (u+v)· x (u+V) + 2(u· x)v. 
l+u· v 

In fact the function T(u, v) defined in this way is linear in x, and has 

the correct effect on the vectors u, v, and on all vectors orthogonal to u 

and v. It follows from this formula that: 

1) T(u, v)x is continuous as a function of three variables; and 

2) if u,v (Rk then T(u, v)x == x (modulo Rk). 

a· 
Let bi (H I denote the vector with ai-th coordinate equal to 1, and 

all other coordinates zero. Thus (b1, ... , bn) (e'(a). For any n-frame 

(xl' ... , xn) (e'(a) consider the rotation 

of Rm. This rotation carries the n vectors b1, ... , bn to the vectors 

xl' ... , xn respectively. In fact the rotations T(b l , xl)' ... , T(bi_ 1, xi_ l ) 

leave bl· fixed (since b·· b. = b·· x· = 0 for i > j); the rotation T(bl·, Xl·) 
I J I J 

carries bl· to Xl·; and the rotations T(b. l' x· l)' ... ' T(b ,x ) leave 
1+ 1+ n n 

Xi fixed. 

Given an integer a n+l > an let D denote the set of all unit vectors 
_a 1 

u (H n+ with 

b1 . u = ... = bn · U = 0 . 

Evidently D is a closed hemisphere of dimension an+! - n - 1, and 

hence is topologically a closed cell. We will construct a homeomorphism 
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In fact f is defined by the formula 

where the rotation T depends on x!"," xn ' as above. To prove that 

(Xl' ... , xn ' Tu) actually belongs to e'(a1 , .. ·, a n+l ) we note that 

Xi' Tu = Tbi · Tu = bi · u = 0 

for i 'S n, and that 

Tu . Tu = U· U = 1 , 

since 
an 

Tu == u (mod R ). Evidently f maps 

e'(al , ... , an) x D continuously to e'(a1 , ... , a n+l ). Similarly the formula 

shows that £-1 is well defined and continuous. 

Thus e'(a1 , ... , a n+l ) is homeomorphic to the product e'(al , ... , an) x D. 

It follows by induction on n that each e'(a) is a closed cell of dimen

sion d(a). A similar induction shows that each e'(a) is the interior of 

the cell e'(a). In fact the homeomorphism 

Proof that the map 

q I e'(a) : e'(a) .... e(a) 

is a homeomorphism. According to Lemma 6.2, q carries e'(a) in one

one fashion onto e(a). On the other hand, if (Xl'"'' xn) belongs to the 

"boundary" e'(a) - e'(a), then the n-plane X = q(xl , ... , xn) does not 
a·-l 

belong to e(a), for one of the vectors x· must lie in the boundary R 1 
a. 1 

of the half-space H 1. This implies that 
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a·-1 
dim (X n R 1 ) 2 i , 

and hence that X I e(a). 

Now let A C e'(a) be a relatively closed subset. Then A n e'(a) = A, 

where the closure A C e'(a) is compact, hence q(A) is closed. The 

preceding paragraph implies that q(A) n e(a) = q(A), and it follows that 

q(A) C e(a) is a relatively closed set. Thus q maps the cell e'(a) 

homeomorphically onto e(a). lIB 

THEOREM 6.4. The (W) sets e(a) form the cells of a CW

complex with underlying space GnCRm). Similarly taking the 

direct limit as m -> 00, one obtains an infinite CW-complex 

with underlying space Gn = Gn(WO). 

Proof. We must first show that each point in the boundary of a cell 

e(a) belongs to a cell e(r) of lower dimension. Since e'(a) is compact, 

the image q e'(a) is equal to e(a). Hence every n-plane X in the 

boundary e(a) - e(a) has a basis (xl' ... , xn) belonging to e'(a) - e'(a). 

Evidently the vectors xl"'" Xn 
a· 

that dim (X n R 1) 2 i for each 

associated with X must satisfy 

a· 
are orthonormal, with xi f R 1. It follows 

i, thus the Schubert symbol (r l' ... , r n) 

a·-l 
As above, one of the vectors xi must actually belong to R 1 ; hence 

the corresponding integer ri must be strictly less than ai' Therefore 

d(r) < d(a). Together with Lemma 6.3, this completes the proof that 

Gn(Rm) is a finite CW-complex. 

Similarly Gn(R OO
) is a CW-complex. The closure finiteness condition 

is satisfied since each X f Gn(R OO ) belongs to a finite subcomplex Gn(Rm). 

The space Gn (ROO ) has the direct limit topology by definition. III 

It is instructive to look at the speCial case n = 1. 
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COROLLARY 6.5. The infinite projective space poo = G1 (R OO ) 

is a CW-complex having one r-cell e(r+l) for each integer r;:: O. 

The closure e(r+l)CPOO is equal to the finite projective space pr. 

The proof is straightforward. 

Now let us count the number of r-cells in Gn(Rm) for arbitrary n. It 

is convenient to introduce the language of partitions. 

DEFINITION 6.6. A partition of an integer r;:: 0 is an unordered 

sequence i1 i2 ... is of positive integers with sum r. The number of par

titions of r is customarily denoted by per). Thus for r:::; 10 one has 

the following table. 

r 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

per) 1 1 2 3 5 7 11 15 22 30 42 

For example the integer 4 has five partitions, namely: 1 1 1 1, 1 1 2, 

2 2, 1 3, and 4. The integer 0 has just one (vacuous) partition. (Accord

ing to Hardy and Ramanujan the function per) is asymptotic to 

exp (Tl'J2r/3)/4rJ3 as r --> 00. For further information see [Ostmann].) 

To every Schubert symbol (a1 , ... , an) with d(a) = r and an:::; m 

there corresponds a partition i1 ... is of r, where i1 , ... , is denotes the 

sequence obtained from a 1-1, ... , an-n by cancelling any zeros which 

may appear at the beginning of this sequence. Clearly 

and s:::; n. Thus 

COROLLARY 6.7. The number of r-cells in Gn(Rm) is equal 

to the number of partitions of r into at most n integers each 

of which is < m - n. 
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In particular, if both n and m - n are ~ r, then the number of r

cells in Gn(Rm) is equal to per). 

Note that this corollary remains true if m is allowed to take the 

value + <Xl. 

Here are five problems for the reader. 

Problem 6-A. Show that a CW-complex is finite if and only if its 

underlying space is compact. 

Problem 6-B. Show that the restriction homomorphism 

is an isomorphism for p < k. Any coefficient group may be used. (Com

pare the description of cohomology for CW-complexes in Appendix A.) 

Problem 6-C. Show that the correspondence X r-L R 1 Ell X defines an 

embedding of the Grassmann manifold GnCRm) into Gn+1 (R1 Ell Rm) = 

G (Rm+1 ) and that f is covered by a bundle map n+1 ' 

Show that f carries the r-cell of Gn(Rm) which corresponds to a given 

partition il '" is of r onto the r-cellof Gn+1 (Rm+1 ) which corresponds 

to the same partition i1 ··· is' 

Problem 6-D. Show that the number of distinct Stiefel-Whitney numbers 

w1 r1 '" wnrn[M] for an n-dimensional manifold is equal to pen). 

Problem 6-E. Show that the number of r-cells in Gn(Rn+k) is equal 

to the number of r-cells in Gk(Rn+k) [or show that these two CW

complexes are actually isomorphic]. 



§7. The Cohomology Ring H*(Gn; Z/2) 

Still assuming the existence of Stiefel-Whitney classes, this section 

will compute the mod 2 cohomology of the infinite Grassmann manifold 

Gn = Gn(ROO
), and will also prove a uniqueness theorem for Stiefel-Whitney 

classes. Recall that the canonical n-plane bundle over Gn is denoted by 

yn. 

THEOREM 7.1. The cohomology ring H*(Gn; Z/2) is a poly

nomial algebra over Z/2 freely generated by the Stiefel-Whitney 

classes w1 (yn), ... , wn(yn). 

To prove this result, we first show the following. 

LEMMA 7.2. There are no polynomial relations among the wi(yn). 

Proof. Suppose that there is a relation of the form pew! (yn), ... , 

wn(yn» = 0, where p is a polynomial in n variables with mod 2 coeffi

cients. By Theorem 5.6, for any n-plane bundle g over a paracompact 

base space there exists a bundle map g: g ... yn. Hence 

where g is the map of base spaces induced by g. It follows that the 

cohomology classes wi(g) must satisfy the corresponding relation 

Thus to prove 7.2 it will suffice to find some n-plane bundle g so that 

there are no polynomial relations among the classes w1 Ce), ... , wnCe). 
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Consider the canonical line bundle yl over the infinite projective 

space P"". Recall from §4.3 that H*CP""; Z/2) is a polynomial algebra 

over Z/2 with a single generator a of dimension 1, and recall that 

wCl) = 1 + a. Forming the n-fold cartesian product X = p"" x ... x p"", 

it follows that H*(X; Z/2) is a polynomial algebra on n generators 

a l , ... , an of dimension 1. (Compare Appendix A, Theorem A.6; or 

[Spanier, p. 247].) Here ai can be defined as toe image 1Ti*(a) induced 

by the projection map 1Ti: X -> p"" to the i-th factor. Let ~ be the 

n-fold cartesian product 

t: 1 1 "'" C * 1) ( * 1) S = Y x ... x y - 1T 1 Y <3) ••• <3) 1T nY 

Then ~ is an n-plane bundle over X = p CXl X ••• x p"", and the total 

Stiefel-Whitney class 

is equal to the n-fold product 

In other words 

and in general wkC~) is the k-th elementary symmetric function of 

a 1 , ... , an' It is proved in textbooks on algebra, that the n elementary 

symmetric functions in n indeterminates over a field do not satisfy any 

polynomial relations. CSee for example [Lang, pp. 132-1341 or [van der 

Waerden, pp. 79, 176].) Thus the classes w1 (0, ... , wnCO are alge

braically independent over Z/2, and it follows as indicated above that 

w1 Cyn), ... , wnCyn) are also algebraically independent. III 
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Proof of 7.1. We have shown that H*(Gn), with mod 2 coefficients, 

contains a polynomial algebra over Z/2 freely generated by w 1 (yn), ... , 

wn(yn). Using a counting argument, we will show that this sub-algebra 

actually coincides with H*(Gn). 

Recall from §6.7 that the number of r-cells in the eW-complex Gn is 

equal to the number of partitions of r into at most n integers. Hence 

the rank of HrCGn) over Z/2 is at most equal to this number of partitions. 

(In fact, if er denotes the group of mod 2 r-cochains for this eW-complex, 

and if Zr:) Br denote the corresponding cocycle and coboundary groups, 

then the number of r-cells equals 

On the other hand the number of distinct monomials of the form 
r l rn 

w l (yn) ... wn(yn) in HrCGn) is also precisely equal to the number of 

partitions of r into at most n integers. For to each sequence rl''''' rn 

of non-negative integers with 

we can associate the partition of r which is obtained from the n-tuple 

by deleting any zeros which may occur; and conversely. 

Since these monomials are known to be linearly independent mod 2, 

it follows that the inequalities above must all actually be equalities: The 

module HrCGn) over Z/2 has rank equal to the num ber of partitions of r 

into at most n integers, and has a basis consisting of the various mono-
r l rn 

mials wl Cyn) '" wnCyn) of total dimension r. III 

It follows incidentally that the natural homomorphism g*: H*CGn) -> 

H*cpoo x ... x POO) maps H*(Gn) isomorphically onto the algebra consist

ing of all polynomials in the indeterminates a l , ... , an which are invariant 

under all permutations of these n indeterminates. 



Uniqueness of Stiefel-Whitney Classes 

At this point we have not yet shown that there exist Stiefel-Whitney 

classes wi(~) satisfying the four axioms of §4. Before proving existence, 

we will prove the following. 

UNIQUENESS THEOREM 7.3. There exists at most one correspon

dence ~ I-> w(~) which assigns to each vector bundle over a para

compact base space a sequence of cohomology classes satisfying 

the four axioms for Stiefel-Whitney classes. 

Proof. Suppose that there were two such, say ~ I-> w(O and ~ I-> w(O. 

For the canonical line bundle yi over pi we have 

by Axioms 1 and 4. Embedding yi in the line bundle y1 over the infinite 

projective space poo, it follows that 

by Axioms 1 and 2. Passing to the n-fold carte.sian product 

l: 1 1 *1 *1 
S = Y x ... x Y e! TT 1 Y EB ••• EB TT nY 

it follows that 

by Axioms 2 and 3. Now using the existence of a bundle map ~ -> yn, 

and the fact that H*(Gn) injects monomorphically into H*(poo x ... x pOO), 

it follows that w(yn) = w(yn). 

,For any n-plane bundle TJ over a paracompact base space, choosing 

a bundle map f: TJ -> yn, it follows immediately that 

"* n ,,*- n -w('1) = f w(y ) = f w(y ) = w(TJ) • IIIB 



REMARK. Using essentially this same argument, it would not be diffi

cult to prove a corresponding uniqueness theorem for Stiefel-Whitney class

es, working in the much smaller category consisting of smooth vector 

bundles and smooth bundle mappings, all of the base spaces being smooth 

paracompact manifolds. It would be much more difficult, however, to prove 

such a result uSing only tangent bundles of manifolds. Compare [Blanton 

and Schweitzer]. 

Here are three problems for the reader. The first two are based on 

Problem 6-C. 

Problem 7-A. Identify explicitly the cocycle in Cr(Gn) 9!: Hr(Gn) 
which corresponds to the Stiefel-Whitney class w/yn). 

Problem 7-B. Show that the cohomology algebra H*(Gn(Rn+k)) over 

Z/2 is generated by the Stiefel-Whitney classes w1' ... ,wn of yn and 

the dual classes w1, ... , wk' subject only to the n+k defining relations 

(Reference: [Borel, 1953, p. 190].) 

Problem 7-C. Let gm and .,.,n be vector bundles over a paracompact 

base space. Show that the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the tensor product 

gm ®.,.,n (or of the isomorphic bundle Horn (gm,.,.,n)) can be computed as 

follows. If the fiber dimensions m and n are both 1, then 

More generally there is a universal formula of the form 

where the polynomial Pm,n in m+n variables can be characterized as 

follows. If a1 , .•. , am are the elementary symmetric functions of indeter

minates t1, ... , tm, and if a'I' ... , a'n are the elementary symmetric 

functions of t'1"'" t 'n' then 
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m n 

Pm,nCal' .", am' a'1' ... , a'n) = IT IT Cl +ti +t 'j) 
i=l j=1 

[Hint: The cohomology of Gm x Gn can be computed by the Kiinneth 

Theorem (Appendix A.6). The formula for wcgm ® Tt) can be verified 

first in the special case when gm and 'TIn are Whitney sums of line 

bundles'] 



§8. Existence of Stiefel-Whitney Classes 

We now proceed to prove the existence of Stiefel-Whitney classes by 

giving a construction in terms of known operations. For any n-plane 

bundle g with total space E, base space B and projection map TT, we 

denote by Eo the set of all non-zero elements of E, and by F 0 the 

set of all non-zero elements of a typical fiber F = TT -1 (b). Clearly F 0 = 

Fn Eo' 

Using singular theory and one of several techniques (e.g. spectral se

quences or that of §IO) we have that 

Hi(F, F ; Z!2) = {O for i ;£.n 
o Z/2 for 1 = n 

and that 

Hi(E,E ;Z!2) ~ {O.for i<n 
o HI-n(B; Z/2) for i:::: n . 

(This can be seen intuitively, though not rigorously, as follows: The unit 

n-cell is a deformation retract of Rn and the unit (n-I)-sphere is a de

formation retract of (Rn-origin) = Rg. For B paracompact, we know that 

we can put a Euclidean metric on E. Then the subset E' consisting of 

all vectors x (E with x' x < I is evidently a deformation retract of E. 

Similarly the set E" consisting of vectors x (E with x· x = I is a 

deformation retract of Eo' Hence H*cE', E") ~ H*cE, Eo)' Now suppose 

that B is a cell complex, with a fine enough cell subdivision so that the 

restriction of g to each cell ck is a trivial bundle. Then the inverse 

image of the k-cell ck in E' is a product cell of dimension n+k. Thus 

E' can be obtained from the subset E" by adjoining cells of dimension 

:::: n, one (n+k)-cell corresponding to each k-cell of B. It follows that 
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Hi(E', EO) = 0 for i < n. With a little faith, it follows also that 

Hn+k(E " E") S!: Hk(B).) 

Rigorously and more explicitly, the following statement will be proved 

in §10. The coefficient group Z/2 is to be understood. 

THEOREM 8.1. The group Hi(E, Eo) is zero for i < n, and 

Hn(E, Eo) contains a unique class u such that for each fib er 

F = 7T- 1 (b) the restriction 

is the unique non-zero class in Hn(F, F 0). Furthermore the corre

spondence x /--> x U u defines an isomorphism HkCE) .... Hk+n(E, Eo) 

for every k. (We call u the fundamental cohomology class.) 

On the other hand the projection 7T: E -> B certainly induces an iso

morphism Hk(B) -> Hk(E), since the zero cross-section embeds B as a 

deformation retract of E with retraction mapping 7T. 

DEFINITION 8.2. The Thom isomorphism cp: Hk(B) .... Hk+n(E, Eo) is 

defined to be the composition of the two isomorphisms 

Next we will make use of the Steenrod squaring operations in H*(E, Eo). 

These operations can be characterized by four basic properties, as follows. 

(Compare [Steenrod and Epstein].) Again mod 2 coefficients are to be 

understood. 

(1) For each pair X::J Y of spaces and each pair n, i of non-negative 

integers there is defined an additivehomomorphism 

(This homomorphism is called "square upper i.") 



(2) Naturality. If f: (X, Y) ... (X " Y') then Sqi 0 f* = f* 0 Sqi. 

(3) If a f Hn(X, Y), then SqO(a) = a, Sqn(a) = a U a, and Sqi(a) = 0 

for i > n. (Thus the most interesting squaring operations are those for 

which 0 < i < n.) 

(4) The Cartan formula. The identity 

i+j=k 

is valid whenever a u b is defined. 

Using these squaring operations together with the Thorn isomorphism 

if> , the Stiefel-Whitney class wi(~) t Hi(B) can now be defined by Thorn's 

identity 

In other words wi(~) is the unique cohomology class in Hi(B) such that 

if>(wi(~)) = 1T*W/O u u is equal to Sqiif>(l) = Sqi(u). 

For many purposes it is convenient to introduce the total squaring 

operation 

for a f Hn(S, Y). Note that the Cartan formula can now be expressed by 

the equation 

Sq(aub) = (Sq a) u (Sq b) . 

Similarly the corresponding equation for the Steenrod squares of a cross 

product becomes simply 

Sq(a x b) = (Sq a) x (Sq b) 

In terms of this total squaring operation, the total Stiefel-Whitney class of 

a vector bundle is clearly determined by the formula 



':JL. 

Verification of the Axioms 

With this definition, the four axioms for Stiefel-Whitney classes can be 

checked as follows. 

AXIOM 1. Using properties (1) and (3) of the squaring operations, it 

is clear that wi(O (Hi(B), with wo(O = 1, and with wi(O = 0 for i 

greater than the fiber dimension n. 

AXIOM 2. Any bundle map f: g -> g' clearly induces a map g: (E, Eo) 

-> (E', E '0). Furthermore if u' denotes the fundamental cohomology class 

in Hn(E', E '0)' then g*(u') is equal to the class u ( Hn(E, Eo) by the 

definition of u (§8.1). It now follows easily that the Thorn isomorphisms 

cp and cp' satisfy the naturality condition 

g* 0 cp' = cp 01* 

Hence, using property (2), it follows that 

as required. 

AXIOM 3. Let us first compute the Stiefel-Whitney classes of a carte

sian product g" = g x g', with projection map TT x TT': E x E' -> B x B'. 

Consider the fundamental classes 

of g and g'. Since Eo is open in E and E '0 is open in E', the 

cross product 

u x u' ( Hm+n(E x E', E x E '0 U Eo x E ') 

is defined. (Compare Appendix A.) Note that the open subset (E x E '0) 

U (Eo x E') in the total space E" = E x E' is precisely equal to the 

set E ~ of non-zero vectors in E". In fact we claim that u x u' is pre

cisely equal to the fundamental class u" ( Hm+n(E ", E ~). In order to 

prove this, it suffices to show that the restriction 
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u x u' I (F ", F 0') 

is the non-zero cohomology class in Hm+n(F ", F 0') for every fiber F" 

= F x F' of g ". But this restriction is evidently equal to the cross prod

uct of u I (F, F 0) and u' I (F " F 0'), and hence is non-zero by A.S in the 

Appendix. 

It follows easily that the Thorn isomorphisms for g, g', and g" are 

related by the identity 

cp "(a x b) = cp(a) x cp '(b) . 

In fact if a = TT *(a) (H*(E) and b = TT '*cb) ( H*cE '), then this follows 

from the equation 

(axb)U (uxu') = (aUu) x (bUu') , 

where there is no sign since we are working modulo 2. 

The total Stiefel-Whitney class of g" can now be computed by the 

formula 

cp "(w(g "» = Sq(u ") = Sq(u x u ') = Sq(u) x Sq(u ') . 

Setting the right side equal to 

cp(w(O) x cp '(wCg '» = cp "(w(O x w(g '» , 
and then applying (cp ,,)-1 to both sides, we have proved that 

w(g x g ') = w(O x w(g ') . 

Now suppose that g and g' are bundles over a common base space B. 

Lifting both sides of this equation back to B by means of the diagonal 

embedding B -> B x B, we obtain the required formula 

AXIOM 4. Let y~ be as usual the twisted line bundle over the circle 

p1. Then the space of vectors of length :s 1 in the total space E = E(y~) 



is evidently a Moebius band M, bounded by a circle M. Since M is a .. 
deformation retract of E, and M a deformation retract of Eo' we have 

On the other hand if we embed a 2-cell D2 in the projective plane p2, 

then the closure of P2_D2 is homeomorphic to M. Using the Excision 

Theorem of cohomology theory, it follows that 

Hence there are natural isomorphisms 

for every dimension i t- O. The fundamental cohomology class u ( H 1 (E, Eo) 

certainly cannot be zero. Hence it must correspond to the generator 

a (Hl(p2) under the composite isomorphism. Hence Sql(u) = u U u must 

correspond to Sql(a) = a U a. But a U at- 0 by 4.3, so it follows that 

must also be non-zero. This concludes the verification of the four axioms. l1li 

Here are two problems for the reader. 

Problem 8-A. It follows from 7.1 that the cohomology class Sq~m(O 
can be expressed as a polynomial in w1 (t), ... , wm+kCt ). Prove Wu's 

explicit formula 

where C) = x(x-1) ... Cx-i+1)/i!, as follows. If the formula is true for t, 
show that it is true for t x yl. Thus by induction it is true for 

1 1 C Y x ... x y , and hence for all s. 

Problem 8-B. If wC';) I=- 1, show that the smallest n> 0 with 

wnct) t- 0 is a power of 2. (Use the fact that (~) is odd whenever x 



§9. Oriented Bundles and the Euler Class 

Up to this point we have always used the coefficient group Z/2 for 

our cohomology. This of necessity means that we have overlooked much 

interesting structure. Now we will take a closer look, using the integers 

Z as coefficient group. But in order to do this it will be necessary to 

impose the additional structure of an orientation on our vector bundles. 

In particular we will need an orientation in order to construct the funda

mental cohomology class u ( Hn(E, Eo) with integer coefficients. 

First consider the case of a single vector space. 

DEFINITION. An orientation of a real vector space V of dimension 

n > 0 is an equivalence class of bases, where two (ordered) bases 

vi' ... , v n and v'I".·' v 'n are said to be equivalent if and only if the 

matrix [aij) defined by the equation v'i = l aij Vj has positive determi-

nant. Evidently every such vector space V has precisely two distinct 

orientations. Note that the coordinate space Rn has a canonical orienta

tion, corresponding to its canonical ordered basis. 

In algebraic topology, it is customary to specify the orientation of a 

simplex by choosing some ordering of its vertices. Our concept of orien

tation is related as follows. Let In be an n-simplex, linearly embedded 

in the n-dimensional vector space V, with ordered vertices Ao ' AI' ... , An' 

Then taking the vector from Ao to A1 as first basis vector, the vector 

from Al to A2 as second, and so on, we obtain a corresponding orien

tation for the vector space V. 



Note that a choice of orientation for V corresponds to a choice of 

one of the two possible generators for the singular homology group 

Hn(V, V 0; Z). In fact let ~n denote the standard n-simplex, with canoni

cally ordered vertices. Choose some orientation preserving linear embed

ding 
a : ~n -> V 

which maps the barycenter of ~ n to the zero vector (and hence maps the 

boundary of ~n into V 0). Then a is a singular n-simplex representing 

an element in the group of relative n-cycles Zn(V, V 0; Z). The homology 

class of this n-cycle a is now the preferred generator IlV for the homol

ogygroup Hn(V,VO;Z). 

Similarly the cohomology group Hn(V, Vo; Z) associated with an 

oriented vector space V has a preferred generator which we denote by 

the symbol uV' determined by the equation < uV' IlV> = +1. 

Now consider a vector bundle I; of fiber dimension n > O. 

DEFINITION. An orientation for I; is a function which assigns an 

orientation to each fiber F of 1;, subject to the following local com

patibility condition. For every point bo in the base space there should 

exist a local coordinate system (~, h), with bO f Nand h: Nx Rn ->17- 1(N), 

so that for each fiber F = 17-1 Cb) over N the homomorphism x !-> h(b ,x) 

from Rn to F is orientation preserving. (Or equivalently there should 

exist sections sl' ... , sn: N -> 17- 1(N) so that the basis Si (b), ... , sn(b) 

determines the required orientation of 17- 1(b) for each b in N.) 

In terms of cohomology, this means that to each fiber F there is 

assigned a preferred generator 

The local compatibility condition implies that for every point in the base 

space there exists a neighborhood N and a cohomology class 
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so that for every fiber F over N the restriction 

is equal to uFo The proof is straightforward. 

The following important result will be proved in § 10. (Compare Theo

rem 8.1.) 

THEOREM 9.1. Let ~ be an oriented n-plane bundle with total 

space E. Then the cohomology group Hi(E, Eo; Z) is zero for 

i < n, and Hn(E, Eo; Z) contains one and only one cohomology 

class u whose restriction 

is equal to the preferred generator uF for every fiber F of I;. 

Furthermore the correspondence y f--> yU u maps Hk(E; Z) ISO

morphicallyonto Hk+n(E, Eo; Z) for every integer k. 

In more technical language, this theorem can be summarized by saying 

that H*(E, Eo; Z) is a free H*(E; Z)-module on one generator u of degree 

n. (More generally, any ring with unit could be used as coefficient group.) 

It follows of course that Hk+n(E, Eo; Z) is isomorphic to the coho

mology group Hk(B; Z) of the base space. In fact the Thom isomorphism 

can be defined by the formula 

cp(X) (1T*X) U U , 

just as in §8. 

We are now ready to define an important new characteristic class. 

Given an oriented n-plane bundle f, the inclusion (E, empty set) C (E,Eo) 

gives rise to a restriction homomorphism 
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which we denote by y I-> Y I E. In particular, applying this homomorphism 

to the fundamental class u ( Hn(E, Eo; Z), we obtain a new cohomology 

class 

But Hn(E; Z) is canonically isomorphic to the cohomology group Hn(B; Z) 

of the base space. 

DEFINITION. The Euler class of an oriented n-plane bundle ~ is 

the cohomology class 

which corresponds to u I E under the canonical isomorphism 77*: Hn(B; Z) -> 

Hn(E; Z). 

For the motivation for the name "Euler class," we refer the reader to 

p. 130. Here are some fundamental properties of the Euler class: 

PROPERTY 9.2. (Naturality). If f: B --> B' is covered by an 

orientation preserving bundle map ~ --> ~', then e(O = f* e(~ '). 

In particular, if ~ is a trivial n-plane bundle, n> 0, then e(~) = 0, 

For in this case we can take ~' to be a bundle over a point. 

PROPERTY 9.3. If the orientation of ~ is reversed, then the 

Euler class e(~) changes sign. 

The proofs are immediate. IIIi 

PROPERTY 9.4. If the fiber dimension n is odd, then 

e(O + e(~) = O. 
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Because of this, we will usually assume that the fib er dimension is 

even when making use of Euler classes. 
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First Proof. Any odd dimensional vector bundle possesses an orienta

tion reversing automorphism Cb, v) I--> (b, -v). The required equation 

e(O = - e(O now follows from 9.3. 

Alternative Proof. The Thorn isomorphism cp(x) = C17*(X) U u evident

ly maps e(c;) to the cohomology class 

* 17 e(O U u = (u \ E) U u u U u . 

In other words 

e(O = cp -1 (u U u) . 

But using the identity 

a U b = (_l)(dim a)(dim b) b U a 

we see that u U u is an element of order 2 whenever the dimension n 

is odd. III 

PROPERTY 9.5. The natural homomorphism Hn(B; Z) ... 

Hn(B; Z/2) carries the Euler class e(O to the top Stiefel

Whitney class wn(c;). 

Proof. If we apply this homomorphism (induced by the coefficient 

surjection Z ... Z/2) to both sides of the equation e(c;) = cp-l(u U u), 

'then evidently the integer cohomology class u maps to the mod 2 co

homology class u of §8, and u U u maps to SqnCu). Hence cp-l(u U u) 

maps to cp- 1Sqn(u) = wn(c;). III 

Several important properties of the characteristic class wn(c;) apply 

equally well to e(O. 
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PROPERTY 9.6. The Eu/er class of a Whitney sum is given by 

eC,f Ell ,f') = eCO U eC,f '). Similarly the Eu/er class of a cartesian 

product is given by eC,f x,f') = e(O x e(,f '). 

Here we must specify that the direct Sum FEll F' of two oriented vec

tor spaces is to be oriented by taking an oriented basis for F followed 

by an oriented basis for F'. 

Proof of 9.6. Let the fiber dimensions be m and n respectively. 

Taking account of our sign conventions as specified in Appendix A, it is 

not difficult to check that the fundamental cohomology class of the carte

sian product is given by 

(Compare the verification of Axiom 3 in §8. If we used the classical sys

tem of sign conventions, as in [Spanier], then there would be no sign here.) 

Now apply the restriction homomorphism 

to both sides. It follows easily that 

eC,fx,f') = (_l)mn e(O x eC,f') 

/ 
where the sign can be ignored since the right side of this equation lis an 

element of order two whenever m or n is odd. \ 

Now suppose that B = B'. Pulling both sides of this equation back 

to Hm+nCB; Z) by means of the diagonal embedding B --> B x B, we ob

tain the formula eCe Ell e') = e(O U e(e') for the Euler class of a Whitney 

sum. !Ill 

REMARK. Although this formula looks very much like the correspond

ing formula wce Ell e') = w(O U wCe') for Stiefel-Whitney classes, there 

is one essential difference. The total Stiefel-Whitney class wCe) is a 

unit in the ring HITCB; Z/2), hence it is easy to solve for wCe') as a 
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function of w(O and w(~ffJ ~'). (Compare §4.1.) However the Euler 

class e(~) is certainly not a unit in the integral cohomology ring of B, 

and in fact it may well be zero or a zero-divisor. So the equation e(~ ffJ ~ ') = 

e(~) U e(~ ') cannot usually be solved for e(~ ') as a function of e(~) 

and e(~ Ell ~ '). 

Here is an application of 9.6. Let TJ be a vector bundle for which 

2e(TJ) -f. O. Then it follows that TJ cannot split as the Whitney sum of two 

oriented odd dimensional vector bundles. As an example, let M be a 

smooth compact manifold. Suppose that the tangent bundle r of M is 

oriented, and that e(r) -f. O. Then T cannot admit any odd dimensional 

sub vector bundle. For if this sub-bundle ~ were orientable, then the 
1 

Euler class e(r) = e(~) U e(~ ) would have to be an element of order 

two in the free abelian group Hn(M; Z). (Compare Appendix A.) The case 

where ~ is not orientable can be handled by passing to a suitable 2-fold 

covering manifold of M. Details will be left to the reader. 

PROPERTY 9.7. If the oriented vector bundle ~ possesses a 

nowhere zero cross-section, then the Euler class e(~) must 

be zero. 

Proof. Let s: B --> Eo be a cross-section, so that the composition 

is the identity map of B. Then the corresponding composition 

* * Hn(B) ~ Hn(E) --> Hn(Eo) ~ Hn(B) 

is the identity map of HnCB). By definition the first homomorphism TT * 
maps e(~) to the restriction u I E. Hence the first two homomorphisms 

in this composition map eCO to the restriction (u I E) I Eo which is 

zero since the composition 
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is zero. Applying s*, it follows that e(O = s*(O) = O. l1li 

[If the bundle t possesses a Euclidean metric, then an alternative 

proof can be given as follows: Let E be the trivial line bundle spanned 

by the cross-section s of t. Then 

1 e(O = e(E) U e(E ) 

by 9.6, where the class e(E) is zero by 9.2.] 

To conclude this section we will describe some examples of bundles 

with non-zero Euler class. (See also §11 and §15.) 

Problem 9-A. Recall that yn denotes the canonical n-plane bundle 

over the infinite Grassmann manifold Gn(Roo). Show that yn Ell yn is an 

orientable vector bundle with w2n(ynEllyn) ~ 0, and hence e(ynEllyn) ~ O. 

If n is odd, show that 2e(ynEllyn) = O. 

Problem 9-B. Now consider the complex Grassmann manifold Gn(C oo), 

consisting of all complex sub vector spaces of complex dimension n in 

infinite complex coordinate space. (Compare §14.) Since every complex 

n-plane can be thought of as a real oriented 2n-pla~t follows that 

there is a canonical oriented 2n-plane bundle t7ri over Gn(C oo). Show 

that the restriction of e2n to the real sub-spa{e Gn(Roo) is isomorphic 

to yn Ell yn, and hence that e(t 2n ) ~ O. (Remark: The group 

H2n(Gn (COO); Z) is actually free abelian, with e(t 2n) as one of its gen

erators. See §14.3.) 

Problem 9-C. Let r be the tangent bundle of the n-sphere, and let 

A C Sn x Sn be the anti-diagonal, consisting of all pairs of antipodal unit 

vectors. Using stereographic projection, show that the total space E = 

E(r) is canonically homeomorphic to Sn x Sn-A. Hence, using excision 

and homotopy, show that 
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(Compare §11.) Now suppose that n is even. Show that the Euler class 

e(r) = cp -1 (u U u) is twice a generator of Hn(Sn; Z). As a corollary, show 

that T possesses no non-trivial sub vector bundles. 



§10. The Thorn Isomorphism Theorem 

This section will first give a complete proof of the Thorn isomorphism 

theorem in the unoriented case (compare §8.1), and then describe the 

changes needed for the oriented case (§9.1). For the first half of this 

section, the coefficient field Z/2 is to be understood. 

We begin by outlining some constructions which are described in more 

detail in Appendix A. (See in particular A.S.) Let Rg denote the set of 

non-zero vectors in Rn. For n = 1 the cohomology group Hl(R, Ro) with 

mod 2 coefficients is cyclic of order 2. Let e l denote the non-zero ele

ment. Then for any topological space B a cohomology isomorphism 

is defined by the correspondence 

using the cohomology cross product operation. This is proved by studying 

the cohomology exact sequence of the triple (B x R, B x Ro' B x R_), where 

R_ denotes the set of negative real numbers. 

Now let B' be an open subset of B. Then for each cohomology class 

y ( Hj(B, B ') the cross product y x e 1 is defined with 

1 . 1 
Y x e (HJ+ (BxR, B'xR U BxRo) 

Using the Five Lemma* it follows that the correspondence y I-> Y x e l 

defines an isomorphism 

* See for example [Spanier, p. 185]. 
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. . 1 
HJ(B,B') ... HJ+ (BxR, B'xR U BxRO) . 

Therefore it follows inductively that the n-fold composition 

1 1 1 1 1 Y I-> yxe f-> yxe xe f-> '" I-> yxe x ... xe 

is also an isomorphism. (See Appendix A for further details.) Setting 

this proves the following. 

LEMMA 10.1. For any topological space B and any n:::: 1, a 

cohomology isomorphism 

is defined by the correspondence y I-> Y X en. 

Now recall the statement of Thorn's theorem. Let ~ be an n-plane 

bundle with projection TT: E ... B. 

ISOMORPHISM THEOREM 10.2. There is one and only one 

cohomology class u f Hn(E, Eo) with mod 2 coefficients 

whose restriction to Hn(F, F 0) is non-zero for every fib er F. 

Furthermore the correspondence y f-> Y U u maps the coho

mology group Hj(E) isomorphically onto Hj+n(E, Eo) for 

every integer j. 

In particular, taking j < 0, it follows that the cohomology of the pair 

(E, Eo) is trivial in dimensions less than n. 

The proof will be divided into four cases. 

Case 1. Suppose that ~ is a trivial vector bundle. Then we will 

. Rn n ) identify E with the product B x . Thus the cohomology H (E, Eo == 
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Hn(BxRn, BxRg) is canonically isomorphic to HO(B) by 10.1. To 

prove the existence and uniqueness of u, it suffices to show that there 

is one and only one cohomology class s f HO(B) whose restriction to 

each point of B is non-zero. Evidently the identity element 1 f HO(B) 

is the only class satisfying this condition. Therefore u exists and is 

equal to 1 x en. 

Finally, since every cohomology class in Hj(B x Rn) can be written 

uniquely as a product y x 1 with y f Hj(B), it follows from 10.1 that the 

correspondence 

y x 1 ~ (y xl) U u = (y xl) U (1x en) = y x en 

is an isomorphism. This completes the proof in Case 1. 

Case 2. Suppose that B is the union of two open sets B' and B", 

where the assertion of 10.2 is known to be true for the restrictions I; I B' 

and I; I B" and also for I; I B' n B". We introduce the abbreviation Bn 
n 

for B' n B", and the abbreviations E', E" and E for the inverse 

images of B', B" and B' n B" in the total space. The following 

Mayer-Vietoris sequence will be used: 

For the construction of this sequence, the reader is referred, for example, 

to [Spanier, pp. 190, 239]. 

By hypothesis, there exist unique cohomology classes u' f Hn(E ',E~) 

and u" f Hn(E ",E '0) whose restrictions to each fiber are non-zero. Ap

plying the uniqueness statement for I; I B' n B", we see that these 

classes u' and u" have the same image in Hn(En, E~). Therefore 

they come from a common cohomology class u in Hn(E, Eo). This class n n 
u is uniquely defined, since Hn- 1 (E ,Eo) = O. 

Now consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 



where j + n = i. Mapping this sequence to the previous Mayer-Vietoris 

sequence by the correspondence y I--> Y U u and applying the Five Lemma, 

it follows that 

This completes the proof in Case 2. 

Case 3. Suppose that B is covered by finitely many open sets 

B1 , ... , Bk such that the bundle f I Bi is trivial for each Bi . We will 

prove by induction on k that the assertion of 10.2 is true for the bundle r 
To start the induction, the assertion is certainly true when k = 1. If 

k> 1, then we can assume by induction that the assertion is true for 

f I (B1 U ... U Bk_ 1 ) and for fl(B 1 U ... U Bk_ 1) n Bk. Hence, by Case 

2, it is true for f. 

General Case. Let C be an arbitrary compact subset of the base 

space B. Then evidently the bundle f I C satisfies the hypothesis of 

Case 3. Since the union of any two compact sets is compact* we can 

form the direct limit 

of homology groups as C varies over all compact subsets of B, and the 

corresponding inverse limit lim Hj(C) of cohomology groups. We recall 

the following. 

* 

LEMMA 10.3. The natural homomorphism 

Hj(B) -> lim HjeC) 
<-

is an isomorphism, and similarly HjeE, Eo) maps isomorphically 

to lim Hj e1T- 1eC), 1T- 1 (C)o)' 
<-

Here we are implicitly assuming that the base space B is Hausdorff. This 

is not actually necessary. The proof goes through perfectly well for non-Hausdorff 
spaces provided that one substitutes "quasi-compact" (Le., every open covering 
contains a finite covering) for" compact" throughout. 
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Caution. These statements are only true since we are working with 

field coefficients. The corresponding statements with integer coefficients 

would definItely be false. 

Proof of 10.3. The corresponding homology statement, that li-T Hj(C) 

maps isomorphically to H/B), is clearly true for arbitrary coefficients, 

since every singular chain on B is contained in some compact subset of 

B. Similarly, the group li-T Hj (77- 1 CC), 77- 1 (C)o) maps isomorphic ally 

to H/E, Eo)' But according to A.1 in the Appendix, the cohomology 

Hj(B) with coefficients in the field Z/2 is canonically isomorphic to 

Horn (H{B), Z/2). Together with the easily verified isomorphism 

this proves 10.3. l1li 

In particular, the cohomology group Hn(E, Eo) maps isomorphically 

to the inverse limit of the groups Hn(77- 1 (C), 77- 1 CC)o)' But each of the 

latter groups contains one and only one class Uc whose restriction to 

each fiber is non-zero. It follows immediately that HnCE, Eo) contains 

one and only one class u whose restriction to each fiber is non-zero. 

Now consider the homomorphism Uu: HjCE) --> Hj+n(E, Eo). Evidently, 

for each compact subset C of B there is a commutative diagram 

Passing to the inverse limit, as C varies over all compact subsets, it 

follows that Uu is itself an isomorphism. This completes the proof of 

10.2. Hence we have finally completed the proof of existence (and 

uniqueness) for Stiefel-Whitney classes. l1li 
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Now let us try to carry out analogous arguments with coefficients in 

an arbitrary ring A. CIt is of course always assumed that A is associa

tive with 1.) Just as in the argument above, the cohomology HnCRn, Rg;A) 

A n 1 1 C is a free -module, with a single generator e = ex ... x e. See A.S 

in the Appendix.) 

Let t be an oriented n-plane bundle. Then for each fiber F of t 
we are given a preferred generator 

(Compare §9.) Using the unique ring homomorphism Z ... A, this gives 

rise to a corresponding generator for HnCF, F 0; A) which will also be 

denoted by the symbol uFo 

ISOMORPHISM THEOREM 10.4. There is one and only one 

cohomology class u ( Hn(E, Eo; A) whose restriction to (F, F 0) 

is equal to uF for every fiber F. Furthermore the correspon

dence y I-> Y U u maps Hj(E; A) isomorphicaIly onto 

Hj+n(E, Eo; A) for every integer j. 

If the coefficient ring A is a field, then the proof is completely ana

logous to the proof of 10.2. Details will be left to the reader. Similarly, 

if the base space B is compact, then the proof is completely analogous 

to the proof of 10.2. (A similar argument works for any bundle t of 

finite type. Compare Problem S-E.) 

The difficulty in extending to the general case is that Lemma 10.3 is 

not available for cohomology with non-field coefficients. In fact the in

verse limits of 10.3 can be very badly behaved in general. Howe~ 

construction of the fundamental class u does go through without too 

much difficulty. We will need the following. 

LEMMA 10.5. The homology group Hn_ 1 (E, Eo; Z) is zero. 
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Assuming this for the present, it follows from A.1 in the Appendix 

that the cohomology group Hn(E, Eo; Z) is canonically isomorphic to 

Horn (Hn(E,EO; Z), Z). Therefore, just as in the proof of 10.3, we see 

that Hn(E, Eo; Z) is canonically isomorphic to the inverse limit of the 

groups 

as C varies over all compact subsets of the base space B. Since 10.4 

has already been proved for any vector bundle over a compact base space 

C, it follows that there is a unique fundamental cohomology class 

u f Hn(E, Eo; Z). 

REMARK. It is important to note that the fundamental class in 

Hn(E, Eo; Z) corresponds to a fundamental class in Hn(E, Eo; A) for any 

ring A, under the unique ring homomorphism Z ... A. 

To prove that the cup product with u induces cohomology isomor

phisms, we will make use of the following formal constructions. 

DEFINITION. A free chain complex over Z is a sequence of free 

Z-modules Kn and homomorphisms 

a 
-> Kn _ 2 -> 

with a 0 a = o. A chain mapping f: K ... K' of degree d is a sequence 

of homomorphisms Ki ... K'i+d satisfying a' 0 f = (_l)df 0 a. 

LEMMA 10.6. Let f: K ... K' be a chain mapping, where K and 

K' are free chain complexes over Z. If f induces a cohomology 

isomorphism 

f* : H*(K '; A) ... H*(K; A) 

for every coefficient field A, then f induces isomorphisms of 

homology and cohomology with arbitrary coefficients. 



Proof. The mapping cone Kf is a free chain complex constructed as 

follows. Let Kf = K. d 1 EB K '" with boundary homomorphism af : KL Kf 1 
1 1- - 1 1 1-

defined by 

CCompare [Spanier, p. 166].) Evidently Kf fits into a short exact sequence 

o -> K' --> Kf --> K --> 0 

of chain mappings. Furthermore the boundary homomorphism 

in the associated homology exact sequence is precisely equal to f*. 

Thus the homology H*CKf) is zero if and only if f induces an isomor

phism H/K) --> H/K') of integral homology. 

In our case, f is known to induce a cohomology isomorphism 

H*CK '; A) --> H*cK; A) for every coefficient field A. Using the cohomology 

exact sequence, it follows that H*CKf; A) = o. But the cohomology 

HnCKf; A) is canonically isomorphic to HomA CHnCKf ® A), A) by A.l in 

the Appendix. Therefore, the homology vector space HnCKf ®A) is zero. 

For otherwise there would exist a non-trivial A-linear mapping from this 

space to the coefficient field A. 

In particular the rational homology Hn CKf ® Q) is zero. Therefore, for 

every cycle '( ZnCKf) it follows that some integral multiple of , is a 

boundary. Hence the integral homology HnCKf) is a torsion group. 

To prove that this torsion group HnCK~ zero, it suffices to prove 

that every element of prime order is zero. Let ~ (ZnCKf) be a cycle 

representing a homology class of prime order P.! Then 

f for some K ( Kn+l' Thus K is a cycle modulo p. Since the homology 

Hn+i CKf ® Zip) is known to be zero, it follows that K is a boundary 

mod p, say 
K = aK' + PK" . 
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Therefore p<: = aK is equal to paK ", and hence <: = aK". Thus <: 

represents the trivial homology class, and we have proved that H*(Kf ) = o. 
It now follows easily that Kf has trivial homology and cohomology 

with arbitrary coefficients. (Compare [Spanier, p. 167].) For example 

since Zn_1 (Kf) is free, the exact sequence 

is split exact, and therefore remains exact when we tensor it with an arbi

trary additive group A. It follows easily that the sequence 

... ~ 

is also exact, which proves that H/Kf ® A) = O. This completes the 

proof of 10.6. III 

The proof of 10.4 now proceeds as follows. We will make use of the 

cap product operation. (For the definition and basic properties, see 

Appendix A, p. 276.) While proving 10.4, we will simultaneously prove 

the following. The coefficient ring Z is to be understood. 

COROLLARY 10.7. The correspondence TJ ~ u n TJ defines an 

isomorphism from the integral homology group Hn+i(E, Eo) to 

H/E). 

Proof. Choose a singular cocycle z (Zn(E, Eo) representing the 

fundamental cohomology class u. Then the correspondence y ~ z n y 

from Cn+i(E, Eo) to C/E) satisfies the identity 

a(z n y) = (-1)nz n (ay) . 

Therefore 

is a chain mapping of degree -no Using the identity 



<c,z n y> = <c U z,y> 

we see that the induced cochain mapping 

is given by c ~ c U z. Here A can be any ring. If the coefficient ring 

A is a field, then this cochain mapping induces a cohomology isomorphism 

by the portion of 10.4 which has already been proved. Thus we can apply 

10.6, and conclude that the homomorphisms 

and 

are actually isomorphisms for arbitrary A. In particular, uSing the isomor

phism Uu: HO(E; A) .... Hn(E, Eo; A), the uniqueness of the fundamental 

cohomology class u with coefficients in A can now be verified. 

This completes the proof of 10.4 and 10.7 except for one step which 

has been skipped over. Namely, we must still prove that Hn_ 1 (E, Eo; Z)= 0 

(Lemma 10.5). 

First suppose that the base space B is compact. Then we have al

ready observed that Theorem 10.4 is true independently of 10.5. Similarly 

the proof of 10.7, in this special case, goes through without making use 

of 10.5. Thus we are free to make use of 10.7 to conclude that 

Hn_l(E,~Z)~H_l(E;Z)=O . 

The proof of 10.5 in the generJl case now follows immediately, using the 
/ 

homology isomorphism 

where C varies over all compact subsets of B. (Compare 10.3.) This 

completes the proof. IIiI 
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The Normal Bundle 

Let M = Mn be a smooth manifold which is smoothly (and topologi

cally) embedded in a Riemannian manifold A = An+k. In order to study 

characteristic classes of the normal bundle of M in A we will neer! the 

following geometrical result. 

TUBULAR NEIGHBORHOOD THEOREM 11.1. There exists an 

open neighborhood of M in A which is diffeomorphic to the total 

space of the normal bundle under a diffeomorphism which maps 

each point x of M to the zero normal vector at x. 

Such a neighborhood is called an open tubular neighborhood of M in A. 

To simplify the presentation, we will carry out full details of the proof 

only in the special case where M is compact. This special case will 

suffice for nearly all of our applications. The proof in the general case is 

given, for example, in [Lang]. 

Let E denote the total space of the normal bundle vk. To any real 

number c > 0, we associate the open subset E(c) C E consisting of all 

pairs (x, v) t E with Ivl < c. Here x denotes a point of M, and v a 

normal vector to M at x. 

[Or more generally, to any smooth real valued function x f-> c(x) > 0, 

we can associate the open set E(c) consisting of all (x, v) t E with 

Ivl < E:(x). This more general construction is essential in dealing with 

non-compact manifolds.] 
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We will make use of the "exponential map" 

Exp : E(1O) --> A 

of Riemannian geometry, which assigns to each (x, v) (E with Ivl suffi

ciently small the endpoint y(l) of the parametrized geodesic arc 

y:[O,I]-->A 

of length I vi having initial point y(O) equal to x and initial velocity 

vector dy/dtlt=o equal to v. As an example, if the ambient Riemmannian 

manifold A is Euclidean space, then y is just a straight line segment, 

and the exponential map is given by the formula Exp(x, v) = x + v. 

The usual existence, uniqueness, and smoothness theorems for differ

ential equations imply that Exp(x, v) is defined, and smooth as a function 

of (x, v), throughout some neighborhood of the zero cross-section 

M x 0 C E. (See for example [Bishop and Crittenden].) It follows easily 

that Exp is defined and smooth on E(1O) for 10 sufficiently small. 

Furthermore, applying the Inverse Function Theorem at any point (x, 0) 

on the zero cross-section, we see that some open neighborhood of (x, 0) 

in E(1O) is mapped diffeomorphically onto an open subset of A. 

ASSERTION. If 10 is sufficiently small, then the entire open set 

E(1O) is mapped diffeomorphically onto an open set N10 C A by 

the exponential map. 

Proof, assuming that M is compact. Certainly the exponential map 

restricted to E(1O) is a1.cal diffeomorphism, for small 10, so it suffices 

to prove that it is one-to- ne. If this were false, then for each integer 

i > 0, taking 10 = I/i, ere would exist two distinct points 
~/ 

in the neighborhood E(1/i) for which 
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Therefore, since M is compact, there would exist a convergent subse

quence Ix. I so that say 
Ij 

and simultaneously 

lim (x'i.' v'i) = (x',O) . 
J J 

Evidently the limit point x = Exp(x, 0) = lim Exp(xi ., vi) would be equal 
J J 

to the limit point x'. But then the equation Exp(xi.' vi) = Exp(x'i.' v'i) 
J J J J 

for large j would contradict the statement that Exp is one-to-one through-

out a neighborhood of (x, 0). 

Thus E(E) is diffeomorphic to its image NE for small E. To com

plete the proof of 11.1, we need only note that E(E) is also diffeomorphic 

to E, under the correspondence 

.l1li 

Now let us make the additional hypothesis that the submanifold M C A 

is closed as a subset of the topological space A. Of course this hypo

thesis is automatically satisfied if M is compact. 

COROLLARY 11.2. If M is closed in A, then the cohomology 

ring H*cE, Eo; A) associated with the normal bundle of M in A 

is canonically isomorphic to the cohomology rihg H*(A, A-M; A). 

Here A can be any coefficient ring. 

Proof. Since the tubular neighborhood NE and the complement A-M 

are open subsets with union A and intersection NE - M, there is an ex

cision isomorphism 
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(See for example [Spanier].) Therefore the embedding 

Exp : (E(E), E(E)O) --> (NE' NCM) C CA, A-M) 

induces an isomorphism 

Exp* : H*CA, A-M) --> H*(E(E), E(E)O) 

Composing with the excision isomorphism 

we obtain an isomorphism which clearly does not depend on the particular 

choice of E. l1li 

REMARK. This isomorphism H*(A, A-M) --> H*(E, Eo) does not even 

depend on the particular choice of Riemannian metric for A. To make 

sense of this statement, one must first choose a definition of "normal 

bundle," based on the exact sequence 

o --> TM --> r A \ M --> v k --> 0 , 

which is independent of the particular Riemannian metric on A. (Compare 

Problem 3-B.) Since any two Riemannian metrics 110 and 111 can be 

joined by a smooth one-parameter family of Riemannian metrics 

(l-t)l1o + tl1I, it then follows easily that the corresponding exponential 

maps are homotopic. 

As an application ,11.2, the fundamental cohomology class 

u ( Hk(E, EO; Z/2) cor sponds to a canonical cohomology class which we 

denote by the symbol 
/ u' ( Hk(A, A-M; Z/2) 

/ 

Similarly if the normal bundle vk is orientable, then any specific orienta

tion for vk determines a corresponding class u' ( Hk(A, A-M; Z) with 

integer coefficients. 
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THEOREM 11.3. If M is embedded as a closed subset of A, 

then the composition of the two restriction homomorphisms 

k k k H (A, A-M) -> H (A) -> H (M) , 

llY 

with mod 2 coefficients, maps the fundamental class u' to the 

top Stiefel-Whitney class Wk(llk) of the normal bundle. Similarly, 

if llk is oriented, then the corresponding composition with integer 

coefficients maps the integral fundamental class u' to the Euler 

class e(llk). 

Proof. Let s: M -> E denote the zero cross-section of llk, inducing 

a canonical isomorphism H*(E) -> H*(M). First note that the composition 

with mod 2 coefficients maps the fundamental class u to the Stiefel

Whitney class Wk(llk). (Compare §9.S.) In fact the image of s*(uIE) 

under the Thorn isomorphism 

is equal to 1T*s*Cul E) U u = (ul E) U u = u U u = Sqk(u). Therefore s *(ul E) 

is equal to cl> -1 SqkCu) = Wk(llk). 

Now, replacing (E, Eo) by the diffeomorphic pair (NE' NE-M), it 

follows that the composition of the two restriction homomorphisms 

maps the class corresponding to u to Wk(llk). Making use of the commu

tative diagram 

Hk(A, A-M) _ HkCA) 

! ~ ! 
HkCNe NCM)-HkCM) , 
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the conclusion follows. The proof in the oriented case is completely 

analogous. III 

DEFINITION. The image of u' in Hk(A) is called the dual coho

mology class to the submanifold M of codimension k. (Compare Problem 

l1-C.) If this dual class u'l A is zero, it follows of course that the top 

Stiefel-Whitney class [or the Euler class] of vk must also be zero. One 

special case is particularly noteworthy: 

COROLLARY 11.4. If M = Mn is smoothly embedded as a closed 

subset of the Euclidean space Rn+k, then wk(vk) = O. In the 
k oriented case e(v ) = o. 

For the dual class u'IRn+k belongs to a cohomology group HkCRn+k) 

which is zero. III 

By the Whitney duality theorem 4.2, the class wk(vk) can be ex

pressed as a characteristic class v.\(rM) of the tangent bundle of M. 

Thus we can restate 11.4 as follows: If wk(rM) ~ 0, then M cannot be 

smoothly embedded as a closed subset of Rn+k. 

As an example, if n is a power of 2, then the real projective space 

pn cannot be smoothly embedded in R2n-l. (Compare §4.8. According 

to [Whitney, 1944], every smooth n-manifold whose topology has a count

able basis can be smoothly embedded in R2n. Presumably it can be em

bedded as a closed subset of R2n, although Whitney does not prove this). 

REMARK. It is esse~ial in 11.4 that M be a manifold without 

boundary, embedded as ~~losed subset of Euclidean space. For example 

the open Moebius bantfof Figure 2 can certainly be embedded in R3. But 

it cannot be embedded as a closed subset, since the associated Stiefel

Whitney class w1 (r) is non-zero. Similarly it is essential that M be 

embedded (i. e., without self-intersections) rather than simply immersed 
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in Rn+k. For example a theorem of [Boy] asserts that the real projec

tive plane p2 can be immersed in R3. (See [Hilbert and Cohn-Vossenl.) 

But again the dual Steifel-Whitney class \Vi (r) is non-zero. 

The Tangent Bundle 

Let M be a Riemannian manifold. Then the product M x M also has 

the structure of a Riemannian manifold, the length of a tangent vector 

(u,v) t DMxx DMy ~ D(MxM)(x,y) 

being defined by 

and the inner product of two such vectors being defined by 

(u, v) . (u', v') = u' u' + V· v' . 

Note that the diagonal mapping 

X !-> Mx) = (x, x) 

embeds M smoothly as a closed subset of M x M. (This diagonal embed

ding is almost an isometry: it multiplies all lengths by y'2.) 

LEMMA 11.5. The normal bundle v n associated with the diagonal 

embedding of M in M x M is canonically isomorphic to the tan

gent bundle of M. 

Proof. Evidently a vector (u, v) t DMx x DMx ~ D(M x M)(x,x) is tan

gent to ~(M) if and only if u = v, and normal to i\(M) if and only if 

u + v = O. Thus each tangent vector v t DMx corresponds uniquely to a 

normal vector (-v, v) ( D(M x M)(x,x)' This correspondence 

(x, v) !-> «x, x), (-v, v» 
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maps the tangent manifold DM = E(TM) diffeomorphically onto the total 

space E(vn). III 

We will be particularly interested in Riemannian manifolds M for 

which the tangent bundle TM is oriented. 

LEMMA 11.6. Any orientation for the tangent bundle TM gives 

rise to an orientation for the underlying topological manifold M, 

and conversely any orientation for M gives rise to an orienta

tion for TM' 

Proof. As defined in Appendix A, an orientation for a topological 

manifold M is a function which assigns to each point x of M a pre

ferred generator /Lx for the infinite cyclic group Hn(M, M-x), using in

teger coefficients. These preferred generators are required to "vary con

tinuously" with x, in the sense that /Lx corresponds to /Ly under the 

isomorphisms 

where N denotes a nicely embedded n-cell neighborhood of x and y is 

any point of N. 

Similarly, an orientation for the vector bundle TM can be specified by 

assigning a preferred generator /L'x to the infinite cyclic group Hn(DM", 

DMx-O) for each x. These generators /L'x must vary continuously with 

x, for example in the sense that /L'x corresponds to /L'y under the iso

morphisms J 
Hn(DMx,DM 0) ... Hn(DN,DN-(NxO) <- Hn(DMy,DMy-O) , 

~-

where N denotes an n-cell neighborhood and y (N. (Compare §9.) 

But the homology group Hn(M, M-x) is canonically isomorphic to 

Hn(DMx' DMx-O) as one sees by applying 11.2 to the O-dimensional mani

fold x, embedded in M as a closed subset with normal bundle DMx' 
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The proof that /Lx varies continuously with x if and only if the corre

sponding generators /L'x vary continuously with x is not difficult. In 

fact, since the problem is purely local, it suffices to consider the special 

case where M is Euc1idean space with the standard metric. Details will 

be left to the reader. l1li 

Let us study homology and cohomology of M with coefficients in some 

fixed commutative ring A. We will always assume either that M is ori

ented or that A = Z/2. It follows from 11.2 that there is a fundamental 

cohomology class 
u' ( Hn(M x M, M x M-~(M» 

with coefficients in A. By 11.3, the restriction of u' to the diagonal sub

manifold ~(M) ~ M is equal to the Euler class 

with coefficient ring A, in the oriented case, or to the Stiefel-Whitney 

class wn(rM) in the mod 2 case. 

This cohomology class u' can be characterized more explicitly as 

follows. Note that each cohomology group Hn(M, M-x) has a preferred 

generator ux ' defined by the condition 

(In the mod 2 case, Ux is the unique non-zero element of Hn(M, M-x).) 

Define the canonical embedding 

jx : (M, M-x) .... (M x M, M x M-~(M» 

by setting jx(Y) = (x, y). 

LEMMA 11.7. The class u' ( HnCMx M, M x M-~(M» is uniquely 

characterized by the property that its image j;(u') is equal to 

the preferred generator U x for every x ( M. 
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Proof. By its construction (10.4 and 11.2), the cohomology class u' 

can be uniquely characterized as follows. For any x and any small 

neighborhood N of zero in the tangent space DMx' consider the embed-

ding 
(N,N-O) ... (MxM,MxM-6.(M» 

defined by the exponential map 

V f-> (Exp(x, -v), Exp(x, v» 

Then the induced cohomology homomorphism must map u' to the preferred 

generator for the module Hn(N, N-O) !::!! Hn(DMx' DMx-O). 

Making use of the homotopy v, t f-> (Exp(x, -tv), Exp(x, v» for 

0::; t::; 1, it follows that we can equally well use the embedding of 

(N, N-O) in (M x M, M x M-MM» defined by 

V f-> (x, Exp(x, v» 

Since this is the composition of ix with the canonical embedding 

Exp : (N, N-O) ... (M, M-x) 

which was used to prove 11.6, the conclusion follows. III 

The Diagonal Cohomology Class in Hn(M x M) 

We continue to aSSume either that M is oriented or that the coeffi

cient ring A is Z/2, so that the fundamental class 

U' t Hn(M x M, M x M-MM» 

i, defined. Note ~ the ,e",iction homomo'phi,m 

_./ Hn(MxM,MxM-6.(M» -> Hn(MxM) 

maps u' to a cohomology class u'IM x M which, by definition, is "dual" 

to the diagonal submanifold of M x M. 



DEFINITION. This cohomology class u'iM x M will be denoted 

briefly by u", and called the diagonal cohomology class in Hn(M x M). 

We would like to characterize this diagonal cohomology class more ex

plicitly. First, a preliminary lemma which expresses algebraically the 

fact that u" is "concentrated" along the diagonal in M x M. 

LEMMA 11.8. For any cohomology class at H*(M), the product 

(ax 1) U u" is equal to (1 x a) U u". 

Proof. Let N c be a tubular neighborhood of the diagonal submanifold 

L\.(M) in M x M. Evidently L\.(M) is a deformation retract of N c. Define 

the two projection maps 

by Pl (x, y) = x, P2(x, y) = y. Since Pl and P2 coincide on L\.(M), it 

follows that the restriction PliNE is homotopic to P2iNE. Therefore the 

two cohomology classes piCa) = a x 1 and p~(a) = 1 x a have the same 

image under the restriction homomorphism Hi(MxM) .... Hi(Nc). Now, using 

the commutative diagram 

Hi(MxM) ------. Hi(Nc) 

1 U u' 1 U u'i (NE' NE-L\.(M» 

it follows that (a xl) U u' = (1 x a) U u'. Restricting to Hi+n(M x M), the 

conclusion follows. l1li 

We will make use of the slant product operation 

with coefficients in A. In the special case where X and Y are finite 

complexes and A is a field, so that 



H*(X x Y) ~ H*(X) ® H *CY) , 

this slant product can be defined quite easily as follows. Define a homo-

morphism 

by the formula a ® b ® f3 I-> a < b, f3 >. Now, substituting H*(X x Y) for 

H*CX) ® H*(Y), we have the required operation 

which is denoted by p ® f3 I-> p/ f3. This operation satisfies and is char

acterized by the identity 

(axb)/f3 = a <b,f3> . 

For each fixed f3 t H*(Y), note that the homomorphism p I-> p/ f3 is left 

H*(X)-linear in the sense that «a x 1) U p)/ f3 = a U (p/ f3) for every 

a t H*(X) and every p t H*cX x Y). 

For the definition of slant product in general, the reader is referred to 

[Spanier] or [Dold]. 

LEMMA 11.9. Suppqse that M is compact, so that the fundament

al homology class p. t Hn(M) is defined. Then the diagonal coho

mology class u" t HnCM x M) and the fundamental homology class 

/1 are related by the identity u" /p. = 1 t HO(M). 

We are assuming field coefficients, although the proof would actually 

go through with any c01fficient ring, in the oriented case. 

Proof. For any ~ M we will compute the image of u"/p. under the 

restriction homom6rPhism H°(M) ~ HO(x) ~ A. We will make use of the 

commutative diagram 
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Note that the left hand vertical arrow maps the cohomology class u" to 

1 x i~(u"), where 
ix: M .... M x M 

denotes the embedding y I-> (x,y). Using the identity (a x b)//L = a<b,/L>, 

it follows that (u"/ /L)I x is equal to the Kronecker index < iiu"), /L > 

multiplied by 1 ( HO(x). 

As constructed in Appendix A, the fundamental homology class /L is 

uniquely characterized by the property that for each x (M the natural 

homomorphism 

maps /L to the preferred generator /Lx. Making use of the mappings 

M c 

MxM C (MxM,MxM-L\CM» , 

where jx also sends y to (x, y), it follows from this defining property 

of /L that the Kronecker index <i~(u"), /L> = <j~(u')IM, /L> is equal 

to < j~(u') , /Lx >. Since this equals 1 by 11.7, we have proved that 

This is true for every x, so it clearly follows that u"//L is equal to the 

identity element of HO(M). l1li 

Poincare Duality and the Diagonal Class 

Let M be a compact smooth manifold. We will study the cohomology 

of M with coefficients in a field A, continuing to assume either that M 

is oriented or that A = Z/2. 
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DUALITY THEOREM 11.10. To each basis bl , ... , br for 

H*CM) there corresponds a dual basis bf, ... , b: for H*(M), 

satisfying the identity 

1 for j , 

o for i t- j . 

It follows as a corollary that the rank of the vector space HkCM) is 

equal to the rank of Hn-k(M). For if a basis element bi has dimension 

k then the dual basis element bI must have dimension n - k. In fact 

it follows that the vector space Hk(M) is isomorphic to the dual vector 

space HomA CHn-kCM), A), using the correspondence a I-> ha where 

haCb) = < a U b, 11 >. (For other formulations of Poincare duality, see 

Problem 11-B and Appendix A, as well as [Spanier], [Dold].) 

While proving 11.10, we will simultaneously give a precise description 

of the cohomology class u" f Hn(M x M). 

THEOREM 11.11. With lbil and lbII as above, the diagonal 

cohornology class UN is equal to 

i= 1 

Proof of 11.10 and 11.11. Using the Kunneth formula 

H*CM x M) ~ H*cM) ® H*CM) , 
\ 

it follow, easily that )he diagonal cl." can be ex!"e"ed as an ,-fold ,"m 

/ / u" = b l x cl + ... + br x Cr ' 

where cl"'" c r are certain well defined cohomology classes in H*CM) 

with 
dim bi + dim ci = n . 
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Let us apply the homomorphism l/l to both sides of the identity 

(axI) U u~ = (1xa) U u" . 

On the left side, using the left linearity of the slant product, we obtain 

«ax 1) U u")//l = a U (u"I/l) = a . 

On the right side, substituting I. bj x Cj for u", we obtain 

"'\:' dim a dim b . 
.k(-I) Jbj<aUcj,/l> 

Hence this last expression must be equal to a. Substituting bi for a, 

it follows that the coefficient 

tt dim bi 
of b j must be +1 for i = j, and 0 for i t- j. Setting b i = (-1) ci' 

the conclusions follow easily. III 

Euler Class and Euler Characteristic 

The Euler characteristic of a finite complex K is defined as the alter

nating sum 

using field coefficients. A familiar theorem asserts that this is equal to 

the alternating sum 

~ (-I)k(number of k-cells) , 

and hence is independent of the particular coefficient field which is used. 

(Compare [Dold, pp. 105, 156].) 
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COROLLARY 11.12. If M is a smooth compact oriented mani

fold, then the Kronecker index < e(TM)' /1 >, using rational or 

integer coefficients, is equal to the Euler characteristic X(M). 

Similarly, for a non-oriented manifold, the Stiefel-Whitney num

ber <wn(TM),/1>= wn[M] is congruent to X(M) modulo 2. 

Proof. By 11.3 and 11.5 the Euler class of the tangent bundle is 

given by 

Using rational coefficients, we can substitute the formula 

thus obtaining 

Now applying the homomorphism <, J1 > to both sides, we obtain the re

quired formula 

The mod 2 argument is completely analogous. l1li 

Wu's Formula for Stiefel-Whitney Classes 

Let wi = wi(TM) be the i-th Stiefel-Whitney class of the tangent 

bundle of a smooth manifold M, or equivalently the i-th Stiefel-Whitney 

class of the n~mal bundle of the diagonal in M x M. Applying Thorn's 

formula (p. 91)) . 
Sql(U) = (1T*W.) U U 

/ 1 
,/ 

together with the isomorphism 



of 11.2, it follows easily that 

Therefore, restricting to H*(M x M), we obtain Sqi(u") = (wi xl) U u". 

We will again make use of the fact that the slant product homomorphism 

/ (3 : H*(X x Y) --> H*(X) 

is left H*(X)-linear for any (3 t H*(Y). In particular, the slant product 

is equal to 

(Compare the proof of 11.11.) Since this is equal to Sql(U")//L, we have 

the following. 

LEMMA 11.13. If M is compact and smooth, then the Stiefel

Whitney classes of TM are given by the formula wi = Sqi(u")//L. 

As a corollary, if two manifolds Ml and M2 have the same homotopy 

type, then their Stiefel-Whitney classes must correspond under the result

ing isomorphism H*(M1) E!! H*(M2). This follows since the class u" is 

determined by 11.11. 

In fact, following Wu Wen-Tsiin, one can work out an explicit recipe 

for computing wi' given only the mod 2 cohomology ring H*(M) and the 

action of the Steenrod squares on H*(M). Consider the additive homomor

phism 

from Hn-k(M) to Z/2. Using the Duality Theorem, there clearly exists 

one and only one cohomology class 
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which satisfies the identity 

for every x. [In fact, if one considers M as the disjoint union of its 

connected components, then it is easy to check that vk satisfies the 

sharper condition 

for every x f Hn-k(M). Of course the class vk is zero whenever k> n-kl 

We define the total Wu class 

to be the formal sum 

v = 1 + vi + ... + vn . 

Clearly v satisfies and is characterized by the identity 

<v U x, /1> = <Sq(x), /1> , 

which holds for every cohomology class x. Here Sq denotes the total 

squaring operation SqO + Sqi + Sq2 + ... . 

THEOREM 11.14 (Wu). The total Stiefel-Whitney class w of 

TM is equal to Sq(v). In other words 

wk l Sqi(Vj) 

\ i+j=k 

Proof. Choose! basis I bi I for the mod 2 cohomology H*(M) and a 

dual basis Ibfl,,;as in 11.10. Then for any cohomology class x in 

Hll(M) the identity 

x =l 
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is easily verified. Applying this identity to the total Wu class v we ob

tain 

Therefore Sq(v) is equal to 

= Sq(u")/11 

by 11.11. Hence Sq(v) = w as required. l1li 

Here is a concrete application to illustrate Wu's theorem. Let M be 

a compact manifold whose mod 2 cohomology ring is generated by a single 

element a f Hk(M), with k > 1. Thus the cohomology H*(M) has basis 

{I, a, a2 , ... , amI, and the dimension of M must be equal to km, for 

some integer m > 1. 

COROLLARY 11.15. With M as above, the total Stiefel-Whitney 

class w(rM) is equal to (1 + a)m+l = 1 + (mtl) a + ... + (m-:-nl) am. 

As an example, the hypothesis of 11.15 is certainly satisfied for the 

sphere Sk, with m = 1 and w = (1 + a)2 = 1. It is also satisfied for the 

real projective space pm = pm(R), with cohomology generator a in 

dimension k = 1. (Compare §4.s.) We will see in §14 that it is satisfied 

for the complex projective space pm(C), a 2m-dimensional manifold with 

cohomology generator in dimension k = 2. Similarly, it is bdtisfied for 

the quaternion projective m-space, a 4m-dimensional manifold with 
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cohomology generator in dimension k = 4. (See for example [Spanier).) 

Finally, it is satisfied for the Cayley plane, a 16-dimensional manifold 

with cohomology generator a f H8 (M), and with Stiefel-Whitney class 

w = Cl+a)3 = 1 + a + a2 . (See [Borel, 1950].) 

These are essentially the only examples which exist. For according 

to [Adams, 1960], if a space X has mod 2 cohomology generated by 

a f Hk(X) with k> 1, and if a2 1= 0, then k must be either 1, 2, 4, or 

8. Furthermore, if a3 1= 0, then by [Adem, 1952] k must be 1, 2, or 4. 

Thus the manifolds described above give the only possible truncated poly

nomial rings on one generator over Z/2. (Compare the discussion of re

lated problems on pages 47, 48.) 

Proof of 11.15. The action of the Steenrod squares on H*(M) is evi

dently given by 
Sq(a) a + a2 , 

and hence 

It follows that the Kronecker index < Sq(ai), p. > is equal to the binomial 

coefficient (m~i). Applying the formula 

<Sq(ai),p.> = <v U ai,p.> , 

this implies that the coefficient of a m- i in the total Wu class v must 

also be equal to (m~). Hence 

SUbSti'U'ing ;) m-i, 

l Cm.?) aJ. Therefore 

v = "C' ( i.) am- i 
k m-I 

it will be more convenient to write this as v = 

w Sq(v) 
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Since we know how to compute Sq(a j ), an explicit computation with bi

nomial coefficients should now complete the argument. For example, if 

m = 5, then 

hence 

In general it is clear that the necessary computation, expressing w as a 

polynomial function of a, depends only on m, being completely inde

pendent of the dimension k of a. But this gives us a convenient short

cut. For when k = 1 we already know that this computation must lead to 

the formula w = (1 + a)m+l by Theorem 4.5. Evidently an identical com

putation, applied to a generator a of higher dimension, must lead to this 

same formula. l1li 

Problem 11-A. Prove Lemma 4.3 (that is compute the mod 2 coho

mology of pn) by induction on n, using the Duality Theorem and the 

cell structure of §6.5. 

Problem 11-B. More Poincare Duality. For M compact, using field 

coefficients, show that 

is an isomorphism. Using the cap product operation of Appendix A, show 

that the inverse isomorphism is given by 

n p. : Hk(M) -> Hn_k(M) 

multiplied by the sign (_l)kn. 

Problem ll-C. Let M = Mn and A = AP be compact oriented mani

folds with smooth embedding i: M -> A. Let k = p - n. Show that the 

Poincare duality isomorphism 
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maps the cohomology class u'l A "dual" to M to the homology class 

(_l)nk i* (p.M)' [We assume that the normal bundle llk is oriented so that 

TM EB llk is orientation preserving isomorphic to TAl M. The proof makes 

use of the commutative diagram 

where N is a tubular neighborhood of M in A). 

Problem ll-D. Prove that all Stiefel-Whitney numbers of a 3-manifold 

are zero. 

Problem ll-E. Prove the following version of Wu's formula. Let 

be the inverse of the ring automorphism Sq. Show that the dual Stiefel

Whitney classeswi(TM) are determined by the formula 

which holds for every cohomology class x. Show that wn = O. If n is 

not a power of 2, Show~that W n-1 = O. 

Problem ll-F. Defining Steenrod operations Sqi: Hk(X) -> Hk_i(X) 

on mod 2 homology by the identity 

< x, Sqi(,8) > = < Sqi(x), (3 > , 

show that 

Sq(a n (3) = Sq(a) n Sq(,8) , 
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and that 

Sq(u"/ f3) = Sq(U")/Sq(f3) . 

Prove the formulas SqCJL) = Vi n /1 and Sq(/1) = v n /1. 



§12. Obstructions 

In the original work of Stiefel and Whitney, characteristic classes were 

defined as obstructions to the existence of certain fields of linearly inde

pendent vectors. A careful exposition from this point of view is given in 

Steenrod's "Theory of Fibre Bundles," sections 25.6, 35, and 38. The 

construction can be outlined roughly as follows. 

Let f be an n-plane bundle with base space B. For each fiber F 

of f consider the Stiefel manifold V keF) consisting of all k-frames in 

F. Here by a k-frame we mean simply a k-tuple (v l ' ... , vk) of linearly 

independent vectors of F; where 1:s k:S n. (Compare §5. Steenrod uses 

orthonormal k-frames, but this modification does not affect the argument). 

These manifolds Vk(F) can be considered as the fibers of a new fiber 

bundle which we will denote by Vk(f) and call the associated Stiefel 

manifold bundle over B. By definition, the total space of Vk(f) consists 

of all pairs (x,(vl, ... ,vk» where x is a point of Band (v1, ... ,vk) is 

a k-frame in the fiber F x over x. Note that a cross-section of this 

Stiefel manifold bundle is nothing but a k-tuple of linearly independent 

cross-sections of the vector bundle f. 

Now suppose that the base space B is a CW-complex. * As an exam

ple, if the base space is a smooth paracompact manifold then according to 

J. H. C. Whitehead it possesses a smooth triangulation, and hence can 

certainly be given the structure of a CW-complex. (Compare [Munkres],) 

* Steenrod considers only the case of a finite cell complex 'but it is useful, and 
not much more difficult, to allow arbitrary CW-complexes. 

139 
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Steenrod shows that the fiber Vk(F) is (n-k-1)-connected, so it is 

easy to construct a cross-section of Vk(';) over the (n-k)-skeleton of 

B. There exists a cross-section over the (n-k+1)-skeleton of B if and 

only if a certain well defined primary obstruction class in 

is zero. Here we are uSing cohomology with local coefficients. The nota

tion {17n_kVk(F)1 is used to denote the system of local coefficients 

(= bundle of abelian groups) which associates to each point x of B the 

coefficient group 17n_k Vk(F x). (In the special case n-k = 0, 170X is 

defined to be the reduced Singular group Ho(X; Z).) 

Setting j = n-k+1, we will use the notation 

for this primary obstruction class. If j is even, and less than n, then 

Steenrod shows that the coefficient group 17j_l V n-j+l (F) is cyclic of 

order 2. Hence it is canonically isomorphic to Z/2. If j is odd, or 

j = n, the group 17j_l V n-j+l (F) is infinite cyclic. However it is not 

canonically isomorphic to Z. The system of local coefficients 

{17j_l V n-j+l (F)l is twisted in general. 

In any case, there is certainly a unique non-trivial homomorphism h 

from 17· 1 Vn . 1 (F) to Z/2. Hence we can reduce the coefficients J- -J+ . 
modulo 2, obtaining an induced cohomology class h*oj(O { HJ(B; Z/2). 

THEOREM 12.1. ) This reduction modulo 2 of the obstruction 

class O/';)~qUal to the Stiefel-Whitney class w{O. 

Proof. First consider the universal bundle yn over Gn = Gn(ROO
). 

* Since H (Gn; Z/2) is a polynomial algebra on generators w1 (yn), ... , 

wn(yn), it follows that 
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for some polynomial fj in n variables. Since both the obstruction class 

and the Stiefel-Whitney classes are natural with respect to bundle map

pings (see [Steenrod, §3S.7]), it follows that 

for any n-plane bundle I; over a CW-complex. 

Since fj(w1 , ... , wn) is a cohomology class of dimension j::::: n, the 

polynomial fj can certainly be written uniquely as a sum 

where f' = fj,n is a polynomial and A = Aj,n equals 0 or 1. 

To compute f', consider the n-plane bundle 1] = yj-l Ell E n-j+l over 

Gj _ 1 , where En- j+1 is a trivial bundle. This bundle 1] admits n-j+1 

linearly independent cross-sections, so the obstruction class 

must be zero. Therefore the mod 2 class 

h*Oj(1]) = f'(w 1(1]), ... , wj_ 1 (1]» + AWj(1]) 

= f'(w 1 (yj-l), ... , Wj_l (yj-l» + 0 

is equal to zero. Since the classes w1 (yj-l), ... , wj_ 1 (yj-l) are alge

braically independent, this proves that f' = O. Thus 

for any n-plane bundle 1;. 

To prove that A = Aj,n is equal to 1, first consider the case j = n. 

Let I; = yr be the restriction of the universal bundle yn to the Grass

mann manifold Gn(Rn+1 ) of n-planes in (n+1)-space. Identifying Gn(Rn+1 ) 
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with the real projective space pn as in 5.1, this bundle yr can be de

scribed as follows. Corresponding to each pair of antipodal points I u, -ul 

on the unit sphere Sn one associates the fiber consisting of all vectors 

v in Rn+l with u' v = O. 

A cross-section of yr which is non-zero except at a single point I Uo ,-uo I 
of pn is given by the formula lu,-ul I-> uo-(uo ' u)u. 

Now choosing the point Uo in the middle of the n-dimensional cell of pn 

(compare §6.5), we have a cross-section of Vl (yr) over the (n-I)-skeleton, 

and the obstruction cocycle clearly assigns to the n-cell a generator of 

the cyclic group 
7Tn_ 1 VI F = 7Tn_l (F-O) ~ Z . 

Thus h*on(yr) t- 0)0 the coefficient An n must be equal to 1. 

The proof for j n is completely anaiogous. One uses the vector 
../ . 1 . 

bundle yl El> E n-] over G j(RJ+ ) ~ pJ, together with the description of 

the generator of the group 7T j _ I V n-j+I (Rn) which is given in [Steenrod, 

§25.61. lIB 



REMARK. Closely related to the obstruction point of view is a curi

ous description of the Stiefel-Whitney classes of a manifold M which was 

conjectured by Stiefel and first proved by Whitney. Choosing any smooth 

triangulation of M, the sum of all simplices in the first barycentric sub

division is a mod 2 cycle, representing the homology class w n i1 which 

is Poincare dual to the total Stiefel-Whitney class of f M. A proof of this 

result has recently been published by [Halperin and Toledol 

If we are given the Stiefel-Whitney classes wlt) of an n-plane 

bundle, to what extent is it possible to reconstruct the obstruction classes 

o/t)? If j = 2i is even and less than n, then the coefficient group 

"j-l V n-j+l (F) has order 2, so we can write 

without any danger of ambiguity. Furthermore, according to [Steenrod, 

§38.8], the class 02i+l (t) can be expressed as the image 0* 02/t ) 
where 0* is a suitably defined cohomology operation. Thus the obstruc

tion classes 0j(t) with j odd or j < n are completely determined by 

the Stiefel-Whitney classes of r 
We will show that the highest obstruction class 0n(t) can be identi

fied with the Euler class e(t), provided that t is oriented. We will 

make use of two important constructions in the proof. 

The Gysin Sequence of a Vector Bundle 

Let t be an n-plane bundle with projection map ": E --> B. Restrict

ing " to the space Eo of non-zero vectors in E, we obtain an associ-
J 

ated projection map "0: Eo --> B. 

THEOREM 12.2. To any oriented n-plane bundle t there is 

associated an exact sequence of the form 

* i Ue i+n "0 i+n) i+l) Ue 
... ------> H (B) ------> H (B) ------> H (E 0 ------> H (B ------>.. • , 

u 
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Here the symbol Ue stands for the homomorphism a f-> a U e(';). 

Proof. Starting with the cohomology exact sequence 

of the pair (E, Eo)' use the isomorphism 

of §10, to substitute the isomorphic group Hj-n(E) in place of Hj(E, Eo). 

Thus we obtain an exact sequence of the form 

where 

g(x) = (xUu)iE = x U (uiE) . 

Now substitute the isomorphic cohomology ring H*(B) in place of H*(E). 

Since the cohomology class ui E in Hn(E) corresponds to the Euler 

class in Hn(B), this yields the required exact sequence 

j-n( ) Ue j j) j-n+l) ... -- H B -----> H (B) -'> H (Eo --'> H (B --'> ••• III 

Similarly, for an unoriented bundle, there is a corresponding exact se

quence with mod 2 coefficients, uSing the Stiefel-Whitney class wn(.;) 

in place of the Euler class. (Compare the proof of 11.3.) As an example, 

consider the twisted line bundle y~ over the projective space pn. Since 

the space Eo(Y~) can be identified with Rn+l - 0, it contains the unit 

sphere Sn as def~tract. Thus we obtain an exact sequence 

... ---> Hj-l (pn) ~ Hj(pn) ----> Hj(Sn) ----> Hj(pn) ---> ... 

with mod 2 coefficients, where w1 = w1 (Y~). 
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More generally consider any 2-fold covering B --> B. That is assume 

that each point of B has an open neighborhood U whose inverse image 

consists of two disjoint open copies of U. Then we can construct a line 

bundle ~ over B whose total space E is obtained from B x R by 

identifying each pair (x, t) with (x', -t), where x and x' are the two 

distinct points of B lying over one point of B. Evidently the open sub

set Eo contains B as deformation retract. Thus we have proved the 

following. 

COROLLARY 12.3. To any 2-fold covering B --> B there is 

associated an exact sequence of the form 

with mod 2 coefficients, where w1 = w1 (~). 

The Oriented Universal Bundle 

Let Gn(Rn+k) denote the Grassmann manifold consisting of all 

oriented n-planes in (n+k)-space. Just at in §5, this can be topologized 

as a quotient space of the Stiefel manifold V n(Rn+k). Clearly Gn(R n+k) 

is a 2-fold covering space of the unoriented Grassmann manifold Gn(Rn+k). 

It is easy to check that Gn(R n+k) is a compact CW-complex of dimension 

nk. Passing to the direct limit as k --> 00, we obtain an infinite CW

complex Gn = Gn(ROO
). (The :otations BSO(n), respectively BO(n), are 

often used for these spaces Gn and Gn·) 

T~ universal bundle yn over Gn lifts to an oriented n-plane bundle 

over Gn. We will denote this oriented universal bundle by the symbol 

yn. It is clear that for any oriented n-plane bundle ~, each bundle map 

~ --> yn lifts uniquely to an orientation preserving bundle map ~ -> yn. -The mod 2 cohomology of Gn can be computed as follows. (Compare 

§7.) 



THEOREM 12.4. The cohomology H*<Gn; Z/2) is a polynomial 

algebra over Z/2, freely generated by the Stiefel-Whitney classes 
""n ''-I n w2(y ), ... , wn(Y ). 

1 -In particular the group H (Gn; Z/2) is zero. It follows that w1(yn)= 0, 

and hence that w1 (.f) = 0 for any orientable vector bundle .f over a para

compact base space. (Compare Problem 12-A.) 

Proof of 12.4. By 12.3 there is an exact sequence 

* j-1 ) Uc j( ) p j - ) j) 
• •• ------> H (G n ------> H G n --> H (G n ------> H (G n ------>... , 

where c is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the line bundle associated 

with the 2-fold covering, and where p: Gn ... Gn is the natural map. This 

class c cannot be zero. For otherwise the sequence 

would imply that Gn had two components, contradicting the evident fact 

that any oriented n-plane in Roo can be deformed continuously to any 

other oriented n-plane. Thus c = w1 (yn), using §7.1, and a straightforward 

argument completes the proof. III 

The Euler Class as an Obstruction 

We have now assembled the preliminary constructions which we will 

need in order to study the top obstruction class 

for an oriented n-plane bundle .f. Using the orientations of the fibers F, 

it is clear that e~fficient group 
/ 

77 n-1 V 1 k) = 77n_1 (F -0) ~ Hn_ 1 (F -0; Z) ~ Hn(F, F -0; Z) 

is canonically isomorphic to Z. Hence the folloWing statement makes sense. 
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THEOREM 12.5. If I; is an oriented n-plane bundle over a CW

complex, then 0n(1;) is equal to the Euler class e(I;). 
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Proof. Using the projection map TT 0: Eo --> B, let us form the induced 

bundle TT~I; over Eo' Clearly this induced bundle has a nowhere zero 

cross-section, hence 

Using the Gysin exact sequence 

* 
HO(B) ~ Hn(B) 2. Hn(Eo) 

with integer coefficients, it follows that 

for some A (Ho (B). In particular this argument applies to the universal 

bundle )In over Gn. Using the Gysin sequence 

* 
HO(Gn) ~ Hn(Gn) ~ Hn(Eo(yn» , 

it follows that 

for some integer An: Therefore, by naturality, 

for every oriented n-plane bundle I; over a CW-complex. 

Now reduce both sides of this equation modulo 2, obtaining 

by 12.1 and 9.5. Since wn(yn) t- 0 by 12.4, this proves that the integer 

An is odd. 
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If the dimension n is odd, then the Euler class itself has order 2 by 

9.4, so we have proved that 0n(O = e(O. 

If the dimension n is even, we must prove that An = + 1. Let r be 

the tangent bundle of the n-sphere with n even. Then the Kronecker 

index <e(r),p.> is equal to the Euler characteristic X(Sn) = +2 by 11.12. 

The analogous formula 

is true by [Steenrod, §39.61, or can be verified directly by inspecting the 

vector field on Sn which is portrayed on p. 142. Thus the coefficient 

An must be equal to + 1. III 

Problem 12-A. Prove that a vector bundle t over a CW-complex is 

orientable if and only if w1 (t) = o. 

Problem 12-B. Using the Wu formu.la 11.14 and the fact that 

"2 V 2(R3 ) ::!! "2S0(3) = 0 [Steenrod, p. 116], prove Stiefel's theorem that 

every compact orientable 3-manifold is parallelizable. 

Problem 12-C. Use Corollary 12.3 to give another proof that 

H*cpn; Z/2) is as described in §4.3. 

Problem 12-D. Show that Gn(Rn+k) is a smooth, compact, orientable 

manifold of dimension nk. Show that the correspondence which maps a 

plane with oriented basis b1 ,· .. , bn to bI A ••• A bn/ I b1 A ••• A bn I embeds 

Gn(Rn+k) smoothly in the exterior power AnRn+k. 



§13. Complex Vector Bundles and Complex Manifolds 

It is often useful to consider vector bundles in which each fiber is a 

vector space over the complex numbers. Let B be a topological space. 

DEF INITION. A complex vector bundle w of complex dimension n 

over B (or briefly a complex n-plane bundle) consists of a topological 

space E and projection map TT: E --> B, together with the structure of a 

complex vector space in each fiber TT- 1 (b), subject to the following: 

Local triviality requirement 13.1. Each point of B must possess a 

neighborhood U so that the inverse image TT-l(U) is homeomorphic to 

U x Cn under a homeomorphism which maps each fiber TT- 1(b) complex 

linearly onto b x Cn. 

Here Cn stands for the coordinate space of n-tuples of complex num

bers, and b x Cn is made into a complex vector space by ignoring the b 

coordinate. 

Just as in §3, we can form new complex vector bundles out of old ones 

by forming Whitney sums or tensor products (over the complex numbers C) 

or by forming induced vector bundles. 

One method of constructing a complex n-plane bundle is to start with 

a real 2n-plane bundle, attempting to give each fiber the additional struc

ture of a complex vector space. 

DEFINITION. A complex structure on a real 2n-plane bundle t is a 

continuous mapping 
J: E(O --> E(O 
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from the total space to itself which maps each fiber R-linearly into itself, 

and which satisfies the identity J(J(v» = -v for every vector v in E(t"). 

Given such a complex structure, we can make each fiber Fb(e-) into 

a complex vector space by setting 

(x+iy)v = xv+J(yv) 

for every complex number x + iy. The local triviality condition 13.1 is 

easily verified, so that e- becomes a complex vector bundle. 

Conversely of course, given any complex n-plane bundle cu we can 

simply forget about the complex structure and think of each fiber as a real 

vector space of dimension 2n. Thus we obtain the underlying real 2n

plane bundle cuR' Note that this real bundle cuR and the original com

plex bundle cu both have the same total space, base space, and the same 

projection map. 

Perhaps the most important example of a complex vector bundle is pro

vided by the tangent bundle or" a "complex manifold." We wi11look at a 

special case first. 

EXAMPLE 13.2. Let U be an open subset of the coordinate space 

en. Then the tangent bundle TU' with total space DU = U x en, has a 

canonical complex structure J 0 defined by 

Jo(u, v) = (u, iv) 

for every u (U and v ( en. 

Now consider a smooth mapping f: U -> U', where U' c e P is also an 

open subset of a complex coordinate space. We can ask whether the R

linear mapping Dfu: DUu --> DU'f(u) is actually complex linear for all u, 

so that 
. ) (Of) 0 J 0 = J 0 0 Of . 

If the derivative i~Plex linear, one says that f satisfies the Cauchy

Riemann equations, or that f is holomorphic or complex analytic. A 
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standard theorem asserts that f can then be expressed locally as the sum 

of a convergent complex power series. (Compare [Hormander] or [Gunning

Rossi].) 

Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension 2n. A complex structure 

on the tangent bundle of M is sometimes called an "almost complex 

structure" on M. 

DEFINITION 13.3. A complex structure on the manifold M is a com

plex structure J on the tangent bundle TM which satisfies the following 

extremely stringent condition: Every point of M must possess an open 

neighborhood which is diffeomorphic to an open subset of Cn under a 

diffeomorphism h whose derivative is everywhere complex linear: 

dh 0 J = J 0 0 dh. 

The pair (M, J) is then called a complex manifold of complex dimen

sion n. In practice, by abuse of notation, we will usually use the single 

symbol M for a complex manifold. 

DEFINITION. A smooth mapping f: M -> N between complex mani

folds is holomorphic if Df is complex linear, (Df) 0 J = J 0 Df. 

REMARKS. A fundamental theorem of [Newlander and Nirenberg] 

asserts that a smooth almost complex structure J is actually a complex 

structure if and only if it satisfies a certain system of quadratic first 

order partial differential equations. In terms of the bracket product of 

vector fields, these equations can be written as 

[Jv, Jw] = J[v, Jw] + J[Jv, w] + [v, w] , 

where v and ware arbitrary smooth vector fields on M. 

The most classical (and often the most convenient) procedure for 

assigning a complex structure to a smooth manifold is the following. One 

gives a collection of diffeomorphisms ha: U a -> Va where the U a are 
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open subsets of Cn and the Va are open sets covering the manifold. It 

is only necessary to verify that each composition 

is holomorphic. 

In conclusion, here are some exercises for the reader. 

Problem 13-A. Show that a complex structure J: E(cf) -> E(O on a 

real vector bundle automatically satisfies the complex local triviality con

dition 13.1. 

Problem 13-B. If M is a complex manifold, show that DM is a com

plex manifold. Similarly, if f: M -> N is holomorphic, show that 

Df: DM -> DN is holomorphic. 

Problem 13-C. If M is a compact complex manifold, show that every 

holomorphic map f: M -> C is constant. 

Problem 13-D. Show that the projective space pn(C), consisting of 

all complex lines through the origin in Cn+1, can be given the structure 

of a complex manifold. (Note that p1(C) can be identified with the com

plex line C together with a single point at infinity.) More generally show 

that the space Gk(C n) of complex k-planes through the origin in Cn is 

a complex manifold of complex dimension k(n-k). 

Problem 13-E. Let y~ denote the canonical complex line bundle over 

pn(C). Thus the total space E(y~) consists of all pairs (L, v) where L 

·is a complex line through the origin in Cn+1 and v t L. Show that y~ 

does not possess any holomorphic cross-section, other than the zero cross

section. Show, however, thaJhe dual bundle HomC<Y~, C) possesses at 

least n+1 holomorphic cross- ections which are linearly independent over 

C. 
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Problem 13-F. If M is a complex n-manifold, then the real vector 

bundle HomR(rM, R) of tangent co-vectors does not possess any natural 

complex structure. Show, however, that its "complexification" 

is a complex 2n-plane bundle which splits canonically as a Whitney sum 

Here Homc(DMx ' C) denotes the complex vector space of ~onjugate linear 

mappings, h(A.v) = Ah(v). If U C Cn is an open set with coordinate func

tions zl"'" zn : U --> C, show that the total differentials dZ 1 (u), ... , dzn(u) 

form a basis for Homc(DUu ' C), and that dZ1 (u), ... , dzn(u) form a basis 

for HomC(DUu ' C). 

If f is a smooth (but not necessarily holomorphic) complex valued 

function on U, it follows that df can be written uniquely as a linear 

combination of dz1 , ... , dzn, dz1 , ... , dzn , with coefficients which are also 

smooth complex valued functions on U. These coefficients are customari

ly denoted by af/az1 , ... ,af/azn, af/az1 , ... ,af/azn respectively. Thus 

the total differential df can be expressed uniquely as a sum af + af 

where af = l (af/azj)dz j is a section of HomcCrM' C) and af = 

l (af/aZj)dzj is a section of Homc(rM' C). Setting Zj = Xj + iYj' show 

that af/azj is equal to ~(af/aXj + i af/ay/ Show that the Cauchy

Riemann equations for f can be written as af/azj = 0, or briefly af = O. 

Problem 13-G. Show that the complex vector space spanned by the 

differential operators a/ az 1 , ... , a/ aZn at Z is canonically isomorphic 

to the tangent space DUz . 



§14. Chern Classes 

We will first prove the following statement. 

LEMMA 14.1. If w is a complex vector bundle, then the under

lying real vector bundle w R has a canonical preferred orienta

tion. 

Applying this lemma to the special case of a tangent bundle, it follows 

that any complex manifold has a canonical preferred orientation. For we 

have seen on p. 122 that every orientation for the tangent bundle of a mani

fold gives rise to a unique orientation of the manifold. 

Proof of 14.1. Let V be any finite dimensional complex vector space. 

Choosing a basis a l , ... , an for V over C, note that the vectors 

al , ia1 , a2 , ia2 , ... , an' ian form a real basis for the underlying real vector 

space V R' This ordered basis determines the required orientation for V R' 

To show that this orientation does not depend on the choice of complex 

basis, we need only note that the linear group GLen, C) is connected. 

Hence we can pass from any given complex basis to any other complex 

basis by a continuous deformation, which cannot alter the induced orienta

tion. 

Now if w is a complex vector bundle, then applying this construction 

to every fiber of w, we obtain the required orientation for w R • Ill! 

As an application of 14.1, for any complex n-plane bundle w over the 

base space B, note that the Euler class 
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is well defined. If (i)' is a complex m-plane bundle over the same base 

space B, note that 

For if a1, ... ,an is a basis for a fiber F of w, and bl , ... , bm is a 

basis for the corresponding fiber F' of w', then the preferred orientation 

a l , ial, ... ,an, ian for FR followed by the preferred orientation 

bl , ib1, ... , bm' ibm for F'R yields the preferred orientation a 1 , ia1 ' ... , 

ian , b1, ib1, ... , ibm for (F & F')R' Thus wR Ell w'R is isomorphic as an 

oriented bundle to (w Ell w ')R' and the conclusion follows. 

Hermitian Metrics 

Just as Euclidean metrics play an important role in the study of real 

vector bundles, the analogous Hermitian metrics play an important role 

for complex vector bundles. By definition, a Hermitian metric on a com

plex vector bundle w is a Euclidean metric 

on the underlying real vector bundle (see p. 21), which satisfies the 

identity 
livl = Ivl . 

Given such a Hermitian metric it is not difficult to show that there is one 

and only one complex valued inner product 

defined for v and w in the same fiber of w, which 

(1) is complex linear as a function of v for fixed w, 

(2) is conjugate linear as a function of w for fixed v (that is < v, t...w > = 

'X< v, w», and 

(3) satisfies <v,v> = Iv1 2 . 



The two vectors v and ware said to be orthogonal if this complex 

inner product < v, w> is zero. The Hermitian identity 

<w,v> <v,w> 

is easily verified, hence v is orthogonal to w if and only if w is 

orthogonal to v. 

If the base space B is paracompact, then every complex vector bun

dle over B admits a Hermitian metric. (Compare Problem 2-C.) 

Construction of Chern Classes 

We will now give an inductive definition of characteristic classes for 

a complex n-plane bundle w. It is first necessary to construct a canoni

cal (n-l)-plane bundle Wo over the deleted total space Eo' (As in the 

real case, Eo = Eo(w) denotes the set of all non-zero vectors in the total 

space E(w) = E(w R ).) A point in Eo is specified by a fiber F of w 

together with a non-zero vector v in that fiber. First suppose that a 

Hermitian metric has been specified on w. Then the fiber of Wo over v 

is by definition, the orthogonal complement of v in the vector space F. 

This is a complex vector space of dimension n-l, and these vector 

spaces clearly can be considered as the fibers of a new vector bundle Wo 

over Eo' 

Alternatively, without using a Hermitian metric, the fiber of Wo over 

v can be defined as the quotient vector space F /(Cv) where Cv is the 

I-dimensional subspace spanned by the vector v 1= O. In the presence of 

a Hermitian metric, it is of course clear that this quotient space is 

canonically isomorphic to the orthogonal complement of v in F. 

Recall (p. 143) that any real oriented 2n-plane bundle possesses an 

exact Gysin sequence 

* 
... __ Hi- 2n(B) ~ Hi(B) ~ Hi(Eo) __ Hi- 2n+1 (B) -- ... 

with integer coefficients. For i < 2n-1 the groups Hi- 2n(B) and 

Hi - 2n+1 (B) are zero, so it follows that 7T~: Hi(B) --> Hi(Eo) is an isomor-



DEFINITION. The Chern classes ci(w) ( H2i(B; Z) are defined as 

follows, by induction on the complex dimension n of w. The top Chern 

class cn(w) is equal to the Euler class e(wR ). For i < n we set 

This expression makes sense since "~: H2iCB) .... H2i(Eo) is an isomor

phism for i < n. Finally, for i> n the class c/w) is defined to be 

zero. 

The formal sum c(w) = 1 + cl (w) + ... + cn(w) in the ring HII(B; Z) 

is called the total Chern class of w. Clearly c(w) is a unit, so that the 

inverse 

is well defined. 

LEMMA 14.2 (Naturality). If f: B .... B' is covered by a bundle 

map from the complex n-plane bundle w over B to the com

plex n-plane bundle w' over B', then c(w) = f* c(w'). 

Proof by induction on n. The top Chern class is natural, cn(w) = 

f* cn(w '), since Euler classes are natural (§9.2). To prove the corre

sponding statement for lower Chern classes, first note that the bundle 

map w .... w' gives rise to a map 

which clearly is covered by a bundle map wo .... w'o of (n-l)-plane bun

dles. Hence ci(w O) = f~ci(w'O) by the induction hypothesis. Using the 

commutative diagram 

"0 

f 



* * * and the identities ci(w O) = 170c i(w) and c/w'o) = 17'0 ci(w') where 170 

* is an isomorphism for i < n, it follows that ci(w) = f ci(w') as re-

quired. III 

LEMMA 14.3. If Ek is the trivial complex k-plane bundle over 

B = B(w), then c(w Ell Ek) = c(w). 

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the special case k = 1, since the 

general case then follows by induction. Let cp = w Ell El. Since the 

(n+1)-plane bundle cp has a non-zero cross-section, it follows by 9.7 

that the top Chern class cn+1 (cp) = e(CPR) is zero, and hence eqwil to 

cn+1 (w). Let s: B -> EoCw Ell El) be the obvious cross-section. Clearly 

s is covered by a bundle map w -> CPo' hence 

* * * by 14.2. Substituting 17 OCi(CP) for ciCCPO)' and using the formula s 0 170= 

identity, it follows that ciCCP) = c/w) as required. III 

Complex Grassmann Manifolds 

Still continuing our complex analogue of real vector bundle theory, we 

define the complex Grassmann manifold GnCC n+k) to be the set of all 

complex n-planes through the origin in the complex vector space Cn+k. 

Just as in the real case, this set has a natural structure as smooth mani

fold. In fact Gn(C n+k) has a natural structure as complex analytic 

manifold of complex dimension nk. Furthermore there is a canonical com

plex n-plane bundle which we denote by yn = yn(C n+k) over Gn(C n+k). 

By definition, the total space of yn consists of all pairs (X, v) where 

X is a complex n-plane through the origin in Cn+k and v is a vector 

in X. 

As an example, let us study the special case n = 1. The Grassmann 

manifold G1 (C k+1 ) is also known as the complex projective space pk(C). 

We will investigate the cohomology ring H*Cpk(C); Z). (Compare Problem 

171' \ 
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Applying the Gysin sequence to the canonical line bundle / = 

yl(Ck+1) over pk(C), and using the fact that cl (/) = e(ylR), we have 

using integer coefficients. The space Eo = Eo(yl (C k+l» is the set of 

all pairs 

(line through the origin in Ck+l, non-zero vector in that line) . 

This can be identified with Ck+1 - 0, and hence has the same homotopy 

type as the unit sphere S2k+l. Thus our Gysin sequence reduces to 

for 0:S i:S 2k- 2. Hence 

Since pk(C) is clearly connected, it follows that each H2 i(pk(C» is 

infinite cyclic generated by cl (yl)i for i:S k. Similarly 

and using the portion 

-1 k(C» 1 k 1 .•• -> H (P -> H (P (C» -> H (Eo) -> 

of the Gysin sequence, we see that these odd dimensional groups are all 

zero. That is: 

THEOREM 14.4. The cohomology ring H*(pk(C); Z) is a trun

cated polynomial ring terminating in dimension 2k, and gener

ated by the Chern class cl (y! (C k+l ». 
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Now let us let k tend to infinity. The cano~ical n-plane bundle 

yn(C oo ) over Gn(C oo) will be denoted briefly by yn. Using 14.4, it 

follows that H*(G l (COO» is the polynomial ring generated by cl (yI), 

More generally we will show the following. 

THEOREM 14.5. The cohomology ring H*(Gn(C oo); Z) is the 

polynomial ring over Z generated by the Chern classes 

Cl (yn), ... , cn(yn). There are no polynomial relations between 

these n generators. 

Proof by induction on n. We may assume that n 2: 2, since the 

Theorem has already been established for n = 1. Consider the Gysin 

sequence 

Ibl 

* 
i(G )~Hi+2n(G )~Hi+2n(Eo)~Hi+l(G )~ ... ... ~H n n n 

associated with the bundle yn, using integer coefficients. 

We will first show that the cohomology ring H*(Eo) can be identified 

with H*(Gn_ 1). In fact a canonical map f: Eo --> Gn_ 1 is constructed as 

follows. By definition, a point (X, v) in Eo consists of an n-plane X 

in Coo together with a non-zero vector v in X. Let f(X, v) = X n vI 

be the orthogonal complement of v in X, using the standard Hermitian 

metric 

on Coo. Then f(X, v) is a well defined (n-l)-plane in Coo. 

In order to show that f induces cohomology isomorphisms, it is con

venient to pass to the sub-bundle yn(C N) C yn, consisting of complex 

n-planes in N-space where N is large but finite. Let fN: Eo(yn(CN» --> 

Gn_ 1 (C N) be the corresponding restriction of f. For any (n-I)-plane Y 

in Gn_ 1 (C N) it is evident that the inverse image 
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consists of all pairs (X, v) where v (C N is a non-zero vector perpen

dicular to Y, and where X = Y + Cv is determined by v and Y. Thus 

fN can be identified with the projection map 

where (UN-n+1 is the complex vector bundle whose fiber, over 

Y ( Gn_ 1 (C N), is the orthogonal complement of Y in CN. 

Using the Gysin sequence of this new vector bundle, it follows that 

fN induces cohomology isomorphisms in dimensions :s 2(N-n). Therefore, 

taking the direct limit as N tends to infinity, f induces cohomology iso

morphisms in all dimensions. 

Thus we can insert Gn_ 1 in place of Eo in the Gysin sequence, 

obtaining a new exact sequence of the form 

. h \ f*-l * WIt 1\= TTO' 

We must show that this homomorphism A = f*-lTT~ maps the Chern 

class c/yn) to ci(yn-1). This statement is clear for i = n, so we may 

assume that i < n. By the definition of Chern classes, the image 

TT~ ci(yn) is equal to ci(yg). But f: Eo -> Gn_ 1 is clearly covered by a 

bundle map yn 0 -> yn-l. Therefore f*c/yn-1) = ci(yn 0) by 14.2, and it 

follows that 

is equal to c/yn-1) as asserted. 

Now let us apply the induction hypothesis. Since H*(Gn_ I ) is 

generated by the Chern classes cl (yn-I), ''', cn_ 1 (yn-I), it follows that 

the homomorphism A is surjective, so our sequence reduces to 
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Using this sequence, we will prove, by a subsidiary induction on i, 

that every element x of Hi+2n(Gn) can be expressed uniquely as a poly

nomial in the Chern classes cl (yn), ... , cn(yn). Certainly the image A(x) 

can be expressed uniquely as a polynomial p(c l (yn-l), ... , c n_ l (yn-l)) 

by our main induction hypothesis. Therefore the element x - p(c l (yn), ... , 

cn_ l (yn)) belongs to the kernel of A, and hence can be expressed as a 

product ycn(yn) for some uniquely determined y f Hi(Gn). Now y can 

be expressed uniquely as a polynomial q(c 1 (yn), ... , cn(yn)) by our sub

sidiary induction hypothesis, hence 

The polynomials on the right are unique, since if x were also equal to 

p'(c l (yn), ... , c n_ l (yn)) + cn(yn) q'(c l (yn), ... , cn(yn)) then applying A we 

would see that. p = p', and dividing the difference by cn(yn) we would 

see that q = q'. lIB 

Just as for real n-plane bundles (§5.6), we can prove: 

THEOREM 14.6. Every complex n-plane bundle over a para

compact base space possesses a bundle map into the canonical 

complex n-plane bundle yn = yn(C oo ) over Gn = Gn(C OO
). 

In other words every complex n-plane bundle over the paracompact 

* base B is isomorphic to the induced bundle f (yn) for some f: B -> Gn. 

In fact, just as in the real case, one can actually prove the sharper state

ment that two induced bundles f*(yn) and g*(yn) are isomorphic if and 

only if f is homotopic to g. For this reason the bundle yn = yn(C oo) is 

called the universal complex n-plane bundle, and its base space Gn(C OO
) 

is called the classifying space for complex n-plane bundles. [The nota

tion BU(n) is often used in the literature for this classifying space,] 



The Product Theorem for Chern Classes 

Consider two complex vector bundles wand cp over a common para

compact base space B. We want to prove the formula 

(14.7) c(w $ cp) = c(w)c(cp) 

which expresses the total Chern class of a Whitney sum w $ cp in terms 

of the total Chern classes of wand cp. As a first step in this direction, 

we prove the following. 

LEMMA 14.8. There exists one and only one polynomial 

with integer coefficients in m + n indeterminates so that the 

identity 

is valid for every complex m-plane bundle wand every com

plex n-plane bundle cp over a common para compact base 

space B. 

Proof. As a universal model for pairs of complex vector bundles over 

a common base space we take the two vector bundles yT and y~ over 

Gm x Gn constructed as follows. Let yT = 17;(ym) where 171 : Gm x Gn -->Gm 

is the projection map to the first factor. Similarly let y~ = 17;(yn) where 

172 is the projection map to the second factor. Thus the Whitney sum 

yT $ y~ can be identified with the cartesian product bundle ym x yn. 

We will make use of the fact that the external cohomology cross-

product operation 

induces an isomorphism 
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of integral cohomology. In fact, for the case of finite CW-complexes K 

and L with H*CL) free abelian, the Kiinneth isomorphism H*CK) ® H*CL) 

~ H*CK x L) is established in Appendix A. The corresponding assertion 

for our infinite CW-complexes' Gm and Gn follows immediately, since 

each skeleton of Gm or Gn is finite. 

Therefore H*(Gm x Gn) is a polynomial ring over Z on the alge

braically independent generators 

1 < < m , 

and 

1 < < n . 

Hence the total Chern class of Y~ & Y~ can be expressed uniquely as a 

polynomial 

Now if cv is a complex m-plane bundle over Band rP is a complex 

n-plane bundle over B, we can choose maps f: B -> Gm and g: B -> Gn 

so that 

Defining the map h: B -> Gm x Gn by hCb) = (fCb), gCb)), note that the 

following diagram is commutative. 

It follows that 



and hence 

as required. III 

To actually compute these polynomials Pm n we proceed by induc

tion on m + n as follows. Suppose inductivel; that c(yr-1 ey~) is 

equal to 

Consider the two vector bundles yr-1 eEl and Y~ over Gm_ 1 x Gn, 

where El is a trivial line bundle. By 14.8 we have 

( m-1 1 n) (( m-1 1) (m-1 1) (n) ( n)) c Y1 eE eY2 = Pm,n cl Y1 eE , ... ,cm YI eE' ;c1 Y2 , ... ,cn Y2 . 

But according to 14.3 the El summand can always be ignored, so we 

have ~he alternative formula 

( m-1 n) (m-I I n) c Y1 eY2 = c Y1 eE eY2 

Comparing the induction hypothesis, and substituting indeterminates ci 

and C'j for the algebraically independent elements ci(yr- I ) and 

Cj(Y~)' this yields 

Introducing a new indeterminate cm' it follows that the congruence 

is valid in the polynomial ring Z[c l , ... ,cm,c'l, ... ,c'n]' A similar induc

tive argument shows that these two polynomials are congruent modulo c'n' 
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Since Z[c1 '''', cm' c'1'"'' c'n] is a unique factorization domain, it follows 

that they are congruent modulo the product cmc'n; that is 

for some polynomial u. Here u must be zero dimensional, hence an in

teger, since otherwise the Whitney sum y~$y~ would have non-zero 

Chern classes in dimensions greater than 2(m + n). 

But the top Chern class cm+n(W$cp) can be identified with the Euler 

class 

and hence is equal to the product cm(w)cn(cp). (Compare 9.6 and the dis

cussion following 14.1.) Therefore the coefficient u must be zero, and 

we have proved the product formula 14.7. III 

Dual or Conjugate Bundles 

If W is a complex vector bundle, the conjugate bundle w is defined 

to be the complex vector bundle with the same underlying real vector 

bundle 

but with the "opposite" complex structure. Thus the identity map 

f: E(w) -> E(C;)) is conjugate linear, 

f(Ae) = Xf(e) 

for every complex number A and every e f E(w). Here X denotes the 

complex conjugate of A. In particular it follows that fOe) = - if(e). 

As an example, consider the tangent bundle T1 of the complex mani

fold p1 (C). (Ignoring the complex structure, this is just the tangent 

bundle of the 2-sphere.) This bundle Tl is not isomorphic to its conju

gate bundle T1. For any isomorphism T1 -> T1 would have to map each 

tangent plane of the 2-sphere onto itself so as to reverse the complex 

structure (rotation by i). Clearly any such map is obtained by reflection 



in some uniquely defined line in the plane. But we have seen in §9.3 

that the 2-sphere does not admit any continuous field of tangent lines. 

The Chern classes of a conjugate bundle can be computed as follows. 

LEMMA 14.9. The Chern class ck(w) is equal to (-I)kck(w). 

Hence c(w) = 1 - cl (W) + c 2 (W) - + ... ± cn(w). 

Proof. For any fiber F of w, choose a basis vl , ... , vn for F over 

C. Then the basis v l' iv 1"'" v n' iv n for the underlying real vector space 

F R determines the preferred orientation for FR' Similarly the basis 

vl,-iv1, ... ,vn,-ivn determines the preferred orientation for the conju

gate vector space. Thus the two oriented real vector bundles wR and 

(w)R have the same orientation if n is even, but the opposite orientation 

if n is odd. It follows immediately that the top Chern class 

is equal to (-I)ncn(w). To compute ck(w) for k < n, we recall the 

definition ck(w) = 17~-lck(wO) where Wo is a canonical (n-l)-plane 

bundle over the space Eo C E(w). It is easy to check that the conjugate 

bundle (wo) is canonically isomorphic to (w)o' so a straightforward in

duction shows that 

for all k. III 

Closely related to the conjugate bundle w is the dual bundle 

HomC(w, C). By definition this is the complex vector bundle over the 

same base space whose typical fiber is equal to the dual HomcCF, C) of 

the corresponding fiber F of w. (Compare the analogous discussion for 

real vector bundles beginning on p. 31.) To simplify the notation, we will 

usually omit the subscript C. 

If the complex vector bundle w possesses a Hermitian metric, note 

that its dual bundle Hom(w, C) is canonically isomorphic to the conjugate 

bundle W. For if we are given a Hermitian inner product 
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on the typical fiber F, linear in the first variable and conjugate linear 

in the second, then the correspondence 

maps the conjugate vector space F isomorphically to the dual vector 

space HomCF, C). 

The Tangent Bundle of Complex Projective Space 

As an application, consider the tangent bundle rn of the projective 

space pnCC). 

THEOREM 14.10. The total Chern class cCrn) is equal to 

Cl + a)n+l where a is a suitably chosen generator for the group 

H2 CPnCC; Z). 

In fact we will see that a is the negative of the generator cl CyI) 

which was used in 14.4. 

Proof. Let / = yl CC n+1 ) be the canonical line bundle over pnCC), 

and let w n be its orthogonal complement, using the standard Hermitian 

metric on Cn+1 , so that the Whitney sum y1 &w n is a trivial complex 

Cn+1)-plane bundle over pnCC). We will show that the complex vector 

bundle 

can be identified with the tangent bundle rn of pnCC). In fact if L is 

a complex line through the origin in Cn+1 , and L 1 is its orthogonal 

complement, then the vector space HomCL, L 1 ) can be identified, com

plex analytically, with the neighborhood of L in pnCC) conSisting of 

all lines L' which can be considered as graphs of linear maps from L 

to Ll. 



(Compare pp. 58, 70, as well as §4.4.) It follows easily that the tangent 

space of pn(C) at L can be identified with HomeL, Ll), and hence 

that Tn 5!! Hom(i ,wn). 

Now adding the trivial bundle El 5!! Hom(y1, y1) to both sides of the 

equation Tn 5!! Hom(i ,wn) it follows that 

( 1 1 1) 5!! Horn y , E & ... & E 

Clearly this can be identified with the Whitney sum of n + 1 copies of 

the dual bundle Hom(y!, El) 5!! )/1. Thus the total Chern class C(Tn) = 

C(Tn&E1) is equal to 

using 14.9. Setting a = -cl Cy1), the conclusion follows. l1li 

REMARK. It follows that the top Chern class Cn(Tn) is equal to 

(n+ 1)an. Therefore the Euler number 

is equal to n + 1 multiplied by the sign < an, iJ.2 n > = ±1. Here iJ.2 n de

notes the fundamental homology class of pn(C). Setting this Euler num

ber equal to 

by §11.12, it follows that the sign <an,iJ.2n> is actually +1. Thus an 

is precisely the generator of H2n(pn(C); Z) which is compatible with the 

preferred orientation. 

Here are some exercises for the reader. 

Problem 14-A. Use Lemma 14.9 to give another proof that the tangent 

bundle of p1 (C) is not isomorphic to its conjugate bundle. 
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Problem 14-B. Using §9.5, prove inductively that the coefficient 

homomorphism HiCB; Z) -> HiCB; Z/2) maps the total Chern class c(w) to 

the total Stiefel-Whitney class w(wR ). In particular show that the odd 

Stiefel-Whitney classes of wR are zero. 

Problem 14-C. Let V q(C n) denote the complex Stiefel manifold n-
consisting of all complex (n-q)-frames in Cn, where O:s q < n. Accord-

ing to [Steenrod, §25.7] this manifold is 2q-connected, and 

Given a complex n-plane bundle W over a CW-complex B with typical 

fiber F, construct an associated bundle V n_q(w) over B with typical 

fiber V n_q(F). Show that the primary obstruction to the existence of a 

cross-section of V n_q(w) is a cohomology class in 

which can be identified with the Chern class cq+1 (w). 

Problem 14-D. In analogy with §6, construct a cell subdivision for 

the complex Grassmann manifold Gn(C OO
) with one cell of dimension 2k 

corresponding to each partition of k into at most n integers. Show that 

the Chern class ck(yn) corresponds to the cocycle which assigns ±1 to 

the Schubert cell indexed by the partition 1,1, "', 1 of k, and zero to all 

other cells. (Compare Problem 6-C.) 

Problem 14-E. In analogy with the construction of Chern classes, 

show that it is possible to define the Stiefel-Whitney classes of a real 

n-plane bundle inductively by the formula wi(t) = 77~-lw/tO) for i < n. 

Here the top Stiefel-Whitney class wnct) must be constructed by the pro

cedure of §9 (p. 98), as a mod 2 analogue of the Euler class. [In this 

approach there is some difficulty in showing that w n-l (to) belongs to 

the image of 77 ~. It suffices to show that w n-1 (to) restricts to zero in 
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each fiber F 0' or equivalently that the tangent bundle T of the (n-1)

sphere satisfies wn_ 1 (T) = O. Compare pp. 41-42. It is at this point that 

mod 2 coefficients are essential, since e(T) t- 0 in general.] Using this 

construction of Stiefel-Whitney classes, verify the axioms of §4 without 

making any use of Steenrod squares. 



§IS. Pontrjagin Classes 

To obtain further information about real vector bundles we will need 

the following construction. Let V be a real vector space. Then the 

tensor product V ® C ~ V ®R C of V with the complex numbers is a com

plex vector space called the complexification of V. Applying this con

struction to each fiber F of a real n-plane bundle I; we obtain a 

complex n-plane bundle with typical fiber F ® C over the same base 

space. We denote this new bundle by I; ® C and call it the complexifica

tion of the real vector bundle I;. 

Note that every element in the complex vector space F ® C can be 

written uniquely as a sum x + iy with x, y f F. Using this real direct 

sum decomposition 
F ® C = F Ell iF 

it follows that the underlying real vector bundle (I; ® C)R is canonically 

isomorphic to the Whitney sum I; Ell I;. Evidently the given complex struc

ture on I; ® C corresponds to the complex structure 

lex, y) = (-y, x) 

on this Whitney sum I; Ell I;. 

LEMMA 15.1. The complexification I; ® C of a real vector 

bundle is always isomorphic to its own conjugate bundle I; ® C. 

For the correspondence f: x + iy f-> X - iy, maps the total space 

E(I; 0 C) homeomorphically onto itself, and is R-linear in each fiber with 

f(i(X+ iy» ~ - ifCx+ iy). l1li 

1 3 
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Now consider the total Chern class 

of this complexified n-plane bundle. Setting this equal to 

by 14.9, we see that the odd Chern classes 

are all elements of order 2. CCompare Problem 15-0.) 

DEFINITION. Ignoring these elements of order 2, the i-th Pontrjagin 

class 

is defined to be the integral cohomology class (-I)ic2iC';: ® C). The sign 

(_I)i is introduced here so as to avoid a sign in later formulas (15.8, 

15.6). Evidently PiC.;:) is zero for i> n/2. The total Pontrjagin class 

is defined to be the unit 

in the ring HITCB; Z). Here [n/2] denotes the largest integer less than 

or equal to n/2. 

LEMMA 15.2. Pontrjagin classes are natural with respect to 

bundle maps. Furthermore, if Ek is a trivial k-plane bundle, 

then pC';: e Ek) = pC.;:). 

Proof. This follows immediately from 14.2 and 14.3. l1li 

In analogy with the other characteristic classes we have studied, we 

would like the Pontrjagin classes to satisfy a product formula. There is 
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some difficulty however, since the odd Chern classes of ~ ® C have 

been thrown away, so the best we can do is the following. 

THEOREM 15.3. The total Pontrjagin class p(~EB7]) of a 

Whitney sum is congruent to p(~) p(7]) modulo elements of 

order 2. In other words 2(p(~EB7]) - p(t)p(7])) = O. 
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Proof. Since (~EB 7]) ® C is clearly isomorphic to (~® C) EB (7] ® C) we 

have 

Ignoring the odd Chern classes, which are all elements of order 2, it 

follows that 

modulo elements of order 2. Multiplying both sides of this congruence by 

(_I)k = (_I)i(_l)j, it follows that 

as required. IIIIi 

Example. For the tangent bundle Tn of the n-sphere, since the 

Whitney sum Tn EB v 1 E:!! Tn EB El is trivial, it follows by 15.2 that the total 

Pontrjagin class p(Tn) is equal to 1. 

Thus the Pontrjagin classes of the tangent bundle of a sphere are un

interesting. To obtain some interesting examples we will look at complex 

projective spaces. But first we must develop a further relationship be

tween Pontrjagin classes and Chern classes. 

At this point, we have a situation which can be represented schemati

cally by the following diagram. 



(real) 
oriented complex 

~ 

Starting with a real n-plane bundle f, we can first form the induced com

plex n-plane bundle f ® C. Then, forgetting the complex structure, we 

obtain the underlying real 2n-plane bundle (f ® C)R with a canonical pre

ferred orientation. Finally, forgetting the orientation, this resulting real 

2n-plane bundle can be identified simply with the Whitney sum f EB r 
However, instead of starting at the top of the circle (i.e., with a real 

vector bundle), we can equally well start somewhere else on the circle. 

After circumnavigating the circle we will then obtain a new bundle of the 

same type (complex or oriented) as the bundle we started with, but with 

twice the dimension of the original bundle. Suppose for example that we 

start with a complex vector bundle. 

LEMMA 15.4. For any complex vector bundle w, the com

plexification w R ® C of the underlying real vector bundle is 

canonically isomorphic to the Whitney sum w EB W. 

Proof. For any real vector space V, recall that V ® C can be 

identified with the direct sum V EB V, made into a complex vector space 

by means of the complex structure J(x,y) = (-y,x). 

Now suppose that V = F R where F is the typical fiber of a complex 

vector bundle. Then it is easy to verify that the correspondence 

g : x I-> (x, -ix) 

from F to V EB V is complex linear, that is g(ix) = J(g(x)). Similarly 

the correspondence 



h : x f-> (x, ix) 

from F to V Ell V is conjugate linear. Since every point (x, y) of V Ell V 

e:: F R ® C can be written uniquely as the sum 

of an element in g(F) and an element in h(F), it follows that F R ® C 

is canonically isomorphic, as complex vector space to F Ell F. This is 

true for each fiber F of w, so combining all of these isomorphisms it 

follows that wR ® C e:: w Ell w as asserted. l1li 

COROLLARY 15.5. For any complex n-plane bundle w, the 

Chern classes ci(w) determine the Pontrjagin classes Pk(wR ) 

by the formula 

Proof. This follows immediately, making use of 14.7 and 14.9. IIIIi 

Example 15.6. Let r be the tangent bundle of the complex projec

tive space pn(C). Since the total Chern class c(r) equals (1 + a)n+l 

by 14.10, it follows that the Pontrjagin classes Pk(r R) are given by 

Therefore the total Pontrjagin class 1 + PI + ... + Pn is equal to 

(1 + a2)n+l. In other words 
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for 1 ~ k ~ n/2, where the higher Pontrjagin classes are zero since 

H4k(pn(C» = 0 for k> n/2. Here we are using the abbreviation Pk(M) 

for the tangental Pontrjagin class Pk(r(M)R) of a complex manifold M. 

Thus 
p(pI(C» 

p(p2(C» 

p(p4(C» 

p(p5(C» 

p(p6(C» 

1 

and so on. From these examples we see that Pontrjagin classes can well 

be non-zero. 

Now suppose we start with an oriented n-plane bundle t Complexi

fying and then passing to the underlying real vector bundle, we obtain a 

2n-plane bundle (t@C)R with a preferred orientation by 14.1. 

LEMMA 15.7. The real 2n-plane bundle (t@ C)R is isomorphic 

to t EB t under an isomorphism which either preserves or re

verses orientation according as n(n-l)/2 is even or odd. 

Proof. Let v1, ... ,vn be an ordered basis for a typical fiber F of t 
Then the vectors vI' iVl , ... , Vn' iVn form an ordered basis determining 

the preferred orientation for (F @ C)R' Identifying this with the real direct 

Sum F EB iF E!!! F EB F, the basis vI'"'' vn for F followed by the basis 

iv1,oo., iVn for iF gives a different ordered basis. Evidently the permu

tation which transforms one ordered basis to the other has sign 
(_1)(n-l)+(n-2)+ ... +1 = (_1)n(n-I)/2. l1li 



COROLLARY 15.8. If ~ is an oriented 2k-plane bundle, then 

the Pontrjagin class Pk(~) is equal to the square of the Euler 

class e(~). 

For by definition Pk(O is equal to (-I)kc2k(~®C) = (-I)ke((~®C)R). 
But, according to 15.7 and 9.6, the Euler class e((~ ® C)R) is equal to 

e(~EBO = e(~)2 multiplied by the sign (_li k(2k-l)!2 = (_I)k. III 

The Cohomology of the Oriented Grassmann Manifold 

Recall that Gn = Gn(R OO
) denotes the space .of oriented real n-planes 

in Roo • (The notation BSOCn) is often used for this classifying space.) 

We will study the cohomology of Gn with coefficients in an integral do

main A containing ~. This choice of coefficient domain has the effect 

of killing 2-torsion. The "universal" example of such a domain A is 

the ring Z[~J. However our arguments will work equally well with co

efficients in the field of rational numbers Q, or in any field of character

istic t. 2. The result will be only slightly more complicated than the 

cases H*(GnCROO); Z!2), H*(Gn; Z!2), and H*(Gn(C OO); Z) which we 

have already computed. 

THEOREM 15.9. If A is an integral domain containing ~, 
then the cohomology ring H*(G2m+1 ; A) is a polynomial ring 

over A generated by the Pontrjagin classes 

Similarly H*(G2m ; A) is a polynomial ring over A generated 

by the Pontrjagin classes PI cl m), ... , Pm-l (lm) and the 

Euler class e(y2m). 

In other words for every value of n, even or odd, the ring H*(Gn; A) 

is generated by the characteristic classes Pl' ... ' P[n!2]' and e. These 

generators are subject only to the relations: 
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e = 0 for n odd, 
2 

e = Pn/2 for n even. 

(Compare 9.4 and 15.8.) For the corresponding result with integer coeffi

cients, see Problem IS-C. 

Proof by induction on n. For n = 1 the space G1 (RN) is clearly 

homeomorphic to the unit sphere SN-l, and hence has the cohomology 

of a point in dimensions :S N-2. Passing to the direct limit as N -> 00, 

it follows that G1 has the cohomology of a point in all dimensions. 

Suppose inductively that the Theorem has already been verified for 

Gn_ 1 . Just as in the complex case (§14.5), there is an exact sequence 

where e stands for the Euler class e('j7 n), and where the ring homomor

phism it = f*-l7T~ maps the Pontrjagin classes of yn into those of 

yn-l The coefficient ring A is to be understood. 

Case 1. If n is even, then the argument is completely analogous to 

that in §14.S. The given exact sequence reduces to 

where the cohomology of Gn_ 1 is a polynomial ring generated by 

Pl , ... , P(n/2)-1· It follows easily that H*(Gn) is a polynomial ring on 

the required generators Pl, ... ,P(n/2)-1' and e. 

Case 2. Suppose that n is odd, say n = 2m+1. Then the Euler class 

of yn with coefficients in A is zero, so the exact sequence reduces to 

Thus H*(G2m+1 ) can be considered as a sub-ring of H*(G2m). 

It will be convenient to introduce the abbreviation A * for the poly

nomial algebra A[Pl , ... , Pm] C H*(G2m). Then clearly 
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and we must prove that equality holds. It follows of course that the in

equality 

(1) 

is satisfied for each dimension j. (Here the rank of a A-module means 

the maximal number of elements linearly independent over A. Compare 

[Eilenberg and Steenrod, p. 52].) 

Using the induction hypothesis we see easily that every element of 

Hi(G2m) can be written uniquely as a sum a + ea' with a E Ai and 

a' E Aj-2m. (Here e denotes the Euler class of y2m, with e 2 = Pm') 

This direct sum decomposition Hi(G2m) ~ Ai Ell Ai-2m implies that 

(2) 

On the other hand, using the exact sequence above we see that 

Combining (1), (2), and (3), it follows that 

But this implies that Ai is actually equal to the image A(Hi(G2 m+l ». 
For otherwise A(Hi(G2m+1» would contain a sum a + e(y2m)a' with 

a' .;,. O. This new element could not satisfy any linear relation with the 

basis elements of Ai, so strict inequality would have to hold in (1), 

yielding a contradiction. III 

As usual, we conclude with some problems for the reader. 

Problem IS-A. Using Problem 14-B, prove that the mod 2 reduction 

of the Pontrjagin class PiCt ) is equal to the square of the Stiefel-Whitney 

class w2iCO. 
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Problem IS-B. Show that H*(Gn(R""); A) is a polynomial ring over 

A generated by the Pontrjagin classes PI (yn), ... , P[n/2](yn). [More 

generally, for any 2-fold covering space X --> X with covering transforma

tion t: X ... X, show that H*cX; A) can be identified with the fixed point 

set of the involution t* of H*CX; A).J 

Problem IS-C. Compute the cohomology of the cochain complex 

H*(G2m+I (R"");Z/2) with respect to the differential operator SqI. [That 

is compute Kernel(Sql)/Image(Sql). It is convenient to express this 

cohomology ring as the tensor product of a polynomial ring generated by 

wI ' and the polynomial rings generated by w2i and SqI(w2) for 

1 'S i'S m.] Using the Bockstein exact sequence 

where po {3 = Sq 1 (compare [Steenrod and Epstein, p. 2]), prove that 

H*(G2m+1 (WO); Z) splits additively as the direct sum of the polynomial· 

ring Z[PI , ... , Pm] and the image of (3. Prove the analogous statements 

for G2m(WO) and Gn(R OO). 

Problem IS-D. Using the preceding, prove that the odd Ch ern classes 

of f ® C are given by 

Similarly, for an oriented (2k+l)-plane bundl.e f, prove that eCO = 

{3w2kCO. 



§16. Chern Numbers and Pontrjagin Numbers 

In analogy with the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of a compact manifold, 

introduced on pp. 50-53, this section will introduce the Chern numbers of 

a compact complex manifold, and the Pontrjagin numbers of a compact 

oriented manifold. All manifolds are to be smooth. 

Partitions 

Recall from §6.6 that a partition of a non-negative integer k is an 

unordered sequence I = il , ... , ir of positive integers with sum k. If 

1= i1 , ... , ir is a partition of k and J = h, ... , is is a partition of £, 

then the juxtaposition 

is a partition of k + e. This composition operation is associative, com

mutative, and has as identity element the vacuous partition of zero which 

we denote by the empty symbol . (In more technical language, th~ 

set of all partitions of all non-negative integers can be regarded as a free 

commutative monoid on the generators 1,2,3, .... ) 

A partial ordering among partitions is defined as follows. A refine

ment of a partition i1 , ... , ir will mean any partition which can be written 

as a juxtaposition 11 ", Ir where each Ij is a partition of ij" If h,···, is 

is a refinement of il , ... , ir then it follows of course that s > r. 

Chern Numbers 

Let Kn be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n. 

Then for each partition I = i1 , ... , ir of n, the I-th Chern number 
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is defined to be the integer 

Here Tn denotes the tangent bundle of Kn, and I'-2n denotes the funda

mental homology class determined by the preferred orientation. We adopt 

the convention that cI[Kn] is zero if I is a partition of some integer 

other than n. 

As an example, for the complex projective space pn(C), since 

Ci(Tn) = (n:l)ai and <an,I'-2n> = + 1 by §14.I0, we have the formula 

cil ... cir [pn(C)] c::)··· C~rl) 
for any partition i l , ... , ir of n. 

A complex I-dimensional manifold Kl has just one Chern number, 

namely the Euler characteristic Cl [Kl]. For a complex 2-manifold there 

are two Chern numbers, namely Cl Cl [K2] and the Euler characteristic 

c2[K2]. In general, a complex n-manifold has pen) Chern numbers, 

where pen) is the number of distinct partitions of n. (Compare p. 80.) 

We will see in 16.7 that these pen) Chern numbers are linearly indepen

dent; that is there is no linear relation between them which is satisfied 

for all complex n-manifolds. 

There is another way of thinking about Chern classes which is impor

tant for many purposes. Note that the cohomology group H2n(Gn(C DO
); Z) 

is free abelian of rank pen). The products ci (yn) ... ci (yn), where 
1 r 

i l , ... , ir ranges over all partitions of n, form a basis for this group. For 

any complex manifold Kn the tangent bundle Tn is" classified" by a 

map 

* with f (yn) === Tn. Using this classifying map f, the fundamental homol-

ogy class I'-2n of Kn gives rise to a homology class £/I'-2n) in the 

free abelian group H2n(Gn(C DO); Z) of rank pen). To identify this homol

ogy class f*(p.?n)' we need only compute the pen) Kronecker indices 
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since the products c. (yn) ... c· (yn) range over a basis for the correspond-
11 lr 

ing cohomology group. But each such Kronecker index is equal to the 

Chern number 

We see from this approach that it is not necessary to use the basis 

le- (yn) ... c. (yn)l for H2n(G (COO); Z). Any other basis would serve 
11 lr n 

equally well. Later we will make use of a quite different basis for this 

group. 

Pontrjagin Numbers 

Now consider a smooth, compact, oriented manifold M4n. For each 

partition I = i1 ,.,., ir of n, the I-th Pontrjagin number PI[M4n] = 

Pi ... p. [M4n] is defined to be the integer 
1 lr 

Here r4n denotes the tangent bundle and iL4n the fundamental homology 

class. 

As an example, the complex projective space p 2n(C), with its com

plex structure forgotten, is a compact oriented manifold of real dimension 

4n. The Pontrjagin numbers of this manifold are given by the formula 

as one easily verifies using 15.6. 

If we reverse the orientation of a manifold M4n, note that its 

Pontrjagin classes remain unchanged, but its fundamental homology class 

1l4n changes sign. Hence each Pontrjagin number 



Pi ... Pi [M4n] = <Plo ... p. ,/14 > 
1 r 1 lr n 

also changes sign. Thus if some Pontrjagin number p .... p. [M4n] is 
11 lr 

non-zero, then it follows that M4n cannot possess any orientation re-

versing diffeomorphism. 

As an example, the complex projective space p 2n(C) does not 

possess any orientation reversing diffeomorphism. (On the other hand, 

p2n+1(C) does have an orientation reversing diffeomorphism, arising from 

complex conjugation.) 

This behavior of Pontrjagin numbers is in contrast to the behavior of 

the Euler number e[M2n] which is invariant under change of orientation. 

In fact the manifold S2n, with e[S2n] f 0, certainly does admit an 

orientation reversing diffeomorphism. 

Furthermore, if some Pontrjagin number p .... Pi [M4n] is non-zero 
11 r 

then, proceeding as in §4.9, we see that M4n cannot be the boundary of 

any smooth, compact, oriented (4n+l)-dimensional manifold with boundary. 

(Compare §17.) For example, the projective space p2n(C) cannot be an 

oriented boundary. In fact the disjoint union p2n(C) + ... + p2n(C) of 

any number of copies of p2 n(C) cannot be an oriented boundary, since 

the I-th Pontrjagin number of such a k-fold union is clearly just k times 

the I-th Pontrjagin number of p2n(C) itself. Again this argument does 

not work for p 2n+1 (C). (In fact p 2n+1 (C) is the total space of a circle

bundle over a quaternion projective space, and hence is the boundary of 

an associated disk-bundle.) 

Again the corresponding statement for Euler numbers is also false. 

Thus e[S2n] f 0 even though S2n clearly bounds an oriented manifold. 

All of these remarks are due to Pontrjagin. 

Symmetric Functions 

The following classical algebraic techniques will enable us to define 

and manipulate certain useful linear combinations of Chern numbers or 

Pontrjagin numbers. 
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Let tl , ... , tn be indeterminates. A polynomial function f(t l , ... , tn), 

say with integer coefficients, is called a symmetric function if it is in

variant under all permutations of t1, ... , t n. Thus the symmetric functions 

form a sub-ring 

A familiar and fundamental theorem asserts that S itself is also a poly

nomial ring on n algebraically independent generators, 

where ak = ak(t1 ,·.·, tn) denotes the k-th elementary symmetric fUllction, 

uniquely characterized by the fact that ak is a homogeneous polynomial 

of degree k in t1, ... , tn with 

(Compare p. 84.) 

If we make Z[t1 , ... , tn] into a graded ring by assigning each ti the 

degree 1, then of course the symmetric functions form a graded subring 

S* = Z[a 1 , ... , a nL where each ak has degree k. Thus a basis for the 

additive group Sk, consisting of homogeneous symmetric polynomials of 

degree k in t l , ... , tn, is given by the set of monomials 

where i l , ... , ir ranges over all partitions of k into integers :S n. 

A different and quite useful basis can be constructed as follows. De

fine two monomials in t1 , ... , tn to be equivalent if some permutation of 
. . ~ al a r b h t1, ... , tn transforms one Into the other. Defme "",,/1 ... tr to. e t e 

summation of all monomials in t l , ... , tn which are equivalent to t~l ... t~r. 
As an example, using this notation we can write ak = ~ t1 t2 ··• tk . 
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LEMMA 16.l. An additive basis for Sk, the group of homoge-

neous symmetric polynomials of degree k in 
~ a1 a 

given by the polynomials k.i tl ... t/. Here 

tl , ... , t n , is 

a1 , ... , ar ranges 

over all partitions of k with length r < n. 

The proof is not difficult. l1li 

Now for any partition I = i l , ... , ir of k, define a polynomial sI in 

k variables as follows. Choose n ~ k so that the elementary symmetric 

functions Cl 1' ... ' Clk of t 1 ,·.·, tn are algebraically independent, and let 

sI = s· . be the unique polynomial satisfying 
11 , ... ,1r 

This polynomial does not depend on n, as one easily verifies by intro

ducing additional variables tn+l = ... = tn' = O. In fact, even if n < k 

the corresponding identity 

remains valid, as one verifies by a similar argument. 

If n ~ k, then evidently the p(k) polynomials sI(Cl1 , ... , Clk) are 

linearly independent, and form a basis for Sk. The first twelve such 

polynomials are given by 

1, 

Clr - 3Cl1 Cl2 + 3Cl3 

Cl1 Cl2 - 3Cl3 
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Sl.1.1.1 

For further information see Problem 16-A. as well as [van der Waerden. 

Chapter 26] particularly the exercises. and [Macmahonl. 

The application of these ideas to Chern classes or Pontrjagin classes 

is very similar to the application to Stiefel-Whitney classes in §7. Thus 

if a complex n-plane bundle w splits as a Whitney sum 171 Ell ••• EIl17 n of 

line bundles. then the formula 

shows that the Chern class ck(w) can be identified with the k-th elemen

tary symmetric function 0k(c1 (1]1) ••. •• cl (17 n)). The "universal" example 

of a Whitney sum of line bundles is provided by the n-fold cartesian 

product yl x ... x / over the product P""(C) x ... x P""(C) of complex 

projective spaces. Note that the cohomology ring of this product is a 

polynomial ring Z[a l •...• an] where each a i has degree 2. and where 

Since the elementary symmetric functions are algebraically independent. 

it follows that the cohomology H*(Gn(C""); Z) of the classifying space 

maps isomorphically to the ring 

of symmetric polynomials. (This is a theorem of [Borel. 1953]. Compare 

p. 84.) Thus our new basis for S* gives rise to a new basis 
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for the cohomology H2k(Gn(C""); Z). 

A Product Formula 

Let W be a complex n-plane bundle with base space B and with 

total Chern class c = 1 + cl + ... + cn ' For any k> 0 and any partition 

I of k the cohomology class 

will be denoted briefly by the symbol sI(c) or sI(c(w)). 

LEMMA 16.2 (Thorn). The characteristic class sI(c(w EBw')) of 

a Whitney sum is equal to 

to be summed over all partitions J and K with juxtaposition 

JK equal to 1. 

As an example, since the single element partition of k can be ex

pressed as a juxtaposition only in two trivial ways, we obtain the follow

ing. 

COROLLARY 16.3. The characteristic class sk(c(w EBw')) of 

a Whitney sum is equal to sk(c(w)) + sk(c(w')). 

Proof of 16.2. Consider a polynomial ring Z[tl , ... , t2n] in 2n in

determinates, and let ak [respectively a'k] be the k-th elementary sym-

metric function of the indeterminates t1 ,· .. , tn [respectively tn+1 ,· .. ,t2n]. 

Then defining 
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it is clear that 0\ is equal to the k-th elementary symmetric function of 

tl , ... , t 2n· We will verify the identity 

for any partition 1= i1 , ... , ir of k. Since the classes 0l, ... ,ok,o'l, ... ,o'k 

are algebraically independent (assuming as we may that k S n), this 

identity together with the product theorem for Chern classes will clearly 

complete the proof. 

By definition, the element 

is equal to the sum of all monomials which can be written in the form 
i i 

tal ... tar, with a l , ... , a r distinct numbers between 1 and 2n. For each 
1 r 

such monomial let J [respectively K] be the partition formed by those 

exponents iq such that 1 S a q S n [respectively n + 1 S a q S 2n]. The 

sum of all terms corresponding to a given decomposition JK = I is clear

ly equal to 

Since every such decomposition occurs, this completes the proof. l1li 

Now consider a compact complex manifold Kn of complex dimension 

n. For each partition I of n the notation sI(c)[Kn], or briefly sI[Kn], 

will stand for the characteristic number 

This characteristic number is of course equal to a suitable linear combi

nation of Chern numbers. 

COROLLARY 16.4. The characteristic number sI[Km x L n] of 

a product of complex manifolds is equal to 
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to be summed over all partitions 11 of m and 12 of n with 

juxtaposition 1112 equal to I. 

For the tangent bundle of Km x L n splits as a Whitney sum 

where 7T 1 and 7T 2 are the projection maps to the two factors. Hence the 

characteristic number 

is equal to 

~ < sI (r), /12 > < sI er'), /1'2 > . ... ..;::q I -I 1 m 2 n 
1 2-

There are no signs in this formula, since these classes are all even 

dimensional. Ill! 

As a special case, we clearly have the following. 

COROLLARY 16.5. For any product Km x Ln of complex 

manifolds of dimensions m, n .;, 0, the characteristic number 

sm+n[Km xL n] is zero. 

This corollary suggests the importance of the characteristic number 

sm[Km]. Here is an example to show that this characteristic number is 

not always zero. 

Example 16.6. For the complex projective space pn(C), since c(r)= 

(l+a)n+1 it follows that ck(r) is equal to the k-th elementary symmetric 

function of n + 1 copies of a. Therefore sk(c1, ... , ck) is equal to the 

sum of n + 1 copies of a k , that is 
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Taking k = n, it follows that 

k sk = (n+l)a . 

Thus pn(C) cannot be expressed non-trivially as a product of complex 

manifolds. 

Completely analogous formulas are true for Pontrjagin classes and 

Pontrjagin numbers. If ~ is a real vector bundle over B, then for any 

partition I of n the characteristic class 

is denoted briefly by sI(P(O). The congruence 

modulo elements of order 2 clearly follows from the proof of 16.2. Hence 

there is a corresponding equality 

for characteristic numbers. In particular, these characteristic numbers of 

M x N are zero unless the dimensions of M and N are divisible by 4. 

Linear Independence of Chern Numbers and of Pontrjagin Numbers 

The following basic result shows that there are no linear relations be

tween Chern numbers. 

THEOREM 16.7 (Thorn). Let Kl , ... , Kn be complex manifolds 

with sk(c)[Kk] ~ O. Then the pen) x pen) matrix 



.L7-r 

of Ch ern numbers, where i1 , ... , ir and jl , ... , js range over all 

partitions of n, is non-singular. 

For example, by 16.6, we can take Kr = pr(C). Similarly: 

THEOREM 16.8 (Thom). If M4 , ... , M4n are oriented manifolds 

with sk(p)[M4k].;, 0, then the pen) x pen) matrix 

r 4jl 4js ] LPi1 '" Pi/M x ... x M ] 

of Pontrjagin numbers is non-singular. 

Again we can take the complex projective space p2k(C), with per) = 

Cl+a2)2k+1 and hence 

as a suitable manifold M4k. 

Here is an example. For complex dimension 2 taking Kn = pn(C) 

we obtain the matrix 

of Chern numbers, with determinant -12. Evidently the direct approach 

of simply computing the matrix will not help much in the general case. 

Proof of 16.7. In place of the Chern numbers themselves, we may use 

the linear combinations sI(c). As an immediate generalization of 16.4 we 

have 

to be summed over all partitions 11 of j1' 12 of j2' ... , and Iq of jq 

with juxtaposition 11", Iq equal to I. Thus the characteristic number 
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[Kh Kj]' I h .. I' ., f' sI x ... x q IszeroUnesst epartltzon =11 , ... ,lr IS are me-

ment of h , ... , jq' In particular it is zero unless r::: q. Thus if the par

titions i1 , .. ·,ir and j1, ... ,jq are arranged in a suitably chosen order, 

then the matrix 

will be triangular, with zeros e,,:,erywhere above the diagonal. Each diago-
11 lr 

nal entry SI' l' [K x ... x K ] is clearly equal to the product 
1 , ... , r 

Hence the matrix is non-singular. The proof of 16.8 is completely analo

gous. III 

Here are some problems for the reader. 

Problem 16-A. Substituting -ti for x in the identity ex + t 1 ) ... (x + tn) 

~ xn + a 1 xn- 1 + ... + an and then summing over i, prove Newton's formula 

This formula can be used inductively to compute the polynomial 

sn(a1 ,"', an)' Alternatively, taking the logarithm of both sides of the 

identity (l + t1 ) .. · (1 + tn) = 1 + (a1 + ... + an)' prove Girard's formula 

Problem 16-B. The Chern character chew) of a complex n-plane 

bundle w is defined to be the formal sum 

Show that this Chern character is characterized by additivity 
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ch(w $w') = ch(w) + ch(w') , 

together wi th the property that ch(T/l) is equal to the formal power series 

exp(cl (T/ 1 )) for any line bundle T/ 1 . Show that the Chern character is 

also multiplicative: 

ch(w®w') = ch(w)ch(w') . 

(As in Problem 7-C, it suffices to consider first the case of two line 

bundles.) 

Problem 16-C. If 2i1 , ... ,2ir is a partition of 2k into even integers, 

show that the 4k-dimensional characteristic class S2i1, ... ,2i/c(w)) of a 

complex vector bundle is equal to the characteristic class sil, ... ,ir (p(wR )) 

of its underlying real vector bundle. As examples, show that the 

4k-dimensional class s2, ... ,2(c(w)) is equal to Pk(w R ), and show that 

the characteristic number s2n(c)[K2n] of a complex 2n-manifold is equal 

to sn(p)[K2nl. 

Problem 16-D. If the complex manifold Kn is complex analytically 

embedded in Kn+l with dual cohomology class u ( H2(Kn+l, Z), show 

that the total tangential Chern class c(Kn) is equal to the restriction to 

Kn of c(Kn+1)/(1+u). For any cohomology class x (H2n(Kn+1 ; Z) show 

that the Kronecker index < xl Kn, /12n > is equal to < xu, /12n+2 >. (Com

pare p. 120 as well as Problem ll-C.) Using these constructions, com

pute c(Kn) for a non-singular algebraic hypersurface Kn of degree d 

in pn+l (C), and prove that the characteristic number sn[Kn] is equal 

to d(n+2-dn). (An algebraic hypersurface of degree d is the set of 

zeroes of a homogeneous polynomial of degree d.) 

Problem 16-E. Similarly, if Hm,n is a non-singular hypersurface of 

degree (1,1) in the product pm(C) x pn(C) of complex projective 

spaces, with m, n ~ 2, prove that the characteristic number sm+n_l [Hm,nJ 

is equal to -(m+n)!/m!n!. Using disjoint unions of hypersurfaces, prove 



that for each dimension n there exists a complex manifold Kn with 

sn[Kn] = p if n + 1 is a power of the prime p, or with sn[Kn] = 1 if 

n + 1 is not a prime power. (A theorem of Milnor and Novikov asserts 

that these manifolds Kl, K2, K3 , ... freely generate the ring consisting of 

all "cobordism classes" of manifolds with a complex structure on the 

stable tangent bundle r $ sk. Compare (Stong].) 

Problem 16-F. Develop a corresponding calculus of mod 2 charac

teristic numbers slew 1"'" w n)[Mn], where I ranges over partitions of n. 

Using real algebraic hypersurfaces of degree (1,1) in a product of real 

projective spaces, prove that there exists a manifold yn with sn(w)[yn] 

~ 0 whenever n + 1 is not a power of 2. For n odd show that yn is 

orientable. As in Problem 4-E, let }(n be the Z/2 vector space consist

ing of cobordism classes of unoriented n-manifolds. Show that the 

products yilx ... x yir, where i1 , ... , ir ranges over all partitions of n 

into integers not of the form 2k_1, are linearly independent in }(n' CA 

theorem of Thorn asserts that these products actually form a basis for }(n' 

so that the cobordism algebra )(* is a polynomial algebra freely generated 
. 2 4 5 6 8 by the mamfolds y ,y ,y ,y ,y ,'" . 
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In the next two sections we will define and study the Thorn cobordism 

ring Q*. This section contains the basic definition and some preliminary 

results. For a fuller treatment of cobordism theory, the reader is referred 

to [Stong]. 

Smooth Manifolds-with-Boundary 

Let us first give a precise definition of this concept, which has 

already been used briefly in §4 and §16. As a universal model for 

manifolds-with-boundary, we take the closed half-space Hn, consisting 

of all points (xl' ... ' xn) in the Euclidean space Rn with xl::: O. A sub

set X C RA is called a smooth n-dimensional manifold-with-boundary if, 

for each point x (X, there exists a smooth mapping 

which maps some relatively open set U C Hn homeomorphically onto a 

neighborhood of x in X, and for which the matrix of first derivatives 

[ahalauj] has rank n everywhere. (Compare p. 4.) 

A point x of X is called an interior point if there exists such a 

local parametrization h: U -> RA of X about x such that U is an open 

subset of Rn (rather than Hn). Evidently the set of interior points forms 

a smooth n-dimensional manifold which is open as a subset of X. The 

non-interior points form a smooth (n-1)-dimensional manifold, called the 

boundary ax, which is closed as a subset of X. 

The tangent bundle Tn of a smooth manifold-with-boundary X is a 

smooth n-plane bundle over X. The definition is completely analogous 

to that on pp. 6, 14. This n-plane bundle has some additional structure 

199 
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which can be described as follows. If x is a boundary point of X, then 

the fiber DXx contains an Cn-l)-dimensiona1 subspace DCaX)x consist

ing of vectors which are tangent to the boundary. This hyperp1ane DCaX\ 

separates the tangent space DXx into two open subsets, consisting re

spectively of vectors which point "into" or "out of" X. By definition a 

vector v t DXx ' with v I DCaX)x' points into X if v is the velocity 

vector Cdp/dt)t=o of a smooth path 

p : [0, s) --> X 

with peO) = x. Similarly v points out of X if v is the velocity vector 

at t = 0 of a path p: (-s, 0] --> X with p(O) = x. 

Now suppose that the tangent bundle rn of X is an oriented n-p1ane 

bundle. Then the tangent bundle rn- 1 ofaX has an induced orienta

tion as follows. Choose an oriented basis vI , ... , vn for DXx at any 

boundary point x so that vI points out of X and v2 "'" vn are tangent 

to ax. Then the ordered basis v 2"'" v n determines the required orienta

tion for DCaX)x' 

[In the special case of a I-dimensional manifo1d-with-boundary, this 

construction must be modified slightly as follows. An "orientation" of a 

point x of the 0-dimensiona1 manifold ax is just a choice of sign +1 

or -1. In fact we assign x the orientation +1 or -1 according as the 

positive direction in DXx pOints out of or into X.] 

We will need the following statement. 

COLLAR NEIGHBORHOOD THEOREM 17.1. If X is a smooth 

paracompact manifold-with-boundary, then there exists an open 

neighborhood ofaX in X which is diffeomorphic to the 

product ax x [0,1). 

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 11.1. (Just as for 11.1, we 

will actually need this assertion only in the special case where aX is 

compact.) Details will be left to the reader. lIB 
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Oriented Cobordism 

If M is a smooth oriented manifold, then the notation -M will be 

used for the sa'me manifold with opposite orientation. The symbol + will 

be used for the disjoint union (also called topological sum) of smooth 

manifolds. 

DEFINITION. Two smooth compact oriented n-dimensional manifolds 

M and M' are said to be oriented cobordant, or to belong to the same 

oriented cobordism class, if there exists a smooth, compact, oriented 

manifold-with-boundary X so that ax with its induced orientation is 

diffeomorphic to M + (-M') under an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, 

LEMMA 17.2. This relation of oriented cobordism is reflexiv~, 

symmetric, and transitive. 

Indeed, the disjoint union M + (-M) is certainly diffeomorphic to !'lie: 

boundary of [0,1] x M under an orientation preserving diffeomorphism. 

Furthermore, if M + (-M') ~ ax, then clearly M' + (-M) ~ a(-X). 
Finally, if M + (-M') ~ ax and M' + (-M") ~ ay, then using 17.1 the 

smoothness structures and the orientations of X and Y can be pieced 

together along the common boundary M' so as to yield a new smooth 

oriented manifold-with-boundary bounded by M + (-M"). Details will be 

left to the reader. l1li 

Now the set Un consisting of all oriented cobordism classes of 

n-dimensional manifolds clearly forms an abelian group, using the disjoint 

union + as composition operation. The zero element of the group is the 

cobordism class of the vacuous manifold. 

Furthermore the cartesian product operation M~, M~ f--> M~ x M~ gives 

rise to an associative, bilinear product operation 
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Thus the sequence 

of oriented cobordism groups has the structure of a graded ring. This ring 

possesses a 2-sided identity element 1 (°0 , Furthermore, it is easily 

verified that M~ x M~ is isomorphic as oriented manifold to C-1)mnM~x 

M~. Thus this oriented cobordism ring is commutative in the graded 

sense. 

Pontrjagin numbers provide a basic tool for studying these cobordism 

groups. As already pointed out in §16, we have the following statement. 

LEMMA 17.3 (Pontrjagin). If M4k is the boundary of a smooth, 

compact, oriented (4k+l)-dimensional manifold-with-boundary, 

then every Pontrjagin number Pi ... Pi [M4k] is zero. 
1 r 

Since the identity PI[M1 + M2 ] = PI[M1 ] + PI[M2 ] is clearly satisfied, 

this proves the following. 

COROLLARY 17.4. For any partition 1= i1 , ... , ir of k, the 

4 k [M4 k]. . h h . correspondence M t-> PI gIves rIse to a omomorp Ism 

from the cobordism group 04k to Z. 

Now by 16.8 we obtain the following. 

2il 2ir 
COROLLARY 17.5. The products P CC) x .. , x P (C), where 

i1 , ... , ir ranges over all partitions of k, represent linearly inde

pendent elements of the cobordism group 04k' Hence 04k has 

rank greater than or equal to p(k), the number of partitions of k. 

Following Thorn, we will prove in §18 that the rank is precisely p(k). 
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To conclude this section, we list without proof the actual structures 

of the first few oriented cobordism groups. (Compare [Wall, 1960, p. 309].) 

00 2:! Z. In fact a compact oriented O-manifold is just a finite set of 

signed points, and the sum of the signs is a complete 

cobordism invariant. 

01 0, since every compact I-manifold clearly bounds. 

02 0, since a compact oriented 2-manifold bounds. 

03 O. In contrast to the lower dimensional cases, this assertion, first 

announced by [Rohlin], is non-trivial. To our knowledge it has 

never been proved directly. 

04 - Z, generated by the complex projective plane p 2(C). 

05 2:! Z/2, generated by the manifold yS of Problem 16-F. 

06 O. 

07 O. 

Os 2:! Z Ell Z, generated by p4(C) and p2(C) x p2(C). 

09 2:! (Z/2) Ell (Z/2), generated by y9 and the product yS x p2(C). 

0102:! Z/2, generated by yS x yS. 

0ll 2:! Z/2, generated by y11. 

As manifold yS (respectively y9, yII) we may take the non-singular 

hypersurface of degree (1,1) in the product p2 x p4 (respectively 

p2 x ps or p4 x ps) of real projective spaces. Using products of the 

generators listed above, it is easy to show that all of the higher cobordism 

groups are non-zero. 
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This section will describe some of the constructions which are needed 

to actually compute cobordism groups. We will develop the theory far 

enough to compute the structure of the ring Q* modulo torsion. 

The Thorn Space of a Euclidean Vector Bundle 

Let t be a k-plane bundle with a Euclidean metric, and let A C E(t) 

be the subset of the total space consisting of all vectors v with I vi ~ 1. 

Then the identification space E(t)/ A in which A is pinched to a point 

will be called the Thorn space T(t). Thus T(t) has a preferred base 

point, denoted by to' and the complement T(t) - to consists of all 

vectors v f E(t) with [vi < 1. 

REMARK. If the base space of t is compact, then T(t) can be 

identified with the single point (Alexandroff) compactification of E(O. 

In fact the correspondence v ~ v/J1-lv[2 maps E(t)- A diffeomor

phically onto E(O, inducing the required homeomorphism T(t) --> E(O U 00. 

The following two lemmas describe the topology of T(t). 

LEMMA 18.1. If the base space B is a CW-complex, then the 

Thorn space T(t) is a (k-1)-connected CW-complex, having 

(in addition to the base point to) One (n+k)-cell corresponding 

to each n-cell of B. 

In particular, if B is a finite complex, then T(t) is a finite complex. 

?OC; 
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Proof. For each open n-cell ea of B, the inverse image 17- 1(ea ) 

n (E-A) is an open cell of dimension n+k; these open cells are mutually 

disjoint and cover the set E-A 9!! T -to' Note that there are no cells in 

dimensions 1 through k-l. 

Let On denote the closed unit ball in Rn and let f: On -> B be a 

characteristic map (p. 73) for the cell ea' Then the induced Euclidean 

* vector bundle f (t) is trivial by the covering homotopy theorem [Steenrod, 

* §11.61, so the vectors of length :S 1 in E(f (0) form a topological 

product On x Ok. The composition 

now forms the required characteristic map for the image of 7T- 1 (ea ) in the 

Thorn space TCO. Further details will be left to the reader. III 

We will need to compute (or at least to estimate) the homotopy groups 

of such a Thorn space TCt). As a first step, here is a description of the 

homology. 

LEMMA 18.2. If t is an oriented k-plane bundle over B, then 

each integral homology group Hk+/T(t), to) is canonically iso

morphic to Hi(B). 

Proof. Evidently the base space B is embedded as the zero cross

section in the space E-A 9!! T -to' Let To = Eo/ A be the complement 

of the zero section in the Thorn space T. Then evidently To is con

tractible, so by the exact sequence of the triple (T, To, to) it follows that 

But an easy excision argument shows that 
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Together with the Thorn isomorphism 

of §10. 7, this completes the proof. l1li 

Homotopy Groups Modulo e 
In order to relate homology groups to homotopy groups, we use some 

results of [Serre]. Let e denote the class of all finite abelian groups. 

A homomorphism h: A --> B between abelian groups is called a 

e.isomorphism if both the kernel h -1 (0) and the cokernel B/h(A) be

long to e. 

THEOREM 18.3. Let X be a finite complex which is (k-l)

connected, k > 2. Then the Hurewicz homomorphism 

IS a e-isomorphism for r < 2k-1. 

Proof. This Theorem will be established by assembling several re

sults of Serre. First note that the Theorem is true for the special case of 

a sphere Sn, n ~ k, for the homotopy groups 17 /Sn) are finite for 

r < 2n-1, r';" n. (See for example [Spanier, pp. 515-516].) 

Next note that it is true for any finite bouquet of spheres. In fact if 

the Theorem is true for two (k-1)-connected complexes X and Y then, 

using the Kiinneth theorem, it is certainly true for the product X x Y. 

Hence, applying the relative Hurewicz theorem to the pair (X x Y, X v V), 

we see that 17 r(X v Y) ~ 17 /X x Y) ~ 17 r(X) & 17 reV) for r < 2k-1, and 

it follows easily that the Theorem is true for X v Y also. 

Finally, consider an arbitrary (k-l)-connected finite complex X. 

Since the homotopy groups 17 r(X) are finitely generated [Spanier, p. 509], 

we can choose a finite basis for the torsion free part of 17 /X) for each 
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r < 2k. Represent each basis element by a base point preserving map 
r· 

S 1 -> X, and combine these maps to form a single map 

r1 rp 
f:S v ... vS ->X. 

Since the Theorem has already been established for this bouquet of 

spheres, we see easily that f induces a t:-isomorphism of homotopy 

groups in dimensions less than 2k-1, and a t:-surjection in dimension 

2k-1. Therefore, by the generalized Whitehead theorem [Spanier, p. 512], 

it follows that f also induces a t:-isomorphism of homology groups in 

dimensions less than 2k-1. Thus, since the Theorem is true for the 

bouquet of spheres, it must also be true for X. l1li 

Alternative Proof. The corresponding statement for cohomotopy groups 

and cohomology groups is proved in [Serrel, hence the present Theorem 

follows by [Spanier-Whitehead] duality. l1li 

COROLLARY 18.4. If T is the Thom space of an oriented 

k-plane bundle over the finite complex B, then there is a 

t:-isomorphism 

for all dimensions n < k - 1. 

Proof. This follows immediately from 18.2 and 18.3. l1li 

Now we must show how to apply this corollary to the computation of 

cobordism groups. 

Regular Values and Transversality 

Let M and N be smooth manifolds of dimensions m and n re

spectively, and let f: M -> N be a smooth map. A point y (N is called 

a regular value of f, or equivalently the map f is said to be transverse 

to y, if for each point x (C1(y) the induced map 
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of tangent spaces is surjective. [More generally, we say that f has y 

as regular value throughout some subset X C M if this condition is satis

fied for every x t f- I (y) n X.J If M is compact, note that the set of 

regular values is an open subset of N. 

Of course if the dimension m is less than n, then the condition can 

only be satisfied vacuously: the point y t N is a regular value of £ 

onl y if Cl (y) is vacuous. However, if m ~ n, then the set £-1 (y) may 

well be non-vacuous. 

If y is a regular value, note that the inverse image C I (y) is a 

(possibly vacuous) smooth manifold of dimension m-no This statement 

follows easily from the Implicit Function Theorem. See for example 

[Graves, p. 138]. 

The following extremely useful theorem is due to Arthur B. Brown and 

(in a sharper version) to Arthur Sard. 

THEOREM OF BROWN. Let f: W --> Rn be a smooth (i.e., 

infinitely differentiable) mapping, where W is an open subset 

of Rm. Then the set of regular values of f is everywhere 

dense in Rn. 

Proofs may be found, for example, in [Brown}, [Sard}, [Sternberg] and 

[Milnor, 1965]. 

It follows easily that for any smooth map £: M --> N, assuming only 

that there is a countable basis for the topology of M, the set of regular 

values is a countable intersection of dense open sets, and hence is every

where dense in N. 

Now suppose that we are given a smooth submanifold YeN of 

dimension n-k. A smooth map f: M --> N is said to be transverse to Y, 

if for every x t f-l(y) the composition 
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Df 
_-,x~) DNy 

from the tangent space at x to the normal space at f(x) = y is surjective. 

(More generally, f is transverse to Y throughout some subset X of M 

if this condition is satisfied for every x ( X n f- 1 (Y).] 

If f is transverse to Y, then using the Implicit Function Theorem 

one verifies that the inverse image Cl (Y) is a (possibly vacuous) 

smooth manifold of dimension m-k. 

If v k is the normal bundle of Y in N, then it is not difficult to 

show that the bundle over Cl (Y) induced from v k by f can be identi

fied with the normal bundle of Cl (Y) in M. In particular, if v k is an 

oriented vector bundle, and if M is an oriented manifold, then if follows 

that Cl (Y) is an oriented manifold. 

In order to actually construct such transversal mappings, we proceed 

in two steps, starting with the theorem of Brown and Sard. Consider 

again an open set WC Rm and consider a smooth map f: W --> Rk. Sup

pose that f has the origin as a regular value throughout some relatively 

closed subset XC W. Let K be a compact subset of W. 

LEMMA 18.5. There exists a smooth map g: W --> Rk which 

coincides with f outside of a compact set, and which has the 

origin as a regular value throughout X U K. In fact, given 

E> 0, we can choose g uniformly close to f so that 

If(x) - g(x)1 < E for all x. 

Proof. Using a smooth partition of unity, construct a smooth map 

A: W --> (0,1] which takes the value 1 on a neighborhood of K and 

vanishes outside of a larger compact set K'C W. If y is any regular 

value of f, with Iyl < E, then the function g defined by 

g(x) = f(x) - A(x) y 



will certainly: 

(a) have 0 as a regular value throughout K, 

(b) coincide with f outside of K', and 

(c) satisfy I g(x) - f(x)1 < E. 

In fact, by Brown's theorem, y can be chosen arbitrarily close to the 

origin O. If y is chosen sufficiently close to 0, we claim that g also 

has 0 as regular value throughout the intersection K' n X. For by 

choosing Iyl small, we not only guarantee that g will be uniformly 

close to f, but also that the partial derivatives ag/aXj will be uniform

ly close to the derivatives af/ax j . Therefore, since f has 0 as regular 

value throughout the compact set K' n X, it will follow easily that g_ 

also has 0 as regular value throughout K' n X. (See Problem 18-A.) 

Together with (a) and (b) this implies that g has 0 as regular value 

throughout the union X U K, as required. l1li 

Now let I; be a smooth oriented k-plane bundle. The base space B 

of I; is smoothly embedded as the zero cross-section in the total space 

E(I;), and hence in the Thorn space T = T(I;). 

Given any continuous map f from the sphere Srn to the Thorn space 

T, we would like to first approximate f by a "smooth" map. This does 

not quite make sense, since T is not a manifold. However T - to' the 

complement of the base point, certainly does have the structure of a 

smooth manifold, and it is not difficult to approximate f by a homotopic 

map fo which coincides with f on f- 1(tO) = fOl(tO) and is smooth 

throughout the complement fo 1 (T -to)' The necessary techniques are 

described, for example, in [Steenrod, §6.7]. 

THEOREM 18.6. Every continuous map f: Srn -> T(I;) is homo

topic to a map g which is smooth throughout g-l(T-to), and 

is transverse to the zero cross-section B. The oriented co

bordism class of the resulting smooth (m-k)-dimensional mani

fold g-l(B) depends only on the homotopy class of g. Hence 

the correspondence 
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gives rise to a homomorphism from the homotopy group 17m(T, to) 

to the oriented cobordism group 0m-k' 

Proof. As noted above, we can first approximate f by a map fo 

which is smooth throughout fOl(T-to)' Choose a covering of the compact 

set fOl(B) by open subsets W1 , ... , Wr of fOl(T-to) which are small 

enough so that each image 
fo(W i) C T - to C E(O 

is contained in some product coordinate patch 

for the vector bundle 1;. Here U i denotes an open subset of B which 

is small enough so that the bundle I; I U i is trivial. 

Choose compact sets Ki C Wi so that fOl(B) is contained in the 

interior of Kl U '" U Kr. Then we will modify fo within one open set 

W i after another, constructing mappings fl' f2' ... , fr satisfying the 

following three conditions. 

(1) Each fi is smooth throughout fileT-to) = f01(T-to)' and coin

cides with fi_ 1 outside of a compact subset of W i' 

(2) Each fi is transverse to B throughout the set Kl U K2 U ... U Ki , 

(3) The projection 17(fi(x)) t B is equal to 17(fo(x» for all 

x E f01 (T -to)' 

Furthermore we will choose each fi "close" to f i_ 1 in a sense to 

be made precise later. To begin the construction, we assume inductively 

that a map f i_ 1 has been chosen so as to satisfy (1), (2), and (3). It 

follows from Condition (3) that fi_ 1 must map the open set W i into the 

product coordinate patch 17- 1 CU). US ing the product structure 
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let Pi: "-l(Ui) -> Rk be the projection map to the second factor. We want 

to choose a new map x f-> fi(x) for x (Wi . The first coordinate "(f/x» 

is already determined by (3), so we need only choose the second coordi

nate P /fi(x». 

Since fi_ 1 satisfies Condition (2), it follows easily that the com

position x f-> PPi-1 (x» has the origin of Rk as a regular value 

throughout the relatively closed subset (K1 U ... u Ki_ 1) n Wi of Wi . 

Hence, by 18.5, we can approximate this composition by a map from Wi 

to Rk which 

(a) agrees with Pi 0 fi_ 1 outside of a compact subset of W i' and 

(b) has the origin as regular value throughout (Kl U ... U K i) n W i' 

Taking this approximating map to be Pi 0 fi' we have evidently, in view 

of Conditions (1) and (3), defined fi(x) for all x. Furthermore, it is 

clear that this new map fi will satisfy Condition (2). 

Thus, proceeding by induction, we can construct maps f1' f2' ... , fr, 

all satisfying the Conditions (1), (2), (3). Let g = fro Clearly g is 

transverse to B throughout the compact set Kl U ... U Kr. If we can 

guarantee that the entire inverse image g -1 (B) is contained in 

Kl U ... U Kr, then we will be sure that g is transverse to B every

where, as required. 

For each t ( T - to ~ E-A let O:s It I < 1 denote the Euclidean 

norm, so that I tl = 0 if and only if t (B. It is convenient to set I to 1= 1. 

Since K1 U ... U Kr is a neighborhood of f01 (B) in the compact space 

Srn, there exists a constant c > 0 so that 

for all x, Kl U ... U Kr. Suppose that each fi is chosen so close to 

fi_ 1 that 

for all x. Then evidently 

I g(x) - fo(x)1 < c . 
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Therefore \g(x)i ~ ° for x I Kl U '" U Kr, and the entire inverse image 

g-l(B) must be contained in K1 U ... U Kr. Hence g is transverse to B 

everywhere, and the inverse image g-\B) is a smooth, compact, oriented 

(m-k)-dimensional manifold. This proves the first part of 18.6. 

Next consider two homotopic maps g and g' from Srn to T, both 

being smooth on the inverse image of T - to and both being transverse to 

B. Then it is not difficult to construct a homotopy 

ho : Srn x [0,3] -> T 

which is smooth throughout ha1 (T -to)' and which satisfies 

ho(x, t) g(x) 

ho(x, t) = g'(x) 

for t t [0, 1] 

for t f [2,3] 

Proceeding as above, we can then construct a new map h: Srn x [0,3] -> T 

which coincides with ho except on a compact subset of Srn x (0,3), and 

which is transverse to B. The construction is inductive, making sure at 

each stage that transversality throughout the set Srn x [0,1] U Srn x [2,3] 

is not lost. The inverse image h- 1 (B) under this new homotopy will 

then provide the required oriented cobordism between g-1(B) and g,-1(B). 

Thus the oriented cobordism class of g-1(B) depends only on the 

homotopy class of B. 

Since the composition operation in the homotopy group "m(T, to) 

clearly corresponds to the disjoint union operation for the manifolds 

g-l(B), it follows that this correspondence g I--> g-l(B) gives rise to a 

well defined homomorphism from "meT, to) to the cobordism group Qm-k' IIIi 

The Main Theorem 

In place of the smooth oriented k-plane bundle of 18.6, let us substi

tute the universal oriented k-plane bundle yk over Gk(ROO). The follow

ing result lies at the heart of Thorn's theory. 
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THEOREM OF THOM, For k> n+l the homotopy group 

TT n+k(T(yk), to) of the universal Thorn space is canonically 

isomorphic to the oriented cobordism group On' Similarly the 

homotopy group TT n+kCT(yk), to) associated with the unoriented 

universal bundle is canonically isomorphic to the unoriented 

cobordism group nn' 

REMARK. Thom uses the notations MSO(k) and MOCk) for these 

two universal Thom spaces. These correspond to the standard notations 

BSOCk) and BOCk) for the associated universal base spaces. 

To simplify our discussion, we will not prove all of Thom's theorem, 

but only the following partial statement. Let ji k = Y k(R k+p) be the p 

bundle of oriented k-planes in (k+p)-space. 

LEMMA 18.7. If k > nand p 2: n, then the homomorphism 

of 18.6 is surjective. 

Proof. Let Mn be an arbitrary smooth, compact, oriented 

n-dimensional manifold. Then, by a theorem of [Whitney, 1944], Mn can 

be embedded in the Euc1idean space Rn+k. Proceeding as in §11.1, we 

can choose a 'neighborhood U of Mn in Rn+k which is diffeomorphic 

to the total space ECv k) of the normal bundle. Using the Gauss map, we 

have 

and composing with the canonical map E(y;) -> T(ji;), we obtain a map 

g: U -> TcY;) which is transverse to the zero cross-section B, and 

satisfies g-l(B) = Mn. 

Now extend g to the one point compactification Rn+k u 00 e! Sn+k 

by mapping Sn+k - U to the base point to' The resulting map 
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g: Sn+k --> T(Y';) clearly gives rise, under the construction of 18.6, to the 

cobordism class of Mn. l1li 

We are now ready to prove our main result. 

THEOREM 18.8 (Thorn). The oriented cobordism group On is 

finite for n i 0 (mod 4), and is a finitely generated group with 

rank equal to per), the number of partitions of r, when n = 4r. 

For by 18.7 the group On is a homomorphic image of 7T n+k(T(Y';)) 

for k and p large, and by 18.4 this latter group is e-isomorphic to 

Hn(Gk(Rk+P); Z). But using §15.9, the group Hn(C\(Rk+P); Z) is finite 

for n i 0 (mod 4), and is finitely generated of rank per) for n = 4r. 

Therefore On is finite for n i 0 (mod 4), and 04r is finitely generated 

with 

Since rank (04r) 2: per) by §17.5, the conclusion follows. l1li 

If we kill torsion by tensoring the cobordism ring 0* with the rational 

numbers Q, then evidently the products 

2 il 2 ir 
p (C) x ... x P (C), 

where i1 , 00., ir ranges over all partitions of k, will be linearly inde

pendent, and hence will form a basis for the vector space 04k ® Q. 

(Compare 17.5.) This proves the following. 

COROLLARY 18.9. The tensor product 0* ® Q is a polynomial 

algebra over Q with independent generators p2(C), p4(C), p6(C),oo. 

Another immediate consequence is the following. 
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COROLLARY 18.10. Let Mn be smooth, compact and oriented. 

Then some positive multiple Mn + ... + Mn is an oriented 

boundary Hand only if every Pontrjagin number PI[Mn] is zero. 

217 

For otherwise there would be too many linearly independent elements 

in an' III 

[C. T C. Wall] has proved the following much sharper statement. The 

manifold Mn itself is an oriented boundary if and only if all Pontrjagin 

numbers and all Stiefel-Whitney numbers of Mn are zero. Thus the co

bordism group an is always the direct sum of a number of copies of Z/2 

and Cif n == 0 mod 4) a number of copies of Z. 

We conclude with a problem for the reader. 

Problem 18-A. As in the proof of 18.5, suppose that f has the origin 

as regular value throughout a compact set K'" ewe Rm. If g is uniformly 

close to f and the derivatives ag/aXj are uniformly close to the af/axj' 

show that g has the origin as regular value throughout K". 



§19. Multiplicative Sequences and the Signature Theorem 

The material in this chapter is due to [Hirzebruchl. 

Let A be a fixed commutative ring with unit (usually the ring of 

rational numbers). The symbol 

* (012 ) A=A,A,A, ... 

will stand for a graded A-algebra with unit which is commutative in the 

classical sense (xy = yx regardless of the degrees of x and y). In the 

main application, An will be the cohomology group H4n(B;A). 

To each such A * we associate the commutative ring An consisting 

of all formal sums ao + a1 + a2 + ... with a i t Ai. (Compare p. 39.) We 

will be particularly interested in the group consisting of all elements of 

the form 
a = 1 + al + a2 + ... 

in An. The product of two such units is evidently given by the formula 

Now consider a sequence of polynomials 

with coefficients in A such that, if the variable xi is assigned degree 

i, then 

(1) each Kn(x1 , ... , xn) is homogeneous of degree n. 

Given Ail as above, and an element a t All with leading term 1, define 

a new element K(a) t An, also with leading term 1, by the formula 
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DEFINITION. The Kn form a multiplicative sequence of polynomials 

if the identity 

(2) K(ab) = K(a) K(b) 

is satisfied for all such A-algebras A * and for all a, b t A IT with lead

ing term 1. 

Example 1. Given any constant A t A the polynomials 

form a multiplicative sequence, with 

The cases A = 1 (so that K(a) = a) and A = -1 (compare §14.9) are of 

particular interest. 

Example 2. The identity K(a) = a -1 defines a multiplicative se

quence with 

and in general 

These polynomials can be used to describe the relations between the 

Pontrjagin classes (or the Chern classes, or the Stiefel-Whitney classes) 

of two vector bundles with trivial Whitney sum. Compare pp. 39-41. 



EXAMPLE 3. The polynomials K2n+l = 0 and K2n(x1 , ... , x2n) = 

x; - 2xn_l xn+l + ... + 2xl x2n_i ± 2xn form a multiplicative sequence 

which can be used to describe the relationship between the Chern classes 

of a complex vector bundle wand the Pontrjagin classes of the underly

ing real bundle Ww Compare §15.5. 

The following theorem gives a simple classification of all possible 

multiplicative sequences. Let A * be the graded polynomial ring Md 
where t is an indeterminate of degree 1. Then an element of All with 

leading term 1 can be thought of as a formal power series 

with coefficients in A. In particular 1+ t is such an element. 

LEMMA 19.1 (Hirzebruch). Given a formal power series f(t) = 

1 + A 1 t + A2 t2 + ... with coefficients in A, there is one and 

only one multiplicative sequence {Knl with coefficients in A 

satisfying the condition 

K(l + t) = f(t) , 

or equivalently satisfying the condition that the coefficient of 

xr in each polynomial Kn(xl' ... , xn) is equal to An' 

DEFINITION. {Knl is called the multiplicative sequence belonging 

to the power series f(t). 

Examples. The three multiplicative sequences mentioned above 

belong to the power series 1 + At, 1 - t + t 2 - t 3 + ... , and 1 + t2 re

spectively. 

REMARK. If the multiplicative sequence {Knl belongs to the power 

series f(t), then for any A * and any a1 (Ai the identity 



is satisfied. Of course this identity would no longer be true if something 

of degree .;,. 1 were substituted in place of a 1. 

Proof of uniqueness. Choosing any positive integer n, let A * be 

the polynomial ring A[t1, ... , tn] where the ti are algebraically indepen

dent of degree 1, and let 

a = 

Then 

Taking the homogeneous part of degree n, it follows that K n(al' ... , an) 

is completely determined by the power series f(t). Since the elementary 

symmetric functions a1 , ••• , an are algebraically independent, this proves 

the uniqueness of each Kn" 

Proof of existence. For any partition I = i l , ... , ir of n, it will be 

convenient to use the abbreviation AI for the product A. . .. A.. With 
11 lr 

this convention, let us define the polynomial Kn by the formula 

to be summed over all partitions I of n .. Here. sI stands for the poly-
. . ~ 11 lr 

nomlal of §16.1, wIth sI(a1 , ... ,an) = ~ t1 ... t r . 

Just as in §16.2, we have the identity 

to be summed over all partitions Hand J with juxtaposition HJ equal 

to I. Therefore 

is equal to 

K(ab) = l AIsI(ab) 
I 
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Now consider some multiplicative sequence of polynomials 

IKn(x1 , ... , xn)l with rational coefficients. Let Mm be a smooth, com

pact, oriented m-dimensional manifold. 

DEFINITION. The K-genus K[Mm] is zero if the dimension m is 

not divisible by 4, and is equal to the rational number 

if m = 4n, where Pi denotes the i-th Pontrjagin class of the tangent 

bundle. Thus K[Mm] is a certain rational linear combination of the 

Pontrjagin numbers of Mm. 

LEMMA 19.2. For any multiplicative sequence IKnl, with 

rational coefficients, the correspondence M \-7 K[M] defines a 

ring homomorphism from the cobordism ring Q* to the rational 

numbers Q. 

Equivalently, this correspondence gives rise to an algebra homomor

phism from Q* ® Q to Q. 

Proof. It is clear that the correspondence is additive, and that the 

K-genus of a boundary is zero. For a product manifold M x M', with total 

Pontrjagin class congruent to p x p' modulo elements of order 2, we 

have K(px p') = K(p) x K(p'), hence 

<K(pxp'), (1 x (1'> = (_1)mm' <K(p),(1> <K(p'),(1'> 

Since the sign in this formula is certainly +1 when the dimensions 

are divisible by 4, this proves that 

as required. III 

, 
m,m 

We will use this construction to compute an important homotopy type 

invariant of M. 
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DEFINITION. The signature a of a compact, oriented manifold Mm 

is defined to be zero if the dimension is not a multiple of 4, and as 

follows for m = 4k. Choose a basis a1 , ... , a r for H2k(M4k; Q) so that 

the symmetric matrix 

is diagonal. Then a(M4k) is the number of positive diagonal entries 

minus the number of negative ones. (In other words a is the signature of 

the rational quadratic form a f-'> <a U a,p.>.) 

Alternatively, this number a is often called the "index" of M, 

particularly in the older literature. 

LEMMA 19.3 (Thorn). This signature function has the following 

three properties: 

(1) a(M+M') = a(M) + a(M'), 

(2) a(Mx M') = a(M)a(M'), 

(3) if M is an oriented boundary, then a(M) = O. 

In fact Assertion (1) is trivial, (2) can be proved using the Klinneth 

isomorphism H*(M x M'; Q) 9!! H*cM; Q) ® H*cM'; Q), and (3) can be proved 

using the Poincare duality theorem for manifolds with boundary. Details 

may be found in [Hirzebruch, §8], or in [Stong, pp. 220-222]' III 

It follows immediately from properties (1) and (3) that the signature of 

a manifold can be expressed as a linear function of its Pontrjagin numbers 

More precisely, according to Hirzebruch, one has the following. 

SIGNATURE THEOREM 19.4. Let !Lk(Pl' ... , Pk)l be the multi

plicative sequence of polynomials belonging to the power series 

. r;: . r;: 1 1 2 k-l 2 k k/(2) I vt/tanh v t = 1 + 3" t - 45 t + - ... + (-1) 2 Bkt k .... 

Then the signature aCM4k) of any smooth compact oriented 

manifold M4k is equal to the L-genus L[M4k]. 



2:lS 

Here Bk denotes the k-th Bernoulli number (compare Appendix B), 

with 
Bl = 1/6, B2 = 1/30, B3 = 1/42, .... 

The first four L-polynomials are 

1 
3" Pl 

ls (7P2 - pi) 

L3 = 9~S ( 62P3 - 13P2Pl '+ 2Pi) 

L4 = 14i7S (381P4 - 71P3Pl - 19p~ + 22P2Pi - 3pi) 

Proof of the Signature Theorem. Since the correspondences M I-> a(M) 

and M I-> L[M] both give rise to algebra homomorphisms from Q* ® Q to 

Q, it suffices to check this theorem on a set of generators for the algebra 

Q*0 Q. According to §18.9, the complex projective spaces p2k(C) pro

vide such a set of generators. 

To compute the signature of p2k(C), we need only note that 

H2k(p2k(C); Q) is generated by a single element ak with 

k k <a U a ,(1) = 1 . 

(Compare 14.4, 14.10.) Hence the signature a(p2k(C)) is +1. 

To compute L k[p2k(C)]' we recall from §lS.6 that the tangential 

Pontrjagin class p of p2k(C) is equal to (1 + a2)2k+l. Since the multi

plicative sequence I Lkl belongs to the power series f(t) = 0/tanh 0, 

it follows that 

and hence that 

L(p) = (a/tanh a)2k+l . 

Thus the L-genus <L(p),(1> is equal to the coefficient of a2k in this 

power series. 
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Replacing a by the complex variable z, the coefficient of z2k in 

the Taylor expansion of (z/tanh z)2k+I can be computed by dividing by 

217iz2k+I and then integrating around the origin. In fact the substitution 

u = tanh z, with 

shows that 

is equal to +1. Hence L[p2k(C)] is equal to +1 = a(p2k(C)), and it 

follows that L[M] = a(M) for all M. lIII 

A more direct proof of the signature theorem has been given by 

[Atiyah and Singer, §6], as an application of the "Index Theorem" for 

elliptic differential operators. 

COROLLARY 19.5. The L-genus of any manifold is an integer. 

For the signature a is always an integer. l1li 

It follows, for example, that the Pontrjagin number PI [M4] is divisi

ble by 3, and the number 7P2[M8] - pi[M8] is divisible by 45. 

COROLLARY 19.6. The L-genus L[M] depends only on the 

oriented homotopy type of M. 

For a(M) is clearly invariant under any orientation preserving homo

topy equivalence. l1li 

According to [Kahn], the L-genus and its rational multiples are the 

only rational linear combinations of Pontrjagin numbers which are oriented 

homotopy type invariants. 
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Multiplicative Characteristic Classes 

For the remainder of this section we will very briefly describe another 

application of multiplicative sequences. Let A be an integral domain 

containing 1/2, and let l Kn1 be a multiplicative sequence with coeffi

cients in A. Setting 

for any real vector bundle ~, we clearly obtain a sequence of "charac

teristic classes" 

which are natural with respect to bundle maps, and satisfy the product 

formula 

kn(~EB7J) = L ki(~) kj (7J) 
i+j=n 

Here it is understood that ko(O = 1. [Setting kCO = ~ kjCO, we can 

of course write this product formula briefly as k(~EB7J) = k(~)k(7J).] 

Conversely, given a sequence of characteristic classes kn(~) satis

fying these properties, it is not difficult to show that kn(~) = 

Kn(Pl (0, ... , Pn(~» for some uniquely defined multiplicative sequence 

lKn!. (Compare §IS.9 and Problem IS-B.) It does not matter whether or 

not the bundles ~ are required to be oriented or orientable. 

The precise multiplicative sequence corresponding to a given se

quence I kn(~)l of characteristic classes can be identified as follows. 

Let yl be the canonical complex line bundle over P""(C), and recall 

that 

(Compare 14.4, 14.10, and 15.5.) Defining a formal power series f(t) by 

setting f(a2) equal to k(yl R) = ~ kn(yl R)' it clearly follows that 

I Kn l is the multiplicative sequence belonging to this power series £(t). 

To illustrate these ideas, let us consider the case A = l/e where e 
is a fixed odd prime. Let 



denote the Steenrod reduced £-th power operation, where r = ~(£-1). 
(Compare [Steenrod and Epstein].) Following [Wu, 19551, and in 

analogy with Thorn's definition of Stiefel-Whitney classes (§8), we define 

a new characteristic class 

by the identity qn(O = cp-lpncp(l) for any oriented vector bundle r 
Just as in §8, it is easy to check that the qn are natural, and satisfy a 

product formula. Hence 

for some uniquely determined multiplicative sequence 1 Ki I with mod £ 

coeffic ients. 

To identify this multiplicative sequence, we need only consider the 

particular vector bundle g = yl R over the infinite complex projective 

space pOO(C). The space EO of non-zero vectors in E = E(y1 R) has 

the homology of a point. Hence there are natural ring isomorphisms 

H*(E, Eo) ~ H*(E, point) ~ H*(P""(C), point) . 

2 The fundamental cohomology class u ( H (E, Eo) corresponds to the class 

(See 14.10.) Therefore the element pl eu) =u£ (see [Steenrod-Epstein, 

p. 76]) corresponds to (-a)£, and it follows that 

( 1) ()£-1 2r ql Y R = -a = a 

Since the higher pk(u) are zero for dimensional reasons, this shows that 

the formal power series f(a2) = 2 qk(y1R) is equal to 1 + a2r, which 

proves the following. 
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THEOREM 19.7 (Wu). If e = 2r+ 1 is an odd prime, then the 

mod e characteristic class 

is equal to Krn(Pl cO, ... , Prn(t» where !Kil is the multiplica

tive sequence belonging to the power series f(t) = l+tr. 
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As examples, for e = 3 it follows that qn(t) is equal to the 

Pontrjagin class Pn(t) reduced modulo 3, and for e = 5 it follows that 

qnct ) is equal to p/ - 2Pn_1Pn+l + - ... ± 2P2n reduced modulo 5. 

Just as in the mod 2 case, it can be shown that qiCTn), for the 

tangent bundle Tn of a compact oriented manifold, is a homotopy type in

variant. (Compare §11.14.) In fact 

where the Wu class vi is characterized by the identity 

for all x ( Hn-4ri(Mn; Z/e). In particular, it follows that Pontrjagin 

classes modulo 3 are homotopy type invariants. Proofs will be left to 

the reader. 

These characteristic classes qiCt ) generalize to play an important 

role in the theory of fibrations with a homotopy sphere as fiber. Compare 

[Milnor, 1968], [Stasheff], [May]. 

We conclude with three problems for the reader, all taken from 

[Hirzebruc h]. 

Problem 19-A. Let ITnl be the multiplicative sequence of polyno

mials belonging to the power series [et) = t/Cl- e-t). Then the Todd 

genus T[M] of a complex n-dimensional manifold is defined to be the 



characteristic number <Tn(c1, ... ,cn),/12n>' Prove that T[pn(C)] = +1, 

and prove that ! T n! is the only multiplicative sequence with this property. 

Problem 19-B. If !Kn! is the multiplicative sequence belonging to 

f(t) = 1 + Al t + A2 t2 + ... , let us indicate the dependence on the coeffi

cients \ by setting Kn(xI"",xn)=kn(AI, ... ,An,xl",.,xn)' where kn 

is a polynomial with integer coefficients. By considering the case where 

AI' ... , An are the elementary symmetric functions in n indeterminates, 

prove the symmetry property kn(x1 ,···, xn ' A1 , ... , An) = kn(A 1 , "', An' 

Xl' ... , xn)· In particular, prove that the coefficient of Xi ... Xi in the 
I r 

polynomial K (xl"'" xn) is equal to Si i (A 1 , ... , An)' n 1 , ... , r 

Problem 19-C. Using Cauchy's identity 

prove that the coefficient of Pn in the L-polynomial Ln(Pl'···' Pn) is 

equal to 22k(22k-l_l)Bk/(2k)! f- O. (Compare Appendix B.) 
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For any triangulated manifold Mn, [Thom, 1958] has defined classes 

Ci t H4i(Mn; Q) which are combinatorial (Le., piecewise linear) invariants. 

(See also [Rohlin and SvarC.l.) In the case of a smooth manifold, suitably 

triangulated, these coincide with the Hirzebruch classes Li(Pl"'" Pi) of 

the tangent bundle rn. 

Now recall (Problem 19-C) that the coefficient of Pi in the polynomial 

Li (Pl ' ... , Pi) is non-zero. Hence it follows by induction that the equations 

ri = Li(Pl' ... , Pi) can be uniquely solved for the Pontrjagin classes Pi as 

polynomial functions of e1 , •.. , Ci . For example 

Pl 3C1 , 

P2 = (45C2 + 9C12)/7 , 

and so on. Thus it follows that the rational Pontrjagin classes Pi(rn) f 

H4i(Mn; Q) are piecewise linear invariants. This section contains an ex

posi tion of these results. 

In 1965 [Novikov] proved the much sharper statement that rational 

Pontrjagin classes are topological invariants. (Compare the Epilogue.) 

We will not try to discuss this sharper theorem. 

The Differentiable Case 

In order to motivate the combinatorial definition, we will first give a 

new interpretation for the classes Li(Pl"'" Pi) of a smooth n-manifold. 

The restriction 4i < (n-1)/2 will be needed at first. 

Let Mn be a smooth, compact n-dimensional manifold, and let 

f: Mn --> Sn-4i be a smooth (Le., infinitely differentiable) map. 



LEMMA 20.1. There exists a dense open subset of Sn-4i con

sisting of points y such that the inverse image Cl(y) is a 

smooth 4i-dimensional manifold with trivial normal bundle in Mn. 

Proof. By the theorem of Brown and Sard (Section 18), the set of regu

lar values of f is everywhere dense in Sn-4i. This set is open since it 

is the complement of the continuous image of a compact subset of Mn. 

For every regular value y, the inverse image f- 1 (y) is smooth, compact, 

and has normal bundle which is trivial, since it is induced from the normal 

bundle of y in Sn-4 i. l1li 

Now suppose that Mn is an oriented manifold. Then the orientations 

of Mn and Sn-4i determine an orientation for f- 1(y), using the Whitney 

sum decomposition r 4i(f -1 (y))ffi vn- 4i = rn If -l(y). 

Let u and !1n denote the standard generators of Hk(Sk; Z) and 

Hn(Mn; Z) respectively, and let rn denote the tangent bundle of Mn. The 

class L/Pl (rn) , ''', Pi(rn)) f H4i (Mn ; Q) will be written briefly as L/rn). 

LEMMA 20.2. For every smooth map f: Mn -> Sn-4i and every 

regular va lue y, the Kronecker index 

is equal to the signature a of the manifold M4i = f -l(y). In the 

case 4i < (n-l)/2, the class Li(rn) is completely characterized 

by these identities. 

4' 4' 4' Proof. Let r 1 be the tangent bundle of M 1, and j: M 1 -> Mn the 

inclusion map. Then j is covered by a bundle map r4i ffi vn- 4i -> rn. 

Since the normal bundle v n- 4i is trivial, this means that L i (r4i) is 

equal to j*L/rn). Hence the signature 



Now consider the cohomology class f*eu) ( Hn- 4i(M n; Z). Using the 

commutative diagram 

we see easily that f*(u) can be identified with the "dual cohomology 

class" (p. 120) to the submanifold M4i C Mn. 

We will make use of the Poincare duality isomorphism a 1-. a n /1 n 

from Hn- 4i(M n) to H4i(Mn), defined by means of the cap product opera

tion. (See Appendix A, pp. 276-278.) According to Problem l1-C, this 

isomorphism maps the dual cohomology class f*(u) to the homology class 

j *C!14)' Hence the signature < L/rn), j //14i) > is equal to 

This proves the first half of 20.2. 

To prove the second half, we will make use of a theorem of [Serre, 

p. 289] concerning the Borsuk-Spanier cohomotopy groups. If n < 2k-1, 

then the set of all homotopy classes of maps f: Mn --. Sk forms an abelian 

group, denoted by rrk(Mn) and called the k-th cohomotopy group of Mn. 

Serre shows that the correspondence f M f*(u) induces a e-isomorphism 

(Compare pp. 207, 208. This result is the Spanier-Whitehead dual of 18.3.) 

In particular, the images f*(u) generate a subgroup of finite index in 

HkCMn; Z). Now substitute k = n-4i, so that the dimensional restriction 

n < 2k-1 takes the form 4i < Cn-1)/2. If this restriction is satisfied, 

then by Poincare duali ty (p. 128), the rational cohomology class Li(rn) 

is completely determined by the set of all Kronecker indices 

< LiCrn) U f*Cu),/1n>' l1li 
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REMARK. As a method for computing Li(rn), Theorem 20.2 is proba

bly hopeless. However the statement that < L/rn) U f*(u),/Ln> is an 

integer for every (f) (7Tn- 4i(Mn) could conceivably prove useful in com

puting cohomotopy groups. As an example, for the complex projective 

space pm(C), the class L(r2m) is equal to 

Thus if m 1= 2 (mod 3) it follows that the image of the homomorphism 

is divisible by 3, while if m == 0 (mod 3) the image of 

is divisible by 9, and so on. 

The Combinatorial Case 

The following will be a convenient class of objects to work with. Let 

K be a locally finite simplicial complex. 

DEFINITION. K is an n-dimensional rational homology manifold if 

for each point x of K the local homology group 

is .zero for i ~ n and isomorphic to Q for i = n. 

This is equivalent to the requirement that the star boundary of every 

simplex of K has the rational homology of an (n-I)-sphere. If K is a 

compact rational homology n-manifold, then it is easy to check that each 

component of K is a "simple n-circuit." (See [Eilenberg and Steenrod, 

p. 106].) In particular, each (n-I)-simplex of K is incident to precisely 

two n-simplexes. Such a complex K is said to be oriented if it is possi

ble to assign an orientation to each n-simplex so that the sum of all 
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n-simplexes forms an n-dimensional cycle. By definition, this cycle 

represents the fundamental homology class f1 f Hn(K; Z). 
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Such oriented rational homology manifolds satisfy the Poincare duality 

theorem with rational coefficients. See for example [Borel, 1960]. 

Similarly one can define the concept of an n-dimensional homology 

m anifold-with-boundary. In this case the boundary aK is a homology 

(n-1)-manifold, and the orientation determines and is determined by a 

relative homology class f1 f Hn(K, aK; Z). 

We recall some standard definitions. Let K be a simplicial complex. 

By a (rectilinear) subdivision of K is meant a simplicial complex K' 

together with a homeomorphism s: K' -> K which is simplexwise linear, 

i. e., maps each simplex of K' linearly into a simplex of K. A map 

f: K -> L between simplicial complexes is called piecewise linear if there 

exists a subdivision s: K' -> K so that the composition fa S is simplex

wise linear. 

A map K -> L is said to be simplicial if it is simplexwise linear and 

maps each vertex of K to a vertex of L. If K is compact, then given 

any piecewise linear map f: K -> L it can be shown that there exist sub

divisions s:K'->K and t:L'->L so that the composition t-1ofos:K'->L' 

is simplicial. See for example [Rourke and Sanderson, p. 17]. 

Let ~r denote the boundary of the standard (r+1)-simplex. Our key 

lemma will be the following. 

LEMMA 20.3. Let Kn be a compact rational homology n-manifold, 

and let f: Kn -> ~r be a piecewise linear map, with n - r = 4i. 

Then for almost all y f ~r the inverse image r1(y) is a compact 

rational homology 4i-manifold. Given orientations for Kn and 

~r, there is an induced orientation for r I (y). Furthermore the 

signature a (f- I (y)) of this oriented homology manifold is inde

pendent of y for almost all y. 



Here "almost all y" can be taken to mean "except for y belonging 

to some lower dimensional subcomplex." 

It will be convenient to introduce the abbreviated notation a CO for 

this common value aCC 1Cy». [There is perhaps an analogy between this 

definition of a Cf) and such classical homotopy invariants as the "degree" 

and the "Hopf invariant" of a mapping.] 

LEMMA 20.4. The integer a Cf) depends only on the homotopy 

class of f. Furthermore, if 4i < Cn-l)/2 so that the cohomotopy 

group r/CKn) is defined, then the correspondence Cf) I--> aCf) 

defines a homomorphism from 17 rCK n) to Z. 

The proof of 20.3 and 20.4 will be based on the following. 

LEMMA 20.5. If f: K --> L is a simplicial mapping, and if y 

belongs to the interior V of a simplex i\ of L, then C 1CV) 

is homeomorphic to V x f- I Cy). 

The corresponding assertion for the entire closed simplex would of 

course be false. 

Proof. Let Ao'"'' Ar be the vertices of i\, and set y = toAo + ... + trAr' 

where the ti are positive real numbers with sum 1. Evidently any point 

x ( f- 1 CV) can be expressed uniquely as a sum 

where each A'i is a boundary point of the smallest simplex of K con

taining x and where fCA) = Ai' Note that fCx) = soAo + ... + srAr' The 

required homeomorphism C I CV) --> V x f- 1Cy) is now defined by the 

formula x I--> (fCx), toA'o + '" + trA'r)' l1li 

It follows incidentaJly that f -1 Cy) is homeomorphic to f - \y') for 

all y and y' in V. 
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Proof of 20.3. Subdivide Kn and ~r so that f is simplicial. This 

is possible since Kn is compact. Assume that y belongs to the interior 

V of a top dimensional simplex i\r of the subdivided ~r. Then by 20.5, 

V x f- 1 (y) has the local rational homology groups of an n-manifold. Since 

V has the local homology groups H*(V, V-x) of an r-manifold, it follows 

easily that f- 1 (y) has the local rational homology groups of a manifold 

of dimension n-r = 4i. 

This set f-1(y) can be given the structure of a simplicial complex. 

In fact, taking further subdivisions, so that y is a vertex of the sub

divided ~r, it follows that f- 1(y) is a subcomplex of the correspondingly 

subdivided Kn. 

Given orientations for V and V x f- 1 (y), it is not difficult to con

struct an induced orientation for f- 1 (y), using for example the homology 

cross product operation. Hence the signature a (f -1 (y» is defined. We 

noted above that f- 1(y') is homeomorphic to f-\y) for all y' f V. 

Hence the integer valued function a(f-1 (y» is certainly independent of 

y for y f, V. 

Suppose that f and g are homotopic piecewise linear maps from Kn 

to ~r. Choosing a piecewise linear homotopy 

h: Kn x [0, 1] --> ~r , 

then subdividing so that h is simplicial and choosing y f V as above, 

a similar argument shows that h -1 (y) is a rational homology manifold

with-boundary, bounded by the disjoint union g-l(y) + (_r 1(y». Since 

the signature of a boundary is zero, this proves that 

for almost all y. 

Now suppose that we are given two different points Yl and Y2 of 

lr, each of which satisfies the condition that the function y I-> a(f- 1(y» 

is constant throughout a neighborhood of Yi' Choosing a piecewise linear 
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homeomorphism u: ~r --> ~ r, homotopic to the identity, with u(y 1) = y 2' 

it follows that u 0 f is homotopic to f, and hence that 

for almost all z. Choosing z close to Y2' so that u-1(z) is close to 

Yl' this implies that 

as required. l1li 

Proof of 20.4. It follows immediately from the argument above that 

a(f) depends only on the homotopy class of f. To show that this corre

spondence (0 f--> aCt) is additive, first recall the construction of the 

group operation in "r(Kn). Given two maps f, g: Kn --> ~r we can form 

the map (f, g): x f--> (f(x), g(x» from Kn to ~r x ~r. If n < 2r, this 

can be deformed into the subcomplex 

~r v ~r = (~r x point) U (point x ~r) C ~r x Z,r , 

and if n < 2r-1, the resulting map Kn --> ~r v ~ r is unique up to homotopy. 

(The hypothesis that (f, g) maps Kn into ~r v ~r is equivalent to the 

hypothesis that for every x f Kn, either f(x) or g(x) is the base point.) 

Now mapping ~r v ~r to ~r by the "folding map," which is the identity 

on each copy of .~r, we obtain a composite map h: Kn --> ~r, representing 

the required sum (f) + (g). 

If f and g are chosen within their homotopy classes so that for all 

x either f(x) or g(x) is the basepoint, note that hex) is defined simply 

by 
hex) f(x) if f(x) 1= base point , 

hex) g(x) if f(x) = base pOint . 

Hence h- 1(y) is the disjoint union of r 1(y) and g-l(y), for y 1= 

base point, and it follows immediately that a (h) = a(f) + a (g). l1li 



We can now prove one of the main results of this section. We continue 

to assume that the finite simplicial complex Kn is an oriented rational 

homology manifold. 

THEOREM 20.6. For 4i < (n-l)/2, there is one and only one 

cohomology class 

which satisfies the identity 

for every map f: Kn --> ~.n-4i. 

Clearly this class Ci = Ci(Kn) is invariant under piecewise linear 

homeomorphism. 

Proof. As already noted, the homomorphism 

defined by Cf) I-> f*(u) is a t:-isomorphism. (Compare p. 233.) It follows 

easily that there is one and only one homomorphism 

which makes the following diagram commutative. 

rrn- 4i(Kn) -----. Hn- 4i(Kn; Z) 

a ja 
Z c Q 

Now, by Poincare duality, we have 

a'(x) = <C· U X," > 
1 rn 

for some uniquely defined rational cohomology class £i' l1li 



Let us compare the combinatorial and differentiable definitions. We 

will need some basic results of J. H. C. Whitehead. Let M = Mn be a 

smooth manifold. By a smooth triangulation of M is meant a homeomor

phism 
t:K->M, 

where K is a simplicial complex, such that the restriction of 

closed simplex of K is smooth and of maximal rank everywhere. 

to each 

THEOREM OF WHITEHEAD. Every smooth paracompact manifold 

possesses a smooth triangulation. In fact, if M is a smooth para

compact manifold-with-boundary, then every smooth triangulation 

Ko -> aM can be extended to a smooth triangulation K -> M, where 

K is a simplicial complex containing Ko as subcomplex. Finally, 

if tl: Kl -> M and t2: K2 -> M are two different smooth triangula

tions of M, then the homeomorphism t;-l 0 tl : Kl -> K2 is homo

topic to a piecewise linear homeomorphism from Kl to K2. 

Thus the smooth manifold M determines a simplicial complex K 

which is unique up to piecewise linear homeomorphism. For the proofs 

we refer to [Whitehead, 1940], [Munkres, 1966]. 

Now consider the characteristic cohomology class ei(K). Using the 

isomorphism t *: H4iCM) -> H4iCK) we obtain a corresponding class 

still assuming that 4i < Cn-l)/2. This class does not depend on the 

choice of smooth triangulation. For if tl: Kl -> M is another smooth 

triangulation, then tllo t is homotopic to a piecewise linear homeomor

phism, hence 

This well defined rational cohomology class will be denoted briefly by 
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THEOREM 20.7. The class fi(M n), defined for a smooth mani

fold by a combinatorial procedure, is equal to the Hirzebruch 

class L i (Pl' ... , Pi) of the tangent bundle of Mn. 

:L41 

Proof. Let f: Mn --> Sr be a smooth map. We will cons truct a diagram 

Kn , Mn 

g I f 
L r s , Sr 

commutative up to homotopy, where g is piecewise linear and t, s are 

smooth triangulations, so that 

for y belonging to a non-vacuous open set in Sr and for z belonging to 

a non-vacuous open set in Lf. The complex L r is necessarily piecewise 

linearly homeomorphic to ~,r. Together with 20.2 and 20.6, this will com

plete the proof. 

Let Yo (Sr be a regular value of f. If B is a sufficiently small 

ball around Yo' then it is not difficult to show that the inverse image 

f- l (B) is diffeomorphic to Cl (Yo) x B under a diffeomorphism which 

preserves the projection map to B. Choose smooth triangulations 

and 

Then the smooth triangulation 

restricts to a smooth triangulation 



of the boundary which, by Whitehead's theorem, extends to a smooth triangu-

lation 

of the complementary domain. Setting Kn = Kl x K2 U K3 (and subdividing 

if necessary), we thus obtain a smooth triangulation t: Kn --> Mn. Similarly 

t2 can be extended to a smooth triangulation s: L r --> Sr. 

Now the projection map Kl x K2 --> K2 C L r can be extended to a piece

wise linear map g: Kn --> L r, in such manner that the complemen t of 

Kl x K2 maps to the complement of K2. It is then easy to check that the 

composition sag is homotopic to fat. Furthermore 

for every y t B and every Z t K2 , so that the signature aU- I (y» is 

certainly equal to a(g-l(z». !Ill 

So far, the condition 4i < (n-l)/2 has been imposed. However, 

given Kn, one can always form the product space Kn x L m with m 

large. The class ei(Kn) can then be defined as the class induced from 

Ci(Knx Lm) by the natural inclusion map. It is not hard to show that this 

new class is well defined, and has the expected properties. In particular 

the Kronecker index <Ci(K4i), 1L4i> is always equal to the signature 

a(K4i). 

Another extension which can easily be made is to homology manifolds

with-boundary. It is only necessary to substitute the relative cohomotopy 

groups TT n- 4i(Kn , aKn) and the Lefschetz duali ty theorem in the above 

discussion. 

AppJ ications 

We will first discuss an example which was discovered independently 

by [Thorn, 1955-56, p. 81], [Tamura], and [Shimada]. Two lemmas will be 

needed. 
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LEMMA 20.8. Let I; be a smooth vector bundle with projection 

map TT: E --> B. Then the tangential Pontrjagin class p(E) = per E) 

of the total space is equal to TT*(p(l;)p(rB », up to 2-torsion. 
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Proof. Choosing a Riemannian metric on E, the tangent bundle rE 

clearly splits as the Whitney sum of the bundle of vectors tangent to the 

fiber and the bundle of vectors normal to the fi ber. Since these are iso

morphic to TT*cI;) and TT*(r B ) respectively, the conclusion follows. III 

Let u f H4(S4) denote the standard cohomology generator. 

LEMMA 20.9. There exists an oriented 4-plane bundle 1;4 over 

S4 with Pl (I; 4) = -2u and with eel; 4) = u. 

Proof. Let H denote the non-commutative field of quaternions. CThe 

letter H honors William Rowan Hamilton.) Then we can form the pro

jective space pm(H) of quaternion lines through the origin in Hm+l. 

This is a smooth 4m-dimensional manifold. There is a canonical 

"quaternion line bundle" y over pmCH) whose total space E(y) is the 

set of all pairs CL, v) consisting of a quaternion I-dimensional subspace 

Le Hm+l and a vector v f L. The space of unit vectors in E(y) can be 

identified with the unit sphere S4m+3 C Hm+l . 

Using the natural inclusion mappings Rc C c H, it follows that there 

is an underlying complex 2-plane bundle, which we denote by yC' and an 

underlying real 4-plane bundle YR' all over the same base space pm(H). 

From the Gysin sequence of YR' we see that the cohomology ring 

H*(PmCH» with integer coefficients is a truncated polynomial ring, 

generated by the Euler or Chern class 

Denoting this cohomology generator briefly by u t H\pm(H», it follows 

that the total Chern class is given by 
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1 + u , 

hence the total Pon trj agin class is 

by Section 15.5. Now specializing to the quaternion projective line 

pl(H) ~ S4, we have 

as required. l1li 

For any even integer k, it follows that there exists a bundle I; over 

S4 with Pl (t;) = ku. One can simply take I; = f*(YR) where f: S4 --> S4 

is a map of degree -k/2. This is a best possible result, since Pl (I;) 

cannot be an odd multiple of u by Problem IS-A. 

(For vector bundles over the sphere S4m the corresponding best 

possible result is that the Pontrjagin class Pm(l;) can be any multiple of 

(2m-l)! G.C.D. (m+l, 2)u. The proof of this statement is based on the 

Bott periodicity theorem. Compare [Bott, 1958.59].) 

EXAMPLE 1. Let I;n be a smooth n-plane bundle over the sphere S4. 

For convenience, we assume that n ~ 5. Choosing a Euc1idean metric, 

let E' C E(I; n) be the set of vectors of length ~ 1, and let aE' be the 

set of vectors of length precisely 1. 

Using the remarks above, we see that Pl(l;n) = ku where k can be 

an arbitrary even integer. Hence 

by 20.8. Since aE' has trivial normal bundle in E(I; n), it follows that 

Pl (aE') = ku' 

where U't H4(dE') is the standard generator which corresponds to u 

under the homomorphism 
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from the Gysin sequence of e- n. 

Since the Pontrjagin class Pl of the smooth manifold aE' is a com

binatorial invariant, it follows that the even integer [k[ is also a com

binatorial invariant. Thus as k varies we obtain infinitely many smooth 

manifolds aE' of fixed dimension n+3 ~ 8 which are combinatorially 

distinct. 

On the other hand, according to [james and Whitehead}, these manifolds 

aE' for fixed n fall into a finite number (namely 13) of distinct homotopy 

types. Thus for any fixed dimension ~ 8 there must exist two smooth 

simply-connected manifolds which have the same homotopy type but are 

not piecewise linearly homeomorphic. (The dimension 8 can easily be 

improved to 7.) 

Using Novikov's theorem that rational Pontrjagin classes are topologi

cal invariants, it follows of course that these manifolds are not even 

homeomorphic. 

A quite different example of manifolds which have the same homotopy 

type but are not homeomorphic involves the study of the fundamental 

group, for example of a 3-dimensionallens space. (See [Brody], [Chapman).) 

The next example is due to [Thorn, 1958]. (See also [Milnor, 1956] and 

[Shimada]. We must first sharpen 20.9. 

LEMMA 20.10. Given integers k, e satisfying k == 2e (mod 4), 

there exists an oriented 4-plane bundle e- over S4 with 

Pl (0 = ku, e(O = eu. 

(These in tegers k and e actually determine the isomorphism class 

of the bundle e-, since the homotopy group 7T 4 C(4 ) == 7T iSO 4) is isomor

phic to Z 6l Z.) 
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Proof of 20.10. Recall that the space of orien ted 4-planes in Roo is -denoted by G4. For every homotopy class (£) in the homotopy group 

7Ti(4) we can form the cohomology class 

in the group H\S4) with integer coefficients by pulling the universal 

bundle y4 back to the 4-sphere and then taking its Pontrjagin class. 
*-4 '" 4 4 This correspondence (£) \--> P1 (f Y ) from 7T 4 (G4) to H (S ) === Z is an 

additive homomorphism, as one sees by noting that 

where the Hurewicz homomorphism 

is well known to be a homomorphism. Similarly the Euler class gives rise 

to an additive homomorphism 

(£) \--> e (f*y4) 

from 7T 4(G4) to H4(S4) === Z. 

Now the tangent bundle of S4 is isomorphic to f~y4, and the bundle 
*-4 4 '" 

YR of 20.9 is isomorphic to £2 Y for suitable maps f1 ,f2 :S -->G4. Thus 

*-4 P1 (£2 Y ) = -2u, *-4 e(f2 Y ) = u . 

Taking a suitable linear combination (f) of (f1) and (£2)' we can now 

clearly obtain 
*-4 0 e(f Y )=tU 

for any integers k and e satisfying k =: 2£ (mod 4). l1li 
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EXAMPLE 2. For any integer k == 2 (mod 4), there exists by 20.10 an 

oriented 4-plane bundle ~ over S4 with 

Using the Gysin sequence of ~, it follows easily that the space aE' of 

unit vectOrs in E(~) has the homotopy type of the sphere S7. In fact 

this manifold aE' is actually homeomorphic to the 7-sphere. As a smooth 

manifold, it can be obtained by identifying the boundaries of two copies 

of the unit 7-disk by a suitable (but possibly exotic) diffeomorphism 

between their boundary 6-spheres. This fact is proved directly in [Milnor, 

1956], and is also a consequence of the Generalized POincareHypothesis 

as proved by [Smale]. Now starting with a smooth triangulation of the 

6-sphere and then extending to smooth triangulations of the two 7-disks, 

it follows easily that the manifold aE' is even combinatorially equivalent 

to the 7 -sphere. 

Consider the Thom space T = T(~). Evidently T can be identified 

with the manifold obtained from E' by adjoining a cone over aE'. Choosing 

a smooth triangulation of E', since aE' is a combinatorial sphere, it 

follows that T = T(~) can be triangulated as a piecewise linear manifold. 

That is it can be triangulated so that every point of T has a neighborhood 

piecewise linearly homeomorphic to R8. 

According to 18.1 or 18.2, the homology groups of T are infinite 

cyclic in dimensions" 0, 4, 8, and zero otherwise. Thus the signature 

aCT) must be ±]D, and choosing the orientation correctly we may assume 

that aCT) = + 1. 

By 20.8 the tangential Pontrjagin class Pl (E') is k times a 

cohomology generator. Hence Pl (T) is k times a generator, and the 

Pontrjagin number pi[T] must be equal to k2 . Using the signature 

theorem 

it follows that the other Pontrjagin number is given by 



Here k can be any integer congruent to 2 modulo 4. But if k i ± 2 (mod 7) 

this is not an integer. (For example if k = 6, then P2[T] is not an 

integer.) Since the Pontrjagin numbers of a smooth manifold must be 

integers, we have proved the following assertion. 

For k i ±2 (mod 7), the triangulated 8-dimensional manifold T= T(~) 

possesses no smoothness structure which is compatible with the given 

triangulation. 

As a corollary, it follows that the smooth 7-dimensional manifold aE' 

(which is homeomorphic to S7) is not diffeomorphic to S7. For otherwise 

T could clearly be given a compatible smoothness structure. 

We conclude with a problem for the reader. 

Problem 20-A. Let r be the tangent bundle of the quaternion projective 

space pm(H). (See the proof of 20.9.) Using the isomorphism 

r ~ HomH(y,yl) of real vector bundles show that 

and hence that per) = (1+u)2m+2/(1+4u). (Compare [Szczarba] as well as 

Section 14.10.) 



Epilogue 

We will give a very brief survey of some of the major developments in 

characteristic classes in the years since these notes were originally 

written. For other developments the reader should consult [Husemoller], 

[Adams, 1972], and [Atiyah]. 

Non-Differentiable Manifolds 

The theory of real vector bundles is ideally suited to the study of 

smooth manifolds, just as the theory of complex vector bundles is suited 

to complex manifolds. If we are given some different category of mani

folds, then it is useful to look for an appropriate corresponding type of 

bundle. Consider for example the category of all piecewise linear mani

folds and piecewise linear mappings. An appropriate type of bundle for 

this category can be described as follows. Let B be a locally finite 

simplicial complex. 

DEFINITION. A piecewise linear Rn-bundle over B consists of a 

simplicial complex E and a piecewise linear map p: E --> B satisfying 

the following local triviality condition. Each point of B must possess 

an open neighborhood U so that p-l CU) is piecewise linearly homeo

morphic to U x Rn under a homeomorphism which is compatible with the 

projection map to u. (Here the open subset U has the structure of a 

simplicial complex by Runge's theorem. See [Alexandroff and Hopf].) 

The piecewise linear tangent bundle of a piecewise linear n-manifold 

M can be constructed as follows. According to B. Mazur (unfortunately 

unpublished) there exists a neighborhood E of the diagonal in M x M 

so that the projection (x, y) f-> X from E to M constitutes a piecewise 

74q 



linear Rn-bundle. Furthermore this bundle is unique up to isomorphism. 

(For the analogous theorem in the topological category see [Kister]. With

out using Mazur's theorem, one could base this discussion on the slightly 

more esoteric notion of a piecewise linear microbundle. See [Milnor, 1964].) 

Piecewise linear Rn-bundles over B are classified by mappings of 

the base space B into a certain "universal base space" or "classifying 

space," which is called B(PLn). Thus the theory of characteristic 

classes for piecewise linear manifolds coincides with the computation of 

H*B(PLn)· 

Passing to the direct limit as n --> <Xl, there is a canonical map 

B(O) --> B(PL) . 

Here B(O) denotes the stable Grassmann manifold lim B(On) = lim Gn(R""). 
--> --> 

According to [Hirsch] and Mazur, the relative homotopy group 

7Tk(B(PL), B(O» 

is isomorphic to the group r k-l consisting of all oriented diffeomorphism 

classes of twisted (k-1)-spheres (i.e., smooth manifolds obtained by 

pasting together the boundaries of two closed (k-1)-disks). This group 

is trivial for k::: 7, and is finite for all values of k. See [Kervaire

Milnor, 1963] and [Cer£]. It follows that the rational cohomology 

H*(B(PL); Q) is isomorphic to H*(B(O); Q), being a polynomial algebra 

generated by the Pontrjagin classes. (Compare Section 20.) Note however 

that with integral coefficients, the map H*(BPL)/torsion --> H*(BO)/torsion 

is not an epimorphism. (Compare the integrality conditions in Example 2 

of Section 20.) For the cohomology of B(PL) with other coefficients, 

see [Williamson] and [Brumfiel-Madsen-Milgram]. 

A fundamental theorem of [Hirsch] and [Munkres, 1964-68] asserts 

that a piecewise linear manifold M possesses a compatible smoothness 

structure if and only if the classifying map 

M -> B(PL) 
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for its stable tangent bundle lifts to B(O) (compare [Milnor, 1964]), or 

equivalently if and only if each of a sequence of obstructions lying in 

the groups Hk(M; r k-l) is zero. 

The theory of topological Rn-bundles and topological tangent bundles 

is completely analogous. In this case the classifying space is denoted 

by B(ToPn). There is a canonical map 

In the limit as n --> 00, an amazing theorem due to [Kirby and Siebenmannl 

asserts that the relative homotopy group 

77k(B(Top), B(PL» 

is zero for k 1= 4 and cyclic of order 2 for k = 4. Further they show 

that a topological manifold M of dimension ~ 5 can be triangulated as 

a piecewise linear manifold if and only if the classifying map 

M --> B(Top) 

for its stable tangent bundle lifts to B(PL), or if and only if a single 

topological characteristic class in the group 

is zero. 

It follows incidentally that the ring H*(B(Top); A) of topological 

characteristic classes is isomorphic to H*(B(PL); A) for any ring A 

containing 1/2. This of course implies Novikov's theorem that rational 

Pontrjagin classes are topological invariants. 

An even broader category of "manifolds" is provided by the class of 

all Poincare complexes: that is, CW-complexes M which satisfy the 

Poincare duality theorem (with arbitrary local coefficients in the non

simply connected case) with respect to some fundamental homology class 

f1. ( Hn(M; Z). 
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In order to study such objects, we must introduce a very different type 

of "bundle." A continuous map p: E -> B is said to be a fibration over 

B or to satisfy the covering homotopy property if for any space X and 

map f: X --> E any homotopy of p 0 f can be covered by a homotopy of f. 

(Compare [Hurewicz]' [Dold, 1963].) Such a fibration is k-spherical if 

each fiber p-l (b) has the homotopy type of a k-sphere. 

According to [Spivak], any simply connected Poincare complex M 

admits an essentially unique spherical fibration E --> M with the property 

that the top homology class in the associated Thorn space T belongs to 

the image of the Hurewicz homomorphism 

TT n+k+l (T) --> Hn+k+l (T; Z) 

More precisely this fib ration , called the Spivak normal bundle of M, is 

unique up to stable fiber homotopy equivalence (which we will not define). 

According to [Stasheff] such spherical fibrations over M are classi

fied, up to stable fiber homotopy equivalence, by maps into a classifying 

space B(F). There are maps 

B(O) --> B(PL) --> B(Top) --> B(F) , 

canonically defined up to homotopy. According to [Browder and Hirsch]' 

a simply connected Poincare complex M of formal dimension n ~ 5 has 

the homotopy type of a closed piecewise linear manifold M' if and only 

if the classifying map M --> B(F) lifts to B(PL). (The uniqueness problem 

for M', studied first by [Novikov] in the differentiable case, is much more 

complicated. ) 

The homotopy group TTiB(F) is isomorphic to the stable (i-I)-stem 

TTN+i_l (SN) for i ~ 2 and hence is always finite. The cohomology of 

this classifying space B(F) has been studied by [Milgram], [May], and 

others. 

The computations of H*(BPL) and H*(BF) involve machinery quite 

different from that developed in these notes. Rather than working out 
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these groups from particular characteristic classes, the approaches 

analyze the homotopy type in terms of associated fibrations or in terms of 

additional internal structure. [Sullivan] for example shows that, "at odd 

primes," BO has the homotopy type of the fiber of BPL --> BF. 

[Boardman-Vogt] , [May], and [Segal] have shown that the stable classifying 

spaces BPL, B Top, and BF all have the homotopy types of infinite 

loop spaces, so not just the Steenrod algebra but also its homology 

analogue the Dyer-Lashof algebra can be brought to bear. Although the 

Wu classes of Section 19 and their Bocksteins play an important role 

[Milnor, Stasheff, 1968], other classes appear whose interpretation in 

terms of fiber space structure or geometry is far from clear [Ravenel]. 

Smooth Manifolds wi th Additional Structure 

Instead of looking at non-differentiable manifolds, we can look at 

smooth manifolds which are provided with some additional structure. For 

example we can require that the "structural group" of the tangent bundle 

of our n-manifold (see [Steenrod] or [Husemoller]) should be some speci

fied subgroup of the general linear group GL(n, R) (or equivalently of the 

orthogonal group O(n)). One important example is provided by the unitary 

group U(n) C O(2n). This leads to the study of almost complex manifolds 

and the closely related complex manifolds (Section 13). Other examples 

are provided by the special unitary group SU(n) C O(2n) and the compact 

symplectic group Sp(n) C O( 4n). Similarly one can "restrict" the tangent 

bundle to the 2-fold covering Spin(n) --> SO(n). For a discussion of the 

cobordism theories associated with these various reductions, see [Stong]. 

A different line of development is based on the definition of character

istic classes by means of differential forms. (See Appendix C.) These 

are particularly well adapted to the study of manifolds with some additional 

geometric structure, such as a foliation or a Riemannian metric. The 

vanishing of these classes in certain situations gives rise to new charac- . 

teristic classes, first studied from different points of view by [Chern

Simons] and [Godbillon-Vey]. Some of these classes depend, for example, 



on the conformal structure of a Riemannian manifold. Some of the corre

sponding characteristic numbers can take on arbitrary real values 

([Bott, 721, [Bauml, and [Thurston]), showing the great richness of such 

structures. At this writing, this branch of the theory of characteristic 

classes is undergoing very rapid and vigorous development. A contempo

rary survey is given by [Bott and Haefliger] with further developments 

appearing in [Amer. Math. Soc.]. 

Generalized Cohomology Theories 

So far we have discussed characteristic classes using ordinary 

cohomology theory, but using various exotic types of bundles. A quite 

different generalization arises if we use ordinary vector bundles, but 

generalize the cohomology. By definition, a generalized cohornology 

theory is a functor (X, A) ~ }(*(X, A) from pairs of spaces to graded 

additive groups which satisfies the first six Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms, 

but fails to satisfy the dimension axiom (the axiom that }(k(point) = 0 

for k';' 0). Compare [Dyer]. The first and most important example of 

such a generalized cohomology theory is provided by K-theory. 

DEFINITION. For any compact space X the additive group KO(X) 

is defined by means of a presentation by generators and relations as 

follows. There is to be one generator [t] for each isomorphism class oj 

complex vector bundles t over X and one relation 

for each pair of complex vector bundles. For m > 0 the group K-m(X) 

can be defined as the kernel of the natural surjection 

The tensor product operation for complex vector bundles gives rise to a 

product operation 
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The Bott periodicity theorem now asserts that the product with a standard 

generator in the group K- 2 (point) =::: Z yields an isomorphism 

(This is closely related to the statement that the classifying space BU 

has the homotopy type of its own 2nd loop space.) 

The ring KO*(X) is defined similarly, using real vector bundles in 

place of complex vector bundles. In this case there is a periodicity 

theorem 

As illustrations of the power of these methods, we refer the reader to 

[Atiyah] and [Adams, 1962-19721-

Similarly one can define the concept of a generalized homology theory. 

One important example is provided by the stable homotopy groups 

where SkX denotes the k-fold suspension of X. Another is provided by 

the oriented bordism groups nn(X), (Compare [Conner-Floyd].) By defini

tion two maps 

from smooth, compact, oriented n-manifolds to X are called bordant if 

there exists a smooth, compact, oriented manifold-with-boundary N with 

aN = Ml + (-M2), and a map N -> X extending f1 and f2. The bordism 

classes of such maps form a group nn(X), Note that nn(point) is just 

the cobordism group nn of Section 17. Each such generalized homology 

theory is associated with a corresponding generalized cohomology theory. 

See [G. W. Whitehead]. 

In order to study characteristic classes with values in a generalized 

co homology theory such as K*(B), one must first compute K* of the 

appropriate classifying space. In the case of complex K-theory, [Atiyah 



and Hirzebruch] establish an isomorphism between K*(BG) for a compact 

Lie group G and the completion of the representation ring of G. (See 

[Anderson] for the corresponding KO-theory results.) 

Just as the orientation of a manifold using the classical homology 

theory H*( ; Z) plays an important role in studying homology of mani

folds, so the analogous K-theory orientations play a basic role in studying 

the K-theory of manifolds. (Compare [Shih].) For example [Sullivan] has 

proved the amazing result that a PL-bundle is more or less the same thing 

as a spherical fibration together with a KO-orientation. 

For any K-oriented bundle one can use the approach of Section 8 and 

Section 19 to define K-theory characteristic classes, using appropriate 

K-theory operations in place of the Steenrod operations. This idea was 

initially suggested by [Bott, 1962], and was developed more extensively 

by [Adams, 1965]. 

As a typical illustration of the usefulness of these classes, consider 

the work of [Anderson-Brown-Peterson] on spin cobordism. Suppose that 

one is given an oriented simply connected manifold M with w2 (M) = O. 

In order to test whether M bounds an oriented manifold-with-boundary 

with w2 = 0 one must check, not only that the Stiefel-Whitney numbers 

(and Pontrjagin numbers) are zero, but also that all KO-characteristic 

num bers are zero. 

If the cohomology theory is the one corresponding to complex bordism, 

[Conner and Floyd] have introduced Chern-type classes. The algebra in 

this situation turns out to be particularly manageable so that rapid progress 

has been made by several people, notably [Novikov, 1967] (cf. [Adams, 

1967]). 



Appendix A: Singular Homology and Cohomology 

This appendix will give brief proofs of a number of theorems concern

ing singular cohomology theory which are needed in the text. To fix our 

notations and our sign conventions, we will start with basic definitions. 

Nevertheless we will assume some familiarity with homology and coho

mology theory. In particular we will assume that the reader is acquainted 

with those fundamental properties which are summarized in the [Eilenberg

Steenrod] axioms. 

Since these lectures were first given, several texts have appeared 

which present cohomology theory at the level we need, notably [Hilton and 

Wyliel, [Spanierl, and [Dold, 1972]. 

Basic Definitions 

The standard n-simplex is the convex set ~ ne Rn+l consisting of 

all (n+l)-tuples (to' ... ' tn) of real numbers with 

Any continuous map from ~n to a topological space X is called a 

singular n-simplex in X. The i-th face of a singular n-simplex a: ~ n 0> X 

is the singular (n-l)-simplex 

aOCPi: ~n-l --> X 

where the linear imbedding CPi: ~n-l --> ~n is defined by 
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For each n ~ 0 the singular chain group Cn(X; A) with coefficients 

in a commutative ring A is the free A-module having one generator [a] 

for each singular n-simplex a in X. For n < 0, the group CneX; A) is 

defined to be zero. The boundary homomorphism 

is defined by 

The identity a 0 a = 0 is easily verified. Hence we can define the n-th 

singular homology group HneX;A) to be the quotient module 

ZneX; A)/BneX; A), where Zn(X; A) is the kernel of a: CneX; A) --> 

Cn_ 1 (X; A) and BneX; A) is the image of a: Cn+1 (X; A) --> CneX; A). 

Here and elsewhere the word "group" is used, although "left A-module" 

is really meant. 

The cochain group CneX; A) is defined to be the dual module 

HomA (Cn(X; A), A) consisting of all A-linear maps from CneX; A) to A. 

The value of a cochain c on a chain Y will be denoted by <c,y> EA. 

The coboundary of a cochain c E Cn(X; A) is defined to be the cochain 

8 c E Cn+1 (X; A) whose value on each en+l)-chain a is determined by 

the identity 
<8c,a> + (-l)n<c,aa> = O. 

Thus we obtain corresponding modules 

which are called the singular cohomology groups of X. 

REMARK. The choice of sign in this formula is based upon the 

following convention. Whenever two symbols of dimensions m and n 

are permuted, the sign e-':l)mn will be introduced. Here the operators a 
and 8 are considered to have dimension ± 1. Thus our sign conventions 

are the same as those of [MacLane] and [Dold], but different from those of 
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In some contexts, notably in obstruction theory, it is important to con

sider cohomology with coefficients in an arbitrary A-module. However in 

this appendix we consider only cohomology wi th coefficients in the ring 

A itself. 

The Relationship between Homology and Co homology . 

Henceforth we will assume that A is a principal ideal domain (for 

example the integers, or a field). In order to simplify the notation we will 

omit reference to A whenever possible, writing HnX in place of Hn(X;A) 

for example. The abbreviated notation H*X will often be used to denote 

the entire sequence of groups (HoX, Hi X, H2 X, ... ). 

THEOREM A.l. Suppose that Hn_ 1 X is zero or is a free 

A-module. Then HnX is canonically isomorphic to the module 

HomA (HnX, A) consisting of all A-linear maps from HnX to A. 

There is a corresponding assertion for pairs (X, A). 

(Compare [MacLane, p. 77] or [Spanier, p. 243].) Note that the hypo

thesis is always satisfied if A happens to be a field. 

Proof. Given elements x (HnX and ~ (HnX define the "Kronecker 

index" < x, 1;> (A as follows. Choose a representative cocycle z ( ZnX 

for x and a representative cycle '( ZnX for 1;; and set < x, 1;> equal 

to < z, ,> (A. The reader should verify that this does not depend on the 

choice of z and '" Now define a homomorphism 

by the identity k(x) (I;) = < x, 1;>. 

Proof that the homomorphism k is onto. First note that the sub

module ZnX C CnX is a direct summand. This follows from the fact that 

the quotient module 



is a submodule of a free module, and hence is free. (See' for example 

[Kaplansky).) Therefore any homomorphism ZnX --> A can be extended 

over CnX. 

Let f be an arbitrary element of HomA (HnX, A). The composition 

extends to a homomorphism F: CnX --> A. Since F vanishes on boundaries, 

it follows that of = O. Let x (HnX denote the cohomology class of the 

cocycle F. Then for any I; (HnX with representative e: (ZnX, we have 

<x,l;> = F(e:) = f(1;) 

Thus k(x) = f, which proves that k is onto. 

Proof that k has kernel zero. Let Zo (ZnX be such that < zo' e:> = 0 

for all cycles e: (ZnX, We must prove that Zo is a coboundary. 

Since Zo annihilates cycles, it follows that the composition 

zoa-1 : Bn_ 1 X --> A is well defined. Since the quotient 

is assumed to be free, it follows that Bn_ 1 X is a direct summand of 

Zn_l X, and hence of Cn_ 1 X. Therefore the homomorphism zoa-1 can 

be extended over Cn_ 1 X. Let 

f: Cn_ 1 X --> A 

be such an extension; then 

Thus ±zo is equal to the coboundary of f, as required. l1li 

Homology of a CW-Complex 

Let K be the underlying space of a CW-complex (compare Section 6.1), 

and let Kn C K denote the n-skeleton (the union of all cells of dimension 
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LEMMA A.2. The relative homology group Hi(Kn , Kn-i) with 

coefficients in A is zero for i ~ n and is a free module for 

i = n with one generator for each n-cell of K. 

It follows by A.l that the cohomology group Hi(Kn, Kn-l) is also 

zero for i ~ n. 
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Proof. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic fact that 

the homology group Hi(Rn, Rn_O) is zero for i ~ n, and is isomorphic to 

A when i = n. (See for example [Oold, p. 56] and compare A.5 below. 

Since the unit disk On is a deformation retract of Rn and the unit sphere 

Sn-l is a deformation retract of Rn_O, the group H/Rn, Rn_O) is iso

morphic to Hi(On, Sn-i), which is computed in [Eilenberg-Steenrod, p. 45] 

or [Spanier, p. 190].) 

Let S denote a discrete set which consists of one point sE from 

each open n-cell E of K. Then it is not difficult to see that Kn- 1 is 

a deformation retract of Kn_S. Using the exact sequence of the triple 

(Kn, Kn_S, Kn- i ), it follows that 

By excision this last group is isomorphic to Hi(UE, U(E-sE) where UE 

denotes the disjoint union of all n-cells of K. But the homology of such 

a disjoint union of open subsets of Kn is clearly the direct sum of the 

homology groups Hi(E, E-sE) ~ Hi(Rn,Rn-O), and this last group is free 

on one generator for i = n and is zero otherwise. l1li 

COROLLARY A.3. The group HiKn is zero for i> n and is 

isomorphic to Hi K for i < n. Similar statements hold for 

cohomology. 

Proof for homology. Certainly HiK O = 0 for i> O. Using the exact 

sequence 
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it follows by induction on n that HiKn = 0 for i> n. If i < n, a similar 

sequence shows that HiKn ~ HiKn+1 , and hence inductively that 

If K is finite dimensional, this completes the proof. For the general 

case, it is necessary to appeal to the theorem that HiK is isomorphic to 

the direct limit as r -> DO of HiKr. This is true since every singular 

simplex of K is contained in a compact subset, and hence is contained 

in some Kr. (Compare [J. H. C. Whitehead, 1949, Section S(D)].) 

Proof for cohomology. It follows similarly that the relative group 

Hi(K, Kn), being isomorphic to Hi(Kn+1, Kn), is zero for i:S n. There

fore Hi(K, Kn) = 0 for i:s n by A.l, and using the cohomology exact 

sequence of this pair we see that Hi(K) ~ Hi(Kn) for i < n. The 

proof that Hi(Kn) = 0 for i > n is completely analogous to the corre

sponding proof for homology. l1li 

DEFINITION. The free module Hn(Kn,Kn- 1 ) will be called the 

n-th chain group of the CW-complex K and will be denoted by t'nK = 

t'n(K; A). Similarly the module 

Hn(Kn Kn-I) "" Horn (t' K A) , - An' 

will be called the n-th cochain group, and will be denoted by t'nK. 

A "boundary" homomorphism an: t'n+1 K -> t'nK is obtained by using 

the homology exact sequence of the triple (Kn+1, Kn, Kn- 1). Similarly 

an : t'nK -> t'n+1 K is defined. 



THEOREM A.4. The homology group ZnK/~nK of the chain 

complex e*K is canonically isomorphic to HnK. Similarly the 

group znK/~nK obtained from the cochain complex e*K is 

canonically isomorphic to HnK. 

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram 

The horizontal line is a portion of the homology exact sequence of the 

triple (Kn+1 , Kn, Kn- 2), and the vertical line is a portion of the exact 

sequence of (Kn, Kn- 1 ,Kn- 2). Evidently it follows from this diagram 

that 

and 

But using A.3 one sees that 

The proof for cohomology is completely analogous. l1li 

Cup Products 

Given cochains c f CmX and c' f CnX, the product cc' = CUC' f 

Cm+nX is defined as follows. Let Cl: L\ m+n -> X be a singular simplex. 

By the front m-face of Cl is meant the composition Cl 0 am : L\ m -> X where 



Similarly the back no/ace of 0 is the composition 0 0 f3n where 

Now define cc' = cuc' by the identity 

This product operation is bilinear and associative, but is not commutative. 

The constant cocycle 1 f CoX serves as identity element. The formula 

o(cc') = (oc)c' + (_l)m c(oc') 

is easily verified. This implies that there is a corresponding product 

operation HmX ® HnX -> Hm+nX of cOhomology classes. On the cohomology 

level the product operation does commute, up to sign. (See for example 

[Spanier, p. 252].) In fact, for at HmX, b t HnX, one has ba = (_l)mnab. 

In dealing with graded groups, this property is called commutativity. Thus 

we say briefly that the cohomology H*X = (HOX, Hi X, H2 X, ... ) is com

mutative as a graded ring. 

Now suppose that one is given a pair of spaces X) A. If the cochain 

c belongs to the subset Cm(X, A) C CmX (that is if c[o] = 0 for every 

0: 6. m -> A C X) and if c' E CnX, then clearly cc' belongs to Cm+n(X, A). 

This gives rise to a product operation 

More generally consider two subsets A, BC X which satisfy the following. 

HYPOTHESIS. Both A and B are relatively open when considered 

,as subsets of A U B. 

Then one can define a product operation 
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as follows. 1 Let 

denote the intersection of the submodules d(X, A) and d(X, B) of dx. 
Given cochains c t Cm(X, A) and C't Cn(X, B), the product cc' clearly 

belongs to this intersection 

Evidently there is a short exact sequence of cochain complexes 

* ~* ~* o -> C (X, AU B) -> C (X; A, B) -> C (AU B; A, B) -> 0 

But the right hand cochain complex is acyclic, by [Eilenberg-Steenrod, 

p. 197] or [Spanier, p. 178]. Hence the inclusion 

* ~* C (X,AUB) -> C (X; A,B) 

induces isomorphisms of cohomology groups. Therefore one obtains a cup 

product operation with values in the required cohomology group 

Hm+n(X, AU B). 

Cohomology of Product Spaces 

Let Rg denote the complement of the origin in Rn. For any space X, 

we will prove that 

This isomorphism can best be described by introducing the cohomology 

cross product operation. Suppose that one is given cohomology classes 

The difficulty here is caused by the fact that 

since a singular simplex in X may lie in A U B without lying either in A or B. 
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where A is an open subset of X and B is an open subset of Y. (If B 

is vacuous then A need not be open, and conversely.) Using the projec

tion maps 
Pl : (XxY, AxY) --> (X, A) 

P2 : (XxY, XxB) --> (Y, B) 

the cross product (or external product) a x b is defined to be the coho

mology class 

It will sometimes be convenient to use the abbreviation (X, A) x (Y, B) 

for the pair (X x Y, (Ax Y) U (X x B)). As an example of this notation, 

note that the pair (Rn, R~) can be described as the n-fold product 

(R, Ro) x ... x (R, Ro)' 

We will choose a specific generator en for the free module Hn(Rn, R~), 

as follows. Note that Ro = R-O can be expressed as a disjoint union 

R_ U R+. Let et H1(R, Ro) correspond to the identity element 1 t HOR+ 

under the excision and coboundary isomorphisms 

where 0 arises from the exact sequence of the triple (R, Ro' R_). Finally 

let en E Hn(Rn, R~) denote the n-fold cross product ex ... x e. 

THEOREM A.S. For any pair (X, A) with A open in X, the 

correspondence a ~ a x en defines an isomorphism 

Proof. First note that it is sufficient to consider the case n = 1. The 

general case will then follow by induction, USing the associative law 
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Case 1. Suppose that n = 1 and that A is vacuous. For fixed 

a (HmX, one has the diagram 

267 

which commutes up to sign. The homomorphism i * is an excision iso

morphism, while 0' is taken from the cohomology exact sequence of the 

triple (Xx R, Xx Ra' Xx R_). It is an isomorphism since both X x Rand 

X x R_ contain the set Xx (constant) as deformation retract. 

Following the diagram around, we see that a x e ( Hm+1 (X x R, X x Ra) 

is the image of a (HmX under a sequence of isomorphisms. This proves 

Case 1. 

Case 2. Suppose that n = 1 but that A is non-vacuous. Let 

z ( Zl(R, Ra) be a cocycle which represents the cohomology class e. 

Consider the following commutative diagram. 

A straightforward argument shows that the horizontal sequences are exact. 

Furthermore all of these homomorphisms commute with the coboundary 

operation: 
o(ax z) = (oa) x z . 

Hence there is a corresponding commutative diagram of cohomology groups 



(See for example [Spanier, p. 182].) By Case 1, the two right hand vertical 

arrows are isomorphisms. Hence, by the Five Lemma, the left hand verti

cal arrow is an isomorphism also. 

Thus we have proved Theorem A.S for the special case n = 1. As re

marked at the beginning of the proof, this implies that the Theorem holds 

for all n. l1li 

Now consider two spaces X and Y. The cross product operation 

gives rise to a homomorphism 

x: EB HiX ® Hiy --> Hn(XxY) . 
i+j=n 

We would like to prove that x is an isomorphism, but this is not true in 

complete generality. It is false for example if X and Y are real projec

tive planes (using integer coefficients), or if X and Y are infinite dis

crete spaces (using arbitrary coefficients). 

2 

THEOREM A.6. Let X and Y be CW-complexes such that each 

HiX is a torsion free A-module2 and such that Y has only finite

ly many cells in each dimension. Then the direct sum 

EB HiX ® Hiy maps isomorphically onto Hn(X x V). 
i+j=n 

Of course this hypothesis is automatically satisfied if A is a field. The 
assumption that X is a CW-complex is not actually necessary, but will serve to 
simplify the proof. 



A similar result can be proved for pairs (X, A) and (Y, B). Results 

of this type are known as "Ktinneth Theorems," since the prototype was 

proved by H. Ktinneth in 1923. For a sharper version, see [Spanier, p. 247]. 

Proof. First suppose that Y is a finite CW-complex. Then A.6 will 

be proved by induction on the number of cells of Y. Certainly A.6 is true 

if Y consists of a single point. 

Let E be an open cell of highest dimension and let Y 1 = Y - E. 

Assume inductively that 

x' EB HiX®HiYl-->Hn(XxYl) 
i+j=n 

is an isomorphism. Consider the following diagram, which commutes up to 

sign 

Here the top line is obtained from the exact sequence of the pair (Y, Y 1) 

by tensoring with HiX, and then forming the direct sum over all i, j with 

i + i = n. This remains an exact sequence since HiX is torsion free. 

(Compare [MacLane, p. 152], [Cartan-Eilenberg, p. 133].) 

We have assumed that x' is an isomorphism. Using A.5 together with 

the isomorphisms 

and 

we see that x" is also an isomorphism. Therefore, by the Five Lemma, 

x is an isomorphism. This completes the proof, providing that Y is 

finite. (We have not yet used the hypothesis that X is a CW-complex.) 
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If Y is infinite but each skeleton yr is finite, then the above argu

ment applies to X x yr. But it follows easily from A.3 that the inclusions 

yr --> y, X x yr --> X x Y 

induce isomorphism of cohomology in dimensions less than r. Thus A.6 

is true for n < r. Since r can be arbitrarily large this completes the 

proof. II!II 

Homology of Manifolds 

We will now prove some preliminary results which will be needed to 

construct the fundamental homology class of a manifold, and to prove the 

POincareDuality Theorem. (Compare Section 11.5.) 

Let M be a fixed n-dimensional manifold, not necessarily compact. 

We will first study the groups Hi(M, M-K) where K denotes a compact 

subset of M. If KC Le M, then the natural homomorphism 

will be denoted by PK' The image PK(a) will be thought of as the 

"restriction" of a to K. 

LEMMA A.7. The groups Hi(M, M-K) are zero for i> n. A 

homology class a t Hn(M, M-K) is zero if and only if the re

striction 

is zero for each x t K. 

The proof will be divided into six steps. 

Case 1. Suppose that M = Rn and that K is a compact convex 

subset. 

Let x be a point of K, and let S be a large (n-l)-sphere with 

center x. Then S is a deformation retract of both Rn - x and of Rn - K. 
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From this one sees that 

for all i, which completes the proof in Case 1. 

Case 2. Suppose that K = Kl U K2 where the lemma is known to be 

true for K l , K2, and for Kl n K2. 

We will make use of the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence 

where the homomorphism s is defined by 

sea) = PK Ca) Ell PK Ca) 
1 2 

(See for example [Eilenberg-Steenrod, p. 42] or [Spanier, p. 187].) Assum

ing the existence of such a sequence, the proof in Case 2 can easily be 

completed. Details will be left to the reader. 

Here is a brief construction of the sequence. Let Uj denote the open 

set M-K j . In analogy with the discussion on p. 265, let C\CM; Ul , U2) 

denote the quotient CiM/CC iU1 + CiU2 ) where CiU! + Ci U2 C CiCUl U U2 ) 

denotes the free module generated by all singular i-simplexes which lie 

either in U 1 or in U2 . Then the natural homomorphism 

induces isomorphisms of homology groups. CCompare the argument on 

p. 265.) Now the commutative diagram 



gives rise to a short exact sequence 

The associated long exact sequence of homology groups is the required 

relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence. 

Case 3. KeRn is a finite union Kl U ... U Kr of compact, convex 

sets. 

Then the lemma can be proved by induction on r, making use of Cases 

1 and 2. 

Case 4. K is an arbitrary compact subset of Rn. 

Given a (H/Rn,Rn-K), choose a compact neighborhood N of K 

and a class a' (Hi(Rn, Rn-N) so that PK(a') = a. This is possible 

since we can choose a chain y (CiRn whose image modulo Rn - K is a 

cycle representing a. Then the boundary of y is "supported" by a com

pact set disjoint from K. We need only choose N small enough to be 

disjoint from this support. 

Cover K by finitely many closed balls B1 , ... , Br such that Bi C N 

and B· n K f. cp. If i > n then PB U U B a' = 0 by Case 3, hence 
1 1 ... r 

a = O. If i = nand pxCa) = 0 for each x (K, then clearly pxCa') = 0 

for each x ( Bl U ... U Br' (Compare Case 1.) Hence again 

PB U UB (a') = 0 and therefore a = O. 
1 ... r 

Case 5. K C M is small enough so as to have: a neighborhood U 

homeomorphic to Rn. 

Since H*(M, M - K) ~ H*(U, U - K) by excision, the assertion in this 

case follows from Case 4. 

Case 6. KC M is arbitrary. 

Then K = Kl U .. , U Kr where each Kj is "small" as in Case S. The 

proof now proceeds by induction on r, using Case 2. This completes the 



The Fundamental Homology Class of a Manifold 

We will now use the infinite cyclic group Z as coefficient domain. 

For each x (M, recall that 

is infinite cyclic for i = n and is zero for i ~ n. 

DEFINITION. A local orientation f1. x for M at x is a choice of one 

of the two possible generators for Hn(M, M - x; Z). 

Note that such a f1. x determines local orientations f1. y for all points 

y in a small neighborhood of x. To be more precise, if B is a ball 

about x (in terms of some local coordinate system), then for each y ( B 

the isomorphisms 

determine a local orientation f1. y ' 

DEF INITION. An orientation for M is a function which assigns to 

each x (M a local orientation f1. x which "varies continuously" with x, 

in the following sense: For each x there should exist a compact neigh

borhood N and a class f1.N ( Hn(M, M - N) so that Py(p.N) = f1. y for each 

y (N. 

The pair consisting of manifold and orientation is called an oriented 

manifold. 

THEOREM A.8. For any oriented manifold M and any compact 

KC M, there is one and only one class f1.K ( HnCM, M - K) 

which satisfies PX(p.K) = f1. x for each x ( K. 

In particular, if M itself is compact, then there is one and only one 

f1.M (HnM with the required property. This class f1. = f1.M is called the 

fundamental homology class of M. 



Proof of A.S. The uniqueness of ilK follows immediately from A.7. 

The existence proof will be divided into three steps. 

Case 1. If K is contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 

some given point, then the existence of ilK follows from the definition of 

orientation. 

Case 2. Suppose that K = Kl U K2 where ilK and ilK exist. As 
1 2 

in A.7 there is an exact sequence 

where 
sea) = PK (a) e PK (a) , 

1 2 

Now tCilK e ilK ) = 0, by the uniqueness theorem applied to Kl n K2, 
1 2 

hence ilK e ilK = sea) for some unique a ( Hn(M, M-K). This a is the 
1 2 

required ilK. 

Case 3. K arbitrary. Then K = Kl U ... U Kr where the ilK. exist 
1 

by Case 1. The class ilK is now constructed by induction on r. l1li 

REMARK 1. For any coefficient domain A, the unique homomorphism 

Z ... A gives rise to a class in Hn(M, M - K; A) which will also be denoted 

by ilK. The case A = Z/2 is particularly important, since the mod 2 

homology class 

can be constructed directly for an arbitrary manifold, without making any 

assumption of orientability. 

REMARK 2. Similar considerations apply to an oriented manifold

with-boundary M. For each compact subset KC M, there exists a unique 

class ilK ( Hn(M, (M-K)U aM) with the property that PxCilK ) = Ilx for 
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each x t K n (M - aM). In particular, if M is compact, then there is a 

unique fundamental homology class ILM t Hn(M, aM) with the required 

property. It can be shown that the natural homomorphism 

maps ILM to the fundamental homology class of aM. (Compare [Spanier, 

p. 304].) 

Cohomology with Compact Support 

A cochain c t CiM is said to have compact support if there exists a 

compact set KC M so that c belongs to the submodule ci(M, M~ K) C 

CiM. In other words c must annihilate every singular simplex in M - K. 

The cochains with compact support form a submodule which will be de

noted by C~omp MC ciM. The cohomology groups of this complex 
* . 

CcompM will be denoted by H~ompM. A straightforward argument 

[Spanier, p. 162] shows that H~omp M is isomorphic to the direct limit of 

the groups Hi(M, M - K) as K varies over the directed set consisting of 

all compact subsets of M. If M is compact, note that H~omp M 2': HiM. 

If M is oriented, then there is an important homomorphism 

H~ompM -> A 

which will be denoted by a f-> a[M], and called integration over M. 

When M is compact, this can be defined by 

In the general caSe it is necessary to choose some representative 

a' E Hn(M, M - K) for a, and then to define 

a[M] = < a', ILK> 

The reader should verify that this definition does not depend on the choice 

of K and a'. 
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The Cap Product Operation 

For any space X and any coefficient domain, there is a bilinear pair-

ing operation 
n : cix ® CnX -> C . X n-1 

which can be characterized as follows. For each cochain b (cix and 

each chain ~ (CnX the cap product b n ~ is the unique element of 

Cn_ i X such that 

(1) <a, bn~> = <ab,~> 

for all a (Cn-iX. More explicitly, for each generator [a] of CnX, the 

cap product b n [a] can be defined as the product of the ring element 

(_l)i(n-i)< b, [back i-face of a] > with the singular simplex 

[front (n-i)-face of a]. 

Combining the identity (1) with the standard properties of cup products, 

one can derive the following rules: 

(2) (bc) n ~ = b n (cnt) 

(3) 1 n ~ = ~ 

(4) a(bnt) = (ob) n ~ + (_l)dim b b n a~ 

From (4) it follows that there is a corresponding operation 

HiX ® HnX -> H .X n-1 

which will also be denoted by n. 

In terms of this operation we can now state the duality theorem for 

compact manifolds, using any coefficient domain. 

POINCARE DUALITY THEOREM. If M is compact and 

oriented, then HiM is isomorphic to Hn_iM under the corre

spondence a f-> a n flM' 
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For a non-orientable manifold the duality theorem is still true, but 

only if one uses the coefficient domain Z/2. 

277 

The proof will involve a more general situation. First observe that 

for any pair eX, A), the cap product gives rise to a pairing 

and hence to a pairing 

(In even greater generality one can define 

if A and B are open in A U B.) Now let M be oriented but not neces

sarily compact. Define the duality map 

as follows. For any a E H~ompM = lim HiCM, M-K) choose a represent a-
-7 

tive a' E HiCM, M-K) and set 

DCa) = a' n f1.K . 

This is well defined since, for K C L, the diagram 

is clearly commutative. In the special case where M is compact, note 

that DCa) = an f1.M' 



DUALITY THEOREM A.9. The homomorphism D maps 

H~ompM isomorphically onto Hn_iM. 

If M is compact, then this implies that n ilM maps HiM isomor

phically onto Hn_iM, as previously asserted. 

The proof will be divided into five cases. 

Case 1. Suppose that M = Rn. 

Given any ball B we clearly have Hn(Rn,Rn-B):::: A with genera

tor ilB. (Compare A.7, Case 1.) Hence Hn(Rn,Rn_B):::: A by A.I, with 

a generator a such that < a, ilB > = 1. Now the identity 

shows that a n ilB is a generator of HoRn:::: A. Thus n ilB maps 

* H (Rn, Rn - B) isomorphically to HiRn), and passing to the direct limit 

as B becomes larger it follows that the homomorphism D maps 

* Hcomp(Rn) isomorphically onto H*CRn). 

Case 2. Suppose that M = U U V where the theorem is true for the 

open subsets U, V and U n V. 

We will construct a commutative diagram 

o i (U n ) Hi Uffi Hi V Hi M 
- Hcomp V - comp comp - comp 

ID ID ID 
a --=--.... , Hn_ i CU n V) 

where the bottom line is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence [Eilenberg-Steenrod, 

p. 37]. The construction of the bottom sequence is similar to that in the 

proof of A.7. To construct the top exact sequence, note that for each 

compact KC U and Le V there is a relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
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as in the proof of A. 7. By excision this can be rewritten as 

Now passing to the direct limit as K and L become larger we obtain the 

required sequence. 

Applying the Five Lemma to the resulting diagram, this completes the 

proof in Case 2. 

Case 3. M is the union of a nested family of open sets Ua' where 

the duality theorem is true for each Ua . 

Then H~ompM = ~ H~ompUa and Hn_iM = ~ Hn_iUa . (Both 

assertions follow easily from the fact that every compact subset of M is 

contained in some Ua .) Since the direct limit of isomorphisms is an iso

morphism, this completes the proof in Case 3. 

Case 4. M is an open subset of Rn. 

If M is convex, then it is homeomorphic to Rn, so the statement 

follows from Case 1. More generally choose convex open sets V1 ,V2 ,V3 ,.·. 

with union M. Using Case 2 inductively, the theorem is true for each 

V 1 U V 2 U ... U V k' Passing to the direct limit as k -> "", it is true for M. 

Case 5. M is arbitrary. 

Cover M by open sets Va , each diffeomorphic to an open subset of 

Rn, and choose a well ordering of the index set. (If M has a countable 

basis, then we can use the positive integers as index set.) Now a straight

forward transfinite induction, using Cases 2, 3, and 4, shows that the 

theorem is true for each partial union Ua<f3 Va' Hence, by Case 3, it is 

true for M. III 

Here are two concluding problems for the reader. 

Problem A-I. For an oriented manifold-with-boundary construct the 

duality isomorphism 
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Alternatively, defining H~omp(M, aM) = ~ Hi(M, (M-K) U aM), construct 

the isomorphism 

Problem A-2 (Alexander duality). Let K be a compact subset of the 

sphere Sn which is a retract of some neighborhood. (This hypothesis is 

needed since we are using singular, rather than Cech, cohomology.) Show 

that HiK is isomorphic to the direct limit lim HiU as U ranges over 
---> 

all neighborhoods of K. Show that Hi(Sn, K) is isomorphic to 

Finally, given x t K and y t Sn_K, show that 



Appendix B: Bernoulli Numbers 

Since the appearance of Hirzebruch's signature theorem and his 

generalized Riemann-Roch theorem, it has become useful for topologists 

to know something about Bernoulli numbers and their number theoretic 

properties. This appendix will describe some of these properties. 

The Bernoulli numbers B 1 , B2 , ... can be defined as the coefficients 

which occur in the power series expansion 

x cosh x 
sinh x 

B 
1 + ~ (2x)2 

2! 
B 

+ 2 (2x)6 
6! 

(convergent for Ixl < TT), or equivalently in the expansion 

- + ... 

z 
e Z _l 

B2 4 B 
+ 2 z6 LiT z 6! - + .... 

These two series are related by the easily verified identity 

With this notation one has: 

and so on. (The reader should beware since other conflicting notations 

are also in common usage.) These numbers were first introduced by ] akob 

Bernoulli, the oldest of that famous family of mathematicians, in a work 

published posthumously in 1713. They can be computed for example by 

actually dividing the appropriate power series, or by a procedure based 

on the proof of Lemma B.l below. 

281 
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Many related classical power series expansions can be derived from 

these. For example the identity 

1 1 
sinh 2x tanh x 

leads to the series 

(compare Problem 19-C), and the identity 

2 
tanh x = h 2 tan x 

leads to the series 

1 
tanh 2x 

1 
tanh x 

B B 

- + '" 

tanh x = 22(22_1) -.! x - 24(24_1) 2 x3 2! 4! + - .... 

Closely related, by means of the equation tanh iy = i tan y, is the series 

This last can be used to prove an interesting number theoretic property. 

LEMMA B.1. For each n the number 22n(22n-1)Bn/2n is a 

positive integer. 

For the above Taylor expansion shows that 22n(22n_1) Bn/2n is 

equal to the (2n-1)-st derivative of tan y at the origin. But the identity 

together with a straightforward induction shows that the (2n-1)-st deriva

tive of tan y equals 
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where the coefficients ano' an1 , "', ann are positive integers. In particu

lar the value ano at the origin is a positive integer. III 

More generally one has the following. 

LEMMA B.2 (Lipschitz-Sylvester). For any integer k, the 

expression k2n(k2n_1) Bn/2n is an integer. 

Proof. Consider the function f(x) = 1 + eX + e2x + 00. + e(k-l)X = 

(ekx_1)/(ex_1). Note that f(O) = k, and that the derivatives of f at zero 

are all integers. Now consider the logarithmic derivative 

Using the Taylor expansion 

1 ( x Bl 2 B2 4 ) x 1 +2"+2Jx -4fx +-00' , 

we obtain 

2 Bl 4 B2 3 
f(x)/f(x) = (k-1)/2 + (k -1) 2J x - (k -1) 4fx +-

Therefore the (2n-1)-st derivative of f(x)/f(x) at the origin is equal to 

± (k2 n_1) Bn/2n. A straightforward induction shows that this derivative 

can be expressed as a polynomial in f(x), £'(x), ... , f( 2n>cx) with integer 

coefficients, divided by (f(x»2n. Setting x = 0, this yields 

as required. l1li 

The following two theorems give more precise number theoretic infor

mation. The first was proved independently by T. Clausen and 

K. G. C. von Staudt in 1840. 



THEOREM 8.3. The rational number (-l)nBn is congruent 

modulo Z to ~ (l/p), to be summed over all primes p such 

that p-1 divides 2n. Hence the denominator of Bn, expressed 

as a fraction in lowest terms, is equal to the product of all primes 

p with (p-1) I 2n. 

Thus the denominator of Bn is always square free and divisible by 6. 

It is divisible by a prime p> 3 if and only if n is a multiple of (p-1)/2. 

For a proof the reader is referred to [Hardy and Wright, Section 7.10] or 

[Borevich and Shafarevich, p. 384]. III 

The next result was proved by von Staudt in 1845. 

THEOREM B.4. A prime divides the denominator of Bn/n 

(expressed as a fraction in lowest terms) if and only if it 

divides the denominator of Bn. 

It is now easy to compute the denominator of Bn/n explicitly. For 

any prime p with (p-1) I 2n, let pI'- be the highest power of p dividing 

n. Then clearly pl'-+l is the highest power of p dividing the denomina

tor of Bn/n. As an example, for n = 14 since the primes 2, 3, 5, 29 

are the only ones satisfying (p-1) I 2n, it follows that the denominator of 

B14/14 is equal to 22 .3.5.29. 

REMARK. This computation is of interest to homotopy theorists, in 

view of the theorem that the image of the stable J-homomorphism 

is a cyclic group of order equal to the denominator of Bn/4n. (Compare 

[Milnor and Kervaire, 1958], [Adams, 1965], and [Mahowald].) 

Proof of B.4. Let p be an arbitrary prime. If p divides the denomi

nator of Bn , then it certainly divides the denominator of Bn/n. If p 



does not divide the denominator of Bn , then 2n 1= 0 (mod p-1) by B.3. 

Choose a primitive root k modulo p, that is, choose k so that 

kr '" 1 (mod p) if and only if r is a multiple of p-l. Then 

k2n 1= 1 (mod p) , 

hence the integer k2n(k2n_1)/2 is relatively prime to p. Therefore 

Bn/n, being equal to the integer k2n(k2n_1) Bn/2n divided by 

k2n(k2n_1)/2, has denominator prime to p. l1li 

The numerator of the fraction Bn/n is much more difficult to compute. 

For small values of n it can be tabulated as follows. 

n <5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

numerator(~) 16911361743867174611 77683 236364091 

REMARK. This numerator is of interest to differential topologists in 

view of the theorem that the group consisting of all diffeomorphism classes 

of exotic (4n-1)-spheres which bound parallelizable manifolds is a cyclic 

group of order 

for n> 2. (See [Kervaire and Milnor, 1963].) It is of interest in number 

theory since Kummer, in 1850, proved Fermat's last theorem for any prime 

exponent p which does not divide the numerator of any Bn/n. (See 

[Borevich-Shafarevich].) Such primes are called "regular." The smallest 

irregular prime is 37, which divides the numerator 7709321041217 of B16 · 

If two integers m and n satisfy m '" n i= 0 (mod (p-1)/2) for some odd 

prime p, then Kummer showed that p divides the numerator of 

Therefore, in order to test a given prime p for.regularity, it suffices to 

examine the numerators of those Bn with 1:S n < (p-1)/2. 
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The numerator of Bn/n is non-trivial for all n?: 8, and grows very 

rapidly with n. To see this, recall the famous formula 

of Euler. (See Problem B-4 below.) Using Stirling's formula 

1 < m! 
mme-mV277m 

(see [Artin]), this implies that 

Bn> 2(2n)1/(277)2n > 4(77~)2n Jim 

(where all three expressions are asymptotically equal as n .... (0). There

fore 

numerator (~n) > 

2n-!. 
Bn > ..i.. (..!!.) 2 > 1 
n ye 77e 

for all n> 77e = 8.539 .... 

For further information concerning Bemoulli numbers, the reader is 

referred to [Nielsen] or [Borevich-Shafarevich]. 

We conclude with some exercises. 

ProQlem B-1 (J. F. Adams). If all of the prime factors of n have the 

form 6k+1, show that the denominator of Bn/n is equal to 6. 

Problem B-2 0. F. Adams). Given constants N> log2(4n) show that 

the greatest common divisor of the integers 

is equal to the denominator of Bn/4n. 

d Problem B-3. Let D = dt denote the differentiation operator 

f(t) f-'> f(t) applied to any polynomial f(t). Show that the operator 
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D 1 2 e ~ 1 + D + 2! D +... maps f(t) to f(t+l), and show that the operator 

1 B1 " B2 HH maps f(t) to a polynomial get) = f(t) - 2'f'(t) + 2T f (t) - 4! f et) + - ... 

which satisfies the difference equation 

g(t+l) - get) = f'(t) 

In this way prove the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula 

£'(0) + £,(1) + ... + f'(k-1) = g(k) - g(O) 

Problem B-4. Taking fet) = tm/m!, the corresponding polynomial 

may be called the m-th "Bernoulli polynomial" Pm(t). Show that these 

Bernoulli polynomials can be characterized inductively, starting with 

poet) = 1, by the property that each Pm(t), m ~ 1, is an indefinite integral 
1 

of Pm-l (t) and satisfies r Pm(t)dt = O. Compute the integral 
o 

J 1 Pm Ct) e-27Tiktdt -l/C27Tik)m 

o 

inductively, for k';' 0, m ~ 1, using integration by parts, and hence 

establish the uniformly convergent Fourier series expansion 

for m ~ 2, 0::; t::; 1. Evaluating at t = 0, prove Euler's formula 

Bn/(2n)! = 2 ~ 00 1/(21Tk)2n 
k=l 



Appendix C: Connections, Curvature, and Characteristic Classes 

This appendix will outline the Chern-Weil description of Characteristic 

classes with real or complex coefficients in terms of curvature forms. 

(Compare [Chern] or [Bott-Chern, Section 2].) We will assume that the 

reader is familiar with the rudiments of exterior differential calculus and 

de Rham cohomology, as developed for example in [Warner]. However our 

sign conventions, as described in Appendix A, are different from those of 

Warner and other authors. We will return to this point later. 

We begi~ with the case of a complex vector bundle. Let ( be a smooth 

complex n-plane bundle with smooth base space M, and let 

be the complexified dual tangent bundle of M. Then the (complex) tensor 

* . product re ® ( IS also a complex vector bundle over M. The vector space 

* of smooth sections of this bundle will be denoted by CO(r c ®(). 

DEFINITION. A connection on ( is a C-linear mapping 

which satisfies the Leibniz formula 

V(fs) = df ® s + fV(s) 

for every Sf COO(O and every f f C""(M, C). The image V(s) is called 

the covariant derivative of s. 

The basic properties of connections can be outlined as follows. First 

note that the correspondence s f-> V (s) decreases supports. That is, if 
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the section s vanishes throughout an open subset U C M then V(s) 

vanishes throughout U also. For given x f U we can choose a smooth 

function f which vanishes outside U and is identically 1 near x. The 

identity 
df ® s + fV(s) = V(fs) = 0 , 

evaluated at x, shows that V(s) vanishes at x. 

REMARK. A linear mapping L: COO(<:) --> Coo(71) which decreases 

supports is also called a local operator, since the value of L(s) at x 

depends only on the values of s at points in an arbitrarily small neigh

borhood of x. (A theorem of [Peetre] asserts that every local operator is 

a differential operator, that is it can be expressed locally as a finite 

linear combination of partial derivatives, with coefficients in Coo (71)') 

Since a connection V is a local operator, it makes sense to talk 

about the restriction of V to an open subset of M. If a collection of 

open sets Ua covers M, then a global connection is uniquely determined 

by its restrictions to the various Ua · 

If the open set U is small enough so that <: 1 U is trivial, then the 

collection of all possible connections on <: 1 U can be described as 

follows. Choose a basis sl"'" sn for the sections of <: 1 U, so that 

every section can be written uniquely as a sum f1 sl + ... + fns n, where 

the fi are smooth complex valued functions. 

LEMMA 1. A connection V on the trivial bundle <: 1 U IS 

uniquely determined by V(sl)' "', V(sn)' which can be com

pletely arbitrary smooth sections of the bundle T~ ® <:1 u. Each 

of the sections V(si) can be written uniquely as a sum 

~ w .. ® s· where [w··] can be an arbitrary .n x n matrix of 
~ ~ J ~ 
COO complex I-forms on U. 

We adopt the convention that 2 always stands for the summation 

over all indices which appear twice. 
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In fact, given V (s 1)' ... , V (sn) we can define V for an arbitrary 

section by the formula 

Details will be left to the reader. III 
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As an example, there is one and only one connection such that the 

covariant derivatives V(s1)' ... , V (sn) are all zero; or in other words so 

that the connection matrix [(1) ij] is zero. It is given by V (I.fiSi) = 

I. dfi ® si' This particular "flat" connection depends of course on the 

choice of basis ! Si L 
The collection of all connections on c: does not have any natural 

vector space structure. Note however that if V 1 and V 2 are two con

nections on C:, and g is a smooth complex valued function on M, then 

the linear combination g V 1 + (1- g) '1 2 is again a well defined connection 

on c:. 

LEMM A 2. Every smooth complex vector bundle wi th paracompact 

base space possesses a connection. 

Proof. Choose open sets Ua covering the base space with c: I Ua 

trivial, and choose a smooth partition of unity {Aal with SUpp(Aa) C Ua · 

Each restriction c: I Ua possesses a connection 'la by Lemma 1. The 

linear combination ~Aa 'la is now a well defined global connection. l1li 

Next let us consider the case of an induced vector bundle. Given a 

smooth map g: M' -> M we can form the induced vector bundle C:' = g * C:. 
Note that there is a canonical COO(M, C)-linear mapping 

* 007) 007' g : C (s ... C (s ) . 

Also, any I-form on M pulls back to a I-form on M', so there is a 

canonical COO(M, C)-linear mapping 
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LEMMA 3. To each connection 'i7 on c: there corresponds one 

and only one connection 'i7' = g *'i7 on the induced bundle C so 

that the following diagram is commutative 

C OO (() ~ COO(r~(M) ® () 

coo!n..:r... COO(, ~(L 00 

For example, given sections sl"'" sn over an open subset U of M 

with 'i7(si) = lWij ® Sj we can form the lifted I-forms W'ij and the 

lifted sections s'i over g-l(U). If such a connection 'i7' exists, then 

evidently 

Further details will be left to the reader. III 

Given a connection 'i7 on C:, let uS try to construct something like a 

* connection on the bundle re ® C:. We will make use of 'i7 together with 

the exterior differentiation operator d: COO(r~) --> COO(A 2r ~). 

LEMMA 4. Given 'i7 there is one and only one C-linear mapping 

which satisfies the Leibniz formula 

~ 

'i7(e®s) = de ® s - eA 'i7(s) 

for every I-form e and every section s (COO(C:). Furthermore 
~ ~ 

'i7 satisfies the identity 'i7(f(e®s» = df A (e®s) + f'i7(e®s). 
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Proof. In terms of a local basis si' ... , sn for the sections, we must 

have 

Taking this formula as definition of V, the required identities are easily 

verified. l1li 

Now let us consider the composition K = V 0 V of the two C-linear 

mappings 

~ 

LEMMA 5. The value of the section K(s) = V(V(s» at x 

depends only on sex), not on the values of s at other points 

of M. Hence the correspondence 

sex) i-> K(s) (x) 

defines a smooth section of the complex vector bundle 

Hom("A2r~®O. 

DEFINITION. This section K = KV of the vector bundle 

Horn (', A 2r ~ ® 0 == A 2r ~ ® Hom(', ') is called the curvature tensor of 

the connection V. 

Proof of Lemma 5. Clearly K is a local operator. The computation 
A 

V(V(fs» = V(df®s + fV(s» = 0 - df A V(s) + df A V(s) + fV(V(s» shows 
A 

that the composition V 0 V = K is actually C""(M, C)-linear: 

K(fs) = fK(s) . 

Now if sex) = s'(x) then, in terms of a local basis sl' ... ' sn for sections 

we have 

near x, where £1 (x) = ... = fn(x) = O. Hence 
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vanishes at x. This completes the proof. III 

In terms of a basis s1"'" sn for the sections of (I U, with V (si) = 

~ Wij ® Sj' note the explicit formula 

K(s.) = V(~ w .. ®s.) 1 ~ 1J J 

where w~ have set 

n·· = dw·· - ~ W· 1\ W . 1J 1J ~ la aJ' 

Thus K can be described locally by the n x n matrix n = [n·.] of 1J 
2-forms in much the same way that V is described locally by the matrix 

W = [wij] of I-forms. In matrix notation, we have 

n=dw-wl\w. 

A fundamental theorem, which we will not prove, asserts that the 

curvature tensor K is zero if and only if, in the neighborhood of each 

point of M there exists a basis s1"'" sn for the sections of ( so 

that V (s1) = ... = V (sn) = O. (Compare [Bishop-Crittenden] or [Kobayashi

Nomizu].) In fact if M is simply connected and K = 0, then there exist 

global sections s1"'" sn with V (s1) = '" = V (sn) = O. It follows in that 

case of course that ( is a trivial bundle. If the tensor K = KV is zero, 

then the connection V is called flat. 

REMARK. Using Steenrod's terminology, a bundle with flat connec

tion can be described as a bundle with discrete structural group. To see 

this consider two different local bases, say s1'"'' sn t COO«( I U) and 

s'1' ... , s' n t COO«( I V), both of which have covariant derivatives zero. 

Over the intersection U n V we can set s'i = ~ aijsj' The equation 



v (s') = ~ daij ® Sj = 0 shows that the transition functions aij are 

locally constant. Hence the associated mapping 

[aij] : U n V --> GL(n, C) 

is continuous, even if the linear group GL(n, C) is provided with the 

discrete topology. 

Starting with the curvature tensor K, we can construct characteristic 

classes as follows. Let Mn(C) be the algebra consisting of all n x n 

complex matrices. 

DEFINITION. An invariant polynomial on Mn(C) is a function 

which can be expressed as a complex polynomial in the entries of the 

matrix, and satisfies 
P(XY) = P(YX) , 

or equivalently 

for every non-singular matrix T. 

(The first identity evidently follows from the second when Y is non

singular, and the general case follows by continuity, since every singular 

matrix can be approximated by non-singular matrices.) 

Examples. The trace function [Xij] f-> ~ Xii' and the determinant 

function are well known examples of invariant polynomials on Mn(C). 

If P is an invariant polynomial, then an exterior form P(K) on the 

base space M is defined as follows. Choosing a local basis sl'···' sn 

for the sections near x, we have K(si) = ~ nij ® Sj. The matrix n = 

[Uij] has entries in the commutative algebra over C consisting of all 

exterior forms of even degree. It makes perfect sense therefore to evaluate 



the complex polynomial P at n, thus obtaining an algebra element. The 

resulting algebra element P(U) does not depend on the choice of basis 

s1' ... , sn' since a change of basis will replace the matrix n by one of 

the form T UT-1 where T is a non-singular matrix of functions. Since 

P(TUT-1) = P(U), these various local differential forms P(U) are 

uniquely defined. They piece together to yield a global differential form 

which we denote by P(K). 

REMARK 1. If P is a homogeneous polynomial of degree r, then of 

course P(K) is an exterior form of degree 2r. In general, P will be a 

sum of homogeneous polynomials of various degrees, and correspondingly 

P(K) will be a sum of exterior forms of various even degrees. We will use 

the notation P(K) t COO(AEIlr~) = EB COO(A r r~). 

REMARK 2. More generally, in place of an invariant polynomial, one 

can equally well use an invariant formal power series of the form 

where each Pr is an invariant homogeneous polynomial of degree r. Then 

P(K) is still well defined, since P r(K) = 0 for 2r > dim (M). (A notable 

example of an invariant formal power series is the Chern character 

ch(A) = trace (eA / 27Ti).) 

FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA. For any invariant polynomial (or 

invariant formal power series) P, the exterior form P(K) is 

closed, that is dP(K) = O. 

Proof. Given any invariant polynomial or formal power series peA) = 

P([Aij])' where the Aij stand for indeterminates, we can form the matrix 

[aPjaA . . ] 
1J 

of formal first derivatives. It will be convenient to denote the transpose 

of this matrix by the symbol P'(A). 
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Now let 0 = [Oij] be the curvature matrix with respect to some basis 

for (I U. Evidently the exterior derivative dP(O) is equal to the ex-

pression 
~ (ap/ao·.) dU·· ~ 1) 1J 

In matrix notation, we can write this as 

(1) dP(O) = trace(P'(O) dO) 

The matrix dO of 3-forms can be computed by taking the exterior de

ri vative of the matrix equation 

O=dw-wAw, 

and then substituting this equation back into the result. This yields the 

Bianchi identity 

(2) dO=wAQ-QAw. 

We will need the following remark. For any invariant polynomial or 

power series P, the transposed matrix of first derivatives P'(A) com

mutes with A. To prove this statement, let Eji denote the matrix with 

entry 1 in the (j,i)-th place and zeros elsewhere. Differentiating the 

equation 

with respect to t and then setting t = 0, we obtain 

Thus the matrix A commutes with the transpose of rap/aAij], as 

asserted. 

Substituting 0 for the matrix of indeterminates A, it follows that 

(3) Q A P'(Q) = P'(O) A 0 . 

It will be convenient to use the notation X for the product matrix P'(O) A w. 

Now substituting the Bianchi identity (2) into (1) and using (3) we obtain 



dP(Q) = trace(X A Q - Q A X) 

~(Xij AQji -Qji A Xij) 

Since each Xij commutes with the 2-form Qji' this sum is zero, which 

proves the Fundamental Lemma. III 

Thus the exterior form P(K) is closed, or in other words is a 

de Rham cocycle, representing an element which we denote by (P(K» in 
E!) • 

the total de Rham cohomology ring H (M; C) = ffiHl(M; C). 

COROLLARY. The cohomology class (P(K» = (P(Kv» IS 

independent of the connection V. 

Proof. Let V 0 and V 1 be two different connections on (. Mapping 

M x R to M by the projection (x, t) !-> x, we can form the induced 

bundle (' over M x R, the induced connections V'o and V'1' and the 

linear combination 
V = tV'1 + (l-t)V'o 

Thus P(KV) is a de Rham cocycle on M x R. 

Now consider the map i E : x !-> (x, E) from M to M x R, where E 

* (1' c-)* ;-, equals 0 or 1. Evidently the induced connection (iE) V on co s 

can be identified with the connection V E on (. Therefore 

But the mapping io is homotopic to 

(P(KV » is equal to (P(KV ». III 
o 1 

(P(KV » 
E 

i1 hence the cohomology class 

* Thus P determines a characteristic cohomology class in H (M; C) 

depending only on the isomorphism class of the vector bundle (. If a map 

g: M' ..., M induces a bundle (' = g * (, with induced connection V', then 

clearly 



Thus these characteristic classes are well ifehaved with respect to in

duced bundles. 

But we already know from Section 14 that any characteristic class for 

complex vector bundles can be expressed as a polynomial in the Chern 

classes. Thus we are left wi th the following two questions: What in

variant polynomi als exist; and how can their associated characteristic 

classes be expressed explicitly in terms of Chern classes? 

The first question can eaSily be answered as follows. For any square 

matrix A, let ak(A) denote the k-th elementary symmetric function of 

the eigenvalues of A, so that 

LEMMA 6. Any invariant polynomial on Mn(C) can be ex

pressed as a polynomial function of aI' ... , an' 

Proof. Given A (Mn(C) we can choose B so that BAB- 1 is an 

upper triangular matrix; in fact, we could actually put A in Jordan 

canonical form. Replacing B by diag(E, E2, ... , En) B, we can then make 

the off diagonal entries arbitrarily close to zero. By continuity it follows 

that peA) depends only on the diagonal entries of BAB- 1 , or in other 

words on the eigenvalues of A. Since peA) must certainly be a sym

metric function of these eigenvalues, the classical theory of symmetric 

functions completes the proof. l1li 

We will see later that the characteristic class (ar(K» is equal to a 

complex multiple of the Chern class c r(,)· 

Leaving this for the moment, let us look at the corresponding theory 

for real vector bundles. The concepts of a connection 
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on a real vector bundle g, and of its curvature tensor 

are defined just as above, simply substituting the real numbers for the 

complex numbers throughout. Any invariant polynomial P on the matrix 

algebra Mn(R) gives rise to a characteristic cohomology class 

* (P(K» f H (M; R). 

The most classical and familiar example of a connection is provided 

by the Levi-Civita connection on the tangent or dual tangent bundle of a 

Riemannian manifold. We will next give an outline of this theory. 

First consider a real vector bundle t over M which is provided with 

a Euclidean metric. Thus if sand s' are smooth sections of t, then 

the inner product < s, s'> is a smooth real valued function on M. 

DEFINITION. A connection V on t is compatible with the metric 

if the identity 
d<s,s'> = <Vs,s'> + <s,Vs'> 

is valid for all sections sand s '. 

Here it is understood that the inner products on the right are defined 

by the requirement that 

<()@s,s'> = <s,()®s'> = <s,s'>() 

for all () f COO(r *) and all s, s' f COO(t). Unfortunately this notation can 

be confusing in some situations. It is safer in general to make use of the 

following. 

LEMMA 7. Let s1' ... , sn be an orthonormal basis for the 

sections of t I u, so that < si' Sj > = 0ij. Then a connection 

V on t I U is compatible with the metric if and only if the 

associated connection matrix [wij] (defined by V(si) = 

~ w·· O9s.) is skew-symmetric. k 1J J 



For if V is compatible, then 

0= d<si,Sj> = <Vsi,Sj> + <si'Vs j > 

= (lwik@Sk,Sj)+ (Si' IWjk 0Sk) = Wij + (l)ji . 

The converse will be left to the reader. l1li 

REMARK. The appearance of skew-symmetric matrices at this point 

is of course bound up with the fact that the Lie algebra of the orthogonal 

group O(n) is equal to the sub-Lie algebra of Mn(R) consisting of all 

skew-symmetric matrices. 

Now let us specialize to the case where the bundle I; is equal to the 

* dual tangent bundle r of M. 

DEFINITION. A connection V on r * is symmetric (or torsion free) 

if the composition 

C=(r*) ~ C=(/®r*) ~ Coo(A2/) 

is equal to the exterior derivative d. 

In terms of local coordinates xl, ... , xn, setting 

this requires that the image ~ r.~dxi A dxj must be equal to the exterior 
k 1J 

derivative d(dxk) = O. Hence the "Christoffel symbols" r.~ must be 
1J 

symmetric in i, j. More generally, the following is easily verified. 

ASSERTION. A connection V on r * is symmetric if and only if the 

second covariant derivative 

n 00 * * v (df) (C (r @r ) 

of an arbitrary smooth function f is a symmetric tensor. That is, in terms 

* of a local basis e1 , ... , en for the sections of r , one must have V d(f) = 

~ a.·e· @ e· with a·· = a·· k 1J 1 J 1J J1 . 
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LEMMA 8. The dual tangent bundle T * of a Riemannian mani

fold possesses one and only one symmetric connection which 

is compatible with its metric. 

This preferred connection V is called the Riemannian connection or 

the Levi-Civita connection. 

Proof. Let () l' ... , () n be an orthonormal basis for the sections of 

* T Iu. We will show that there is one and only one skew-symmetric matrix 

[wkj] of 1-forms such that 

Defining a connection V over U by the requirement that 

it evidently follows that V is the unique symmetric connection for T *Iu 
which is compatible with the metric. Since these local connections are 

unique, they agree on intersections U n U' and so piece together to yield 

the required global connection. 

We will need the following combinatorial remark. Any n x n x n array 

of real valued functions Aijk can be written uniquely as the sum of an 

array Bijk which is symmetric in i, j and an array Cijk which is skew

symmetric in j, k. In fact, existence can be proved by inspecting the 

explicit formulas 

C"k = 1. (A"k - A"k + Ak" + Ak ·, - A·k , - A'k') , 
1) 2 1) )1 1) )1 J 1 1 J ' 

and uniqueness is clear since if an array Dijk were both symmetric in 

i, j and skew in j, k then the equalities 
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would show that the typical entry D123 is zero. 

Now choosing functions Aijk so that d8k = 2, Aijk8i A 8j and 

setting Aijk = Bijk + Cijk as above, it follows that d8k = 2, Cijk8i A 8j . 

In fact, the I-forms 

evidently constitute the unique skew-symmetric matrix with d8k = 

2,Wkj A 8j . This proves Lemma 8. l1li 

Let us specialize to the case of a 2-dimensional oriented Riemannian 

manifold. With respect to an oriented local orthonormal basis 8 1 ,82 for 

I-forms, the connection and curvature matrices take the form 

with dW 12 = 012' The identity 

[ COS t sin tJ [ 0 

-sin t cos t -012 

012J [COS t 

o sin t 

-sin tJ 

cos t 

shows that the exterior 2-form 012 is independent of the choice of 

oriented orthonormal basis. Hence it gives rise to a well defined global 

2-form. 

DEFINITION. This form 012 is called the Gauss-Bonnet 2-form on 

the oriented surface. Denoting the oriented area 2-fonn -81 A 82 briefly 

by the symbol dA, we can set 012 = KdA where K is a scalar function 

called the Gaussian curvature. 
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Since both Q 12 and dA change sign if we reverse the orientation of 

M, it follows that K is independent of orientation. 

Note on signs. The above choice of sign for dA may look strange to 

the reader. It can be justified as follows. In conformity wi th [MacLane], 

and as described in Appendix A, we introduce a sign of (_I)mn whenever 

an object of dimension m is permuted with an adjacent object of 

dimension n. Thus if In denotes the unit cube with ordered coordinates 

tl ' ... , tn and canonical orientation class f1 E Hn(In, JIn), we set 

<dtlA ... Adtn,f1>=/dt1A ... Adtn' J1 ... J1) 
\ tl =0 tn=o 

= (_I)n+(n-l)+ ... +l J1 dt 1 ... I1 
t1=0 tn=o 

dt = (_I)n(n+1)/2. 
n 

In other words the "oriented volume n-form" on In is, by definition, set 

equal to (_1)n(n+l)/2 dt1 A ... A dtn. This choice of signs leads to a 

version of Stokes' theorem, 

which is compatible with Appendix A. Readers who prefer to use the 

classical sign conventions as in [Spanier], [Warner], and [Bott-Chern] can 

forget about these signs, but should replace K by -K wherever it occurs 

in our characteristic class formulas. 

To give some reality to this rather abstract definition, let us carry out 

a more explicit computation. In some neighborhood U of an arbitrary 

point on a Riemannian 2-manifold, one can introduce geodesic coordinates 

x, y so that the metric quadratic differential in C""(r * ® r * i U) takes the 

form dx ® dx + g(x, y)2dy ® dy. Then setting 

we obtain an orthonormal basis for the I-forms over U. The equations 
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have unique solution w 12 = gxdy, where subscript x stands for the 

partial derivative. It follows that 

Thus the Gaussian curvature is given by 

As an example, taking latitude and longitude as coordinates on the unit 

sphere, we have g(x, y) = cos(x), and therefore K = 1. 

GAuss-BoNNET THEOREM. For any closed oriented 

Riemannian 2-manifold, the integral J J 012 = J J KdA is equal 

to 217e[M]. 

Proof. More generally, consider any oriented 2-plane bundle t with 

Euclidean metric. Then t has a canonical complex structure J which 

rotates each vector through an angle of 17/2 in the "counter-clockwise" 

direction. In terms of an oriented local orthonormal basis sl' s2 for 

sections, we have JS 1 (x) = s2(x). Choosing any compatible connection 

on t, we have 

Evidently 'V' gives rise to a connection on the resulting complex line 

bundle (, where 

and consequently V (is1 ) = i V (sl) = -w 12 ® sl' Thus the connection 

matrix of this complex connection is the 1 x 1 matrix [iw 12 ] and the 



curvature matrix is [iD 12]. Applying the invariant polynomial a l = trace, 

we obtain a closed 2-form 

\ 
which represents some characteristic cohomology class in H2(M; C). But 

the only characteristic class in H2( ; C) for complex line bundles 4; is 

the Chern class cl (4;) = e(4;R) (and its multiples). Therefore 

for some complex constant a. 

To evaluate this constant a, it is only necessary to calculate both 

sides explicitly for one particular case. Suppose for example that I; is 

* the dual tangent bundle T of a closed oriented 2-dimensional Riemannian 

manifold M. Since (iD 12) = ae(T *), it follows that 

or in other words 

i II KdA = ae[M] . 

Evaluating both sides for the unit 2-sphere, we see that a = 27Ti. This 

completes the proof. III 

THEOREM. Let , be a complex vector bundle with connection 

V. Then the cohomology class (arCKV)) is equal to (27Ti/c/4;). 

Proof. In the case of a complex line bundle, the argument above shows 

that 

Define the invariant polynomial £. by 

£.(A) det(! + A/27Ti) 

~ al.(A)/(27Ti)k 



Thus, for a complex line bundle the cocycle 

£.(K) = 1 + a 1 (K)/(27Ti) 

represents the cohomology class c«() = 1 + cl «(). Now consider any 

bundle ( which splits as a Whitney sum (1 Ell ... Ell (n of line bundles. 

Choosing connections V l' ... , V n on the (j' there is evidently a 

"Whitney sum" connection on (. Choosing a local section Sj for (j 

near x, we can consider sI' ... ' sn as sections of (. The corresponding 

local curvature matrix is diagonal: 

and hence 

It follows that the corresponding global exterior forms have the same 

property 

But the right side of this equation represents the total Chern class 

Thus the equality c«() = {£(K» is true for any bundle ( which is a 

Whitney sum of line bundles. 

The general case now follows by a standard argument. (Compare 

[Hirzebruch, Section 4.2], or the uniqueness proof for Stiefel-Whitney 

classes in Section 7.) If yl denotes the universal line bundle over 

P m (C) with m large, then the n-fold cross product of copies of y1 

satisfies 

Since the cohomology of the base space Gn (COO) of the uni versal bundle 

yn maps monomorphically into the cohomology of P m(C) x ... x P m(C) in 

dimensions :; 2m, it follows that 
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Therefore cC,) = (~(K«()) for an arbitrary bundle (. III 

COROLLARY 1. For any real vector bundle ~ the de Rham 

cocycle a 2k(K) represents the cohomology class (21T)2kpk(~) 

in H4k(M; R), while a2k+I (K) is a coboundary. 

In other words the total Pontrjagin class 1 + PI (~) + P2(~) + '" in 

H'M; R) corresponds to the invariant polynomial peA) = det(I + A/21T). 

This follows immediately from the Theorem together with the definition of 

Pontrjagin classes. !Ill 

REMARK. Here is a direct proof that a 2k+I (K) is a coboundary. 

Choose a Euclidean metric on ~, and choose a compatible connection y. 

Then the connection matrix with respect to a local orthonormal basis for 

sections is skew symmetric, and it follows easily that the associated 

curvature matrix n is skew also, n t = -no Therefore 

Thus am(Ky) is zero as a cocyc1e for m odd. For an arbitrary (non

metric) connection y', it follows that am (Ky ,) is a coboundary. 

COROLLARY 2. If a real [or complex] vector bundle possesses 

a flat connection, then all of its Pontrjagin [or Chern] classes 

with rational coefficients are zero. 

The proof is clear. III 

REMARK. If the homology H*(M; Z) with integer coefficients is 

finitely generated, then it also follows that the Pontrjagin [or Chern] 

classes with integer coefficients are torsion elements. These torsion 
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elements are not zero in general. (Bott and Heitsch] have recently con

structed a real [or complex] vector bundle with discrete structural group 

* whose Pontrjagin. [or Chern] classes in H (B; Z) are non-torsion elements 

which satisfy no polynomial relations. Of course the homology H*(B; Z) 

cannot be finitely generated. 

One piece of information is conspicuously absent in the above discus

sion. We do not have any expression for the Euler class of an oriented 

2n-plane bundle in terms of curvature (except for a very special construc

tion in the case n = 1). This is not just an accident. We will see later 

by an example that there cannot be any formula for the Euler class in 

terms of the curvature of an arbitrary connection. The situation changes, 

however, if the connection is required to be compatible with a Euclidean 

metric on ~, 

The following classical construction will be needed. 

LEMMA 9. There exists one and up to sign only one polynomial 

with integer coefficients which assigns, to each 2n x 2n skew

symmetric matrix A over a commutative ring, a ring element 

Pf(A) whose square is the determinant of A. Furthermore 

Pf(BABt) = Pf(A) det(B) 

for any 2n x 2n matrix B. 

We will specify the sign by requiring that Pf(diag(S, ... , S» = + 1, 

where S denotes the 2 x 2 matrix [0 1J. The resulting polynomial 
-1 0 

Pf is called the Pfaffian. As examples, 

and the Pfaffian of a 4 x 4 skew matrix [aij] equals a12 a34 - a13 a24 

+ a 14 a23 · 
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To prove1 Lemma 9, we will work in the ring A= Z[A12, ... ,A2n_12n' 

B11 , ... , B2n 2n] in which all of the above diagonal entries of the skew 

matrix A = [Aij ] and all of the entries of B = [Bij ] are distinct indeter

minates. Over the quotient field of A, it is not difficult to find a matrix 

X so that XAXt = diag(S, ... , S). Hence the polynomial det(A) t A is 

equal to a square det(X)-2 in the quotient field of A. Since A is a 

unique factorization domain, this implies that det(A) is a square already 

within A. 

Similarly, the identity det(BABt) = det(A) det(B)2 implies that 

Pf(BAB t) = ± Pf(A) det(B) , 

and specializing to B = I we see that the sign must be + 1. l1li 

Now let ~ be an oriented 2n-plane bundle with Euclidean metric. 

Choosing an oriented orthonormal basis for the sections of ~ throughout 

a coordinate neighborhood U, the curvature matrix D = [D .. ] is skew 
IJ 

symmetric, so 

is defined. Choosing a different oriented orthonormal basis for the sections 

over U, this exterior form will be replaced by Pf(XD X- 1 ) where the 

matrix X is orthogonal (X- 1 = xt) and orientation preserving (det X= 1). 

Hence the Pfaffian is unchanged. Thus we can piece these local forms 

together to obtain a global 2n-form 

(As an example, for n = 2 we recover the statement that the Gauss-Bonnet 

2-form D12 = Pf(K) is globally well defined.) Just as in the previous 

case, one can verify that the matrix of formal partial derivatives 

[aPf(A)/aAij] commutes with A, and hence that 

1 For details, see [Bourbaki, Alg'ebre, Chapter 9, p. 82]. 
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Thus Pf(K) represents a characteristic cohomology class in H2n(M; R). 

Passing to a bundle y which is universal in dimensions :S 4n, since -the square of Pf(K(y)) represents the cohomology class 

we see that 

and hence that (Pf(K(cf )))= ± (217)n e(.;:) for any oriented 2n-plane bundle 

.f. In fact, the sign is + 1, as can be verified by evaluating both sides 

for a Whitney sum of 2-plane bundles. Thus we have proved the following. 

GENERALIZED GAuss-BONNET THEOREM. For any oriented 

2n-plane bundle cf with Euclidean metric and any compatible 

connection, the exterior 2n-form Pf(K/217) represents the Euler 

class eC';:). 

REMARK. This theorem helps to illustrate the general Chern-Weil 

result that for any compact Lie group G with Lie algebra g, the 

cohomology H$(BG; R) of the classifying space is isomorphic to the 

algebra consisting of all polynomial functions g --> R which are invariant 

under the adjoint action of G. This general assertion fails for non

compact groups such as SL(2n, R). 

* As an example, suppose that r is the dual tangent bundle of the 

unit sphere S2n, with the Levi-Civita connection. Choosing an oriented, 

f * \ . orthonormal basis e1 , ... , en for the sections 0 r U, computatlOn 

shows that 

(This equation expresses the fact that the "sectional curvature" of the 

unit sphere is identically equal to + 1.) Furthermore 
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Integrating over S2n, this yields 

J Pf(K) = (1· 3·5· .... (2n-l)) volume (S2n) 

Setting this expression equal to (277)n e[S2n] = 2 (277)n , we obtain a novel 

proof for the identity: volume (S2n) = 2(277)n/1· 3·5· .. , (2n-1). 

To conclude this appendix, we will show that the Euler class cannot 

be determined by the curvature tensor of an arbitrary (non-metric) connec

tion. In fact we will describe an example of an oriented vector bundle 

with flat connection such that the Euler class with real coefficients is 

non-zero. (Compare [Milnor, 1958] and [Wood].) Suppose that we are given 

a homomorphism from the fundamental group IT = 771 (M) to the sp:,cial 

linear group SL(n, R). Then IT acts on the universal covering M and 

hence acts diagonally on the product M x Rn. It is not hard to see that 

the natural mapping 

is the projection map of an n-plane bundle f with flat connection (or 

eqUivalently, with discrete structural group). We will devise such an 

example with e(f) t O. 

Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g> 1. Then the 

universal covering M is conformally diffeomorphic to the complex upper 

half plane H. (See for example [Springerl.) Every element in the group 

IT of covering transformations corresponds to a fractional linear trans

formation of H of the form 

Z I-> (az+ b)/(cz+ d) , 

where the matrix 

[: ~J f SL(2, R) 
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is well defined up to sign. Thus we have constructed a homomorphism h 

from IT to the quotient group 

PSL(2, R) = SL(2, R)/I ± Il 

We will show that h lifts to a homomorphism IT --> SL(2, R) which induces 

the required 2-plane bundle over M. 

The group PSL(2, R) operates naturally on the real projective line 

pi (R), which can be identified with the boundary R U 00 of H. Hence 

h induces a bundle Tj over M with fiber Pl(R) and projection map 

We will think of Tj as a bundle whose structural group is the group 

PSL(2, R) with the discrete topology. This induced bundle TJ can be 

identified with the tangent circle bundle of M. In fact, any non-zero 

tangent vector v at a point z of H is tangent to a unique oriented 

circle segment (or vertical line segment) which leads from z to a point 

fez, v) on the boundary R U 00, and which crosses this boundary orthogo

nally. (See Figure 8.) The mapping f is invariant under the action of IT 

(that is, £(a z, Da z<v)) = a fez, v) for a f IT), and therefore induces the 

required isomorphism from the bundle of tangent directions on M to the 

(RU oo)-bundle Tj. (Notation as on p. 8.) It follows that the Euler number 

e(ry)[M] is equal to 2 - 2g fo O. 

Fig. 8. 



Let Eo be the total space of Tf, and E the total space of the 

associated topological 2-disk bundle. Since e(Tf) is divisible by 2, it 

follows that w 2 (Tf) = O. Hence, from the exact sequence of the pair 

(E, Eo) it follows that the fundamental class u ( H2(E, Eo; Z/2) lifts 

back to a cohomology class a f Hi (Eo; Z/2) whose restriction to each 

fiber is non-zero. Let Eo --> Eo be the 2-fold covering space associated 

with this cohomology class a. Then the composition Eo --> Eo --> M con

stitutes a new circle bundle Ti over M. Using for example the obstruction 

definition, we see that e(Ti) = t e(Tf). Thus the Euler number of Ti is 

1 - g.f, O. 

The structural group of this new bundle Ti is evidently the 2-fold 

covering group SL(2, R) of PSL(2, R), acting on the 2-fold covering of 

P 1 (R). (This is clear since PSL(2, R) actually has the same homotopy 

type as the space P 1 (R) upon which it acts.) But Tf has discrete struc

tural group, so Ti does also. Hence Ti is induced by a suitable homomor

phism IT --> SL(2, R). The associated 2-plane bundle evidently has a flat 

connection, and has Euler number 1 - g.f, O. III 
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